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To jump start our discussion of these nonfiction styles, you will read several essays and complete
two assignments this summer.
In the packet below, you will find eight essays:
1. “Inside the Mad, Mad World of TripAdvisor” (Vanderbilt pp. 1-11)
2. “The No-Stats All-Star” (Lewis, pp. 12-27)
3. “Take Nothing, Leave Nothing” (Winchester, pp. 28-34)
4. “House of Hockey” (Swift, pp. 35-45)
5. “Trapped” (Ralston, pp. 46-61)
6. “The Unabashed Beauty of Jason Brown on Ice” (Lockwood, pp. 62-66)
7. “How an Extreme Athlete Uncovered Her Own Genetic Flaw” (Yong, pp. 67-74)
8. “Colin Kaepernick Has a Job” (Browne, pp. 75-93)
9. YOUR CHOICE … Find an article in either the sports or travel genre
(Outside/Backpacker/National Geographic/Sports Illustrated/Sporting News are a few
magazines to help start you off). Article should be at least 750 words.
When you have read the essays, please choose two or three of the essays. You will write a brief
essay (two or three body paragraphs) analyzing them in relation to one another, both comparing
and contrasting. Consider, as you write, what standards readers should use to evaluate short
nonfiction texts, and make use of those standards in your analysis. Please type this response.
Also, write a 1+ page reflection on your choice essay. This is a conversational response piece,
but should be well-edited and well-thought out. These are questions you might consider
responding to: Why did you choose it? How many articles did you consider before choosing this
one? What about the writing style connected for you? What is the author’s purpose? How is
organized? What made this article stand out to you? Your responses are due on the first day of
class.
If you have questions, feel free to email me -- better earlier in the summer than at the last minute.
Enjoy the summer!
Brian Parsons
brian@crossroadscollegeprep.org

Inside the Mad, Mad World of TripAdvisor
By Tom Vanderbilt
in Outside (March 13, 2015
The Koryo Hotel does pretty well on TripAdvisor, all things considered. The Internet never—and I
mean never—works. The towels are “thin,” the sheet thread count low, and the milk powdered.
Watch out for the “giant mutant cockroach snake hybrid“ in the shower. Guests even have to pay
for the pool.
Still, the Koryo, a pair of dull beige towers connected near the top by a sky bridge, is the
number-one-rated hotel on TripAdvisor for Pyongyang, North Korea. Despite its many faults, it
garners three and a half out of five “bubbles,” in TripAdvisor parlance (so as not to be confused
with the star systems that signify quality in hotels and restaurants), across nearly 90 reviews.
Perhaps this is no surprise. People come expecting the worst, and with expectations so dismally
calibrated, something like hot water starts to sound pretty amazing. Reviewers carefully note that
many of the hotel’s quirks—you can’t walk out the front door unaccompanied, for instance—are
out of the manager’s hands. (You’ll have to take that up with the Supreme Leader.) It may not be the
Ritz-Carlton, the sentiment goes, but considering the fact that you are staying in the marquee
property in the showcase capital of the world’s most repressive regime, it may be best to, as one
reviewer counseled, “just chill out, have some beers, some expired Oreos from the gift shop and
make friends with the other tourists.”
The fact that so many people are so earnestly reviewing a hotel that they have not themselves
chosen (accommodations are selected by government-sanctioned tour operators), in a situation in
which management is hardly likely to care, in a country where the Internet-driven wisdom of crowds
is a remote fiction, speaks to the curious power of TripAdvisor, which, in its decade and a half of
existence, has changed travel as we know it. The reviews demonstrate the abiding urge to share and
the faith that sharing—even for that one-more-grain-of-sand 13,786th reviewer of the Bellagio Las
Vegas—will make someone else’s experience, or quite possibly everyone’s experience, that much
better.
No matter your destination, you will, at some point in your research, visit TripAdvisor. The
company, with the humble mantra “real hotel reviews you can trust,” has become—on a rising tide
of 200 million user reviews and counting—a travel-industry Goliath, able to turn obscure hotels into
sold-out hot spots, carry new flocks of visitors on digital word of mouth to quiet destinations, even
rewrite the hospitality standards of entire nations. For travelers the impact has been equally
profound. What begins as a simple search-engine query becomes an epic fact-finding mission that
leaves no moldy shower curtain unturned, a labyrinthine choose-your-own-adventure—do you read

the one-bubble rant?—in which the perfect hotel always seems just one more click away. For all the
power of the service, it raises deep questions about travel itself, including, most pressingly, who do
we want—who do we trust—to tell us where to go? “The future,” Don DeLillo once wrote,
“belongs to crowds.” Are we there yet?

Many years ago, when the Internet was still just hobbyist bulletin boards in a handful of homes, I
went backpacking with a friend across Mexico. Like everyone did back then, we carried a Bible-worn
copy of Let’s Go: Mexico, which represented pretty much our entire universe. Its recommendations
were usually decent but were based largely on one college student’s legwork. Who knows if he
actually looked at the room or just hurriedly scanned the lobby? What was her standard for “clean”?
The first night in Mexico City, our hotel had small creatures in the walls, unmentioned by the guide.
Asking around, we eventually landed in a cheap and obscure place. That’s how it worked: We were
in an information-poor environment. We gleaned recommendations from the gringo grapevine. You
never quite knew what to expect, but wasn’t that why you were traveling?
Barbara Messing, TripAdvisor’s chief marketing officer, remembers those days, too. “There was that
community of travelers in East Africa or South America who were circling the hotels in Lonely
Planet that were really good or telling you what was closed or had good breakfast,” she recalls to me
by phone from the company’s headquarters, near Boston. “That entire offline community got
imported onto TripAdvisor.”
And how. The site now has reviews of hotels, restaurants, and attractions in more than 45 countries,
with contributors (all unpaid) adding their comments at a rate of 115 per minute. Some 890,000
hotels are listed on the site, and TripAdvisor boasts one of the largest collections of
user-contributed travel photographs in the world. (The collection of shower-drain photos alone
could fill a museum.)
On its myriad forums, even the most banal query (e.g., “Does this resort have 110v plugs in its
rooms?”) seems to excite a flurry of replies, often within 24 hours. Though the site sometimes seems
like a place people go to air complaints, as Messing tells me, “In general, our reviewers are a happy
bunch.” For hotels the average rating is above four bubbles. Because people use the site to plan their
trips, she says, the ratings can be as much about “thanking the community for pointing them in the
right direction.” In other words, reviews of TripAdvisor itself.
These days, you can hardly visit a restaurant in a beach town without seeing the TripAdvisor owl in
the window or finish a bike tour without being implored, via follow-up e-mail, to leave your

feedback on the site. “It hasn’t changed travel like jets changed travel,” says Henry Harteveldt, an
industry analyst with Atmosphere Research Group. But “it has changed the satisfaction we can get
from a trip and the ability to better understand the destinations.” Where travel is concerned,
Harteveldt says, “information becomes instantly static and stale. With TripAdvisor, you know if a
hotel that a few years ago was fresh and wonderful is still fresh and wonderful—or has become
tired.” More important, he says, it “has empowered the consumer by making hotels and other
related businesses far more transparent.” Sure, guests always had the ability to complain to the front
desk or on one of the comment cards left on the nightstand, but that information went no further
than the management. (As Heads in Beds author and former hotel employee Jacob Tomsky notes,
“We used to confidently toss comment cards in the trash”—or, as they also referred to it, the
“t-file.”) Now one’s smallest observation—the ecstasies of the rainfall showerhead, the
disappointments of the room-service toast—has a global audience.
Mount McKinley, Alaska
(5 bubbles) "An excellent mountain. Beautiful and majestic."
"Loved the pure beauty, the surrounding glaciers, mountain ranges and heaps of snow. Nothing to
dislike unless you do not like snow or beauty."
(3 bubbles) "Denali Park big disappointment. I was expecting animals running around everywhere....
Not going to happen. When you do see them you will usually need binoculars.... You can sit in your
home and see much more on a TV screen [than] you will ever see there."
Those reviews carry demonstrable weight. A study by Cornell University’s Center for Hospitality
Research found that for every percentage point a hotel improves its online reputation, its “RevPAR”
(revenue per available room) goes up by 1.4 percent; for every point its reputation improves on a
five-point scale, a hotel can raise prices by 11 percent without seeing bookings fall off. This has been
a boon for smaller, midpriced, independently owned hotels. “Twenty years ago, the brands owned
the sense of quality,” says Bjorn Hanson, a professor at New York University’s Tisch Center for
Hospitality and Tourism. “If I stayed at a big-name hotel, I knew what I was getting.” That sense of
confidence in quality, argues Hanson, has been supplanted by TripAdvisor. Not only can there be
variation within a brand, but suddenly that quirky hotel that was once the obscure favorite of a
single guidebook gets lifted to market prominence. Thanks to TripAdvisor, a formerly sleepy spot
like the Magic Castle Hotel in Los Angeles—ranked number one in the city—is, says Hanson, “able
to generate rates and occupancy levels that from a hotel-analyst point of view are quite
extraordinary.”

Social media officially took over travel in 2010—or so the scientists say. That is the year, according
to the Cornell study, that “guest experience mentioned in customer reviews” became the factor most
frequently cited by consumers in surveys about the process of choosing a hotel.
For hotel owners, this meant that a luxury brand or pictures of nice-looking rooms on a website
were no longer enough. Instead, believes TripAdvisor’s Messing, service became paramount. “That
is why the number-one hotel in a major market is often not the hotel you would expect.”
TripAdvisor’s ranking system, she says, operates like a value index: “For what I paid, how delighted
was I?” The company closely guards its algorithm, but it’s engineered to emphasize the quality,
frequency, and freshness of reviews.
If rankings were based only on the number of reviews, says Messing, “It would be purely a
popularity contest or a size contest—the big hotels would always win.”
The impact of the so-called TripAdvisor effect can be enormous. When a group of researchers at
Ireland’s University College Dublin examined hotel reviews in the Las Vegas market between 2007
and 2009, and compared the data with reviews in the Irish market (where, they noted, TripAdvisor
was a more “recent phenomenon”), they found that while ratings in Las Vegas remained more or
less constant during that period, in Ireland they rose from 3.6 to 3.8 bubbles. Their takeaway: as
Irish managers scrambled to respond to the novelty that was TripAdvisor, hotels actually got better.
Additionally, responses to customer reviews more than tripled over the two years of the study.
Adam Medros, who heads TripAdvisor’s global product division, told me that hotel owners have
started thinking of the site as a marketing platform and are “embracing the feedback, even if it’s
negative.” A recent internal TripAdvisor study found that owners who respond more frequently to
comments are over 20 percent more likely to get booking inquiries. “Saying sorry is important,” says
Medros, “but it’s not enough to say sorry you didn’t like the carpet.” Instead, the reply should be:
“Here’s our plan for fixing that.”
Indeed, NYU’s Hanson says that TripAdvisor reviews now factor into the “capex,” or
capital-expenditure, decisions companies make. “A general manager can go to the owner and say,
‘Look at the comments we’re getting about furnishings or parking lots compared with our
competitors,’ ” Hanson says. “Instead of ‘I think we should do something,’ it’s ‘The reviews are
costing us occupancy and average daily rate.’ ” TripAdvisor now goes “way beyond the individual
traveler making decisions,” he says. “It’s influencing owners and brands. Even lenders will ask, ‘Are
we putting our capital into a hotel that’s at risk because it’s getting poor reviews?’ ”

All this is a remarkable turn of events for a site that, back when it was founded in 2000, considered
consumer reviews an afterthought. TripAdvisor was conceived as a meta-aggregator of travel
information. Cofounder Stephen Kaufer, a Harvard-trained computer scientist who has served as
the CEO and president from the beginning, directed employees to link to travel articles around the
Web. But the site also let users post their own comments. Very quickly, TripAdvisor realized that
the user reviews were getting all the traffic. As the Harvard Business Review described the situation
in 2012, “They adjusted to focus on user reviews, such that fresh, authentic content was always
available and didn’t cost the company any money to produce.”
In 2004, TripAdvisor was purchased by Barry Diller’s media conglomerate IAC for $212 million and
was soon put into a group of travel brands under the Expedia umbrella. Over the next few years, it
grew from a startup with $23 million in annual revenue into a multibillion-dollar global brand. In
2011, TripAdvisor was spun off as its own company again. In recent years, Kaufer has orchestrated
a series of aggressive if rather quiet acquisitions, from booking company Viator to
restaurant-reservations app La Fourchette to airline seating guide SeatGuru to
VacationHomeRentals.com. Last year saw the introduction of a battery of new TripAdvisor
products, including city travel guides you can use offline on your smartphone and a feature that lets
you book an Uber ride to the restaurant whose TripAdvisor reviews you were just reading. The
trajectory points toward the brand becoming a kind of always-there digital concierge.
While the big booking companies like Expedia and Booking.com also let users post reviews, no one
matches the volume or weight of TripAdvisor, Hanson says. “If it were retail, we’d be calling it the
category killer.” Those reviews have become part of a self-perpetuating, incredibly profitable cycle.
Visitors go to the site to read reviews written by travelers, book a hotel based on those reviews (with
a small percentage going to TripAdvisor), then write reviews of their own, and so on. As Inc.
columnist Jeff Bussgang put it, describing TripAdvisor’s 98 percent gross margins, “For every dollar
of revenue, the company is able to drop nearly half to the bottom line. I’m not sure the mafia could
do better.” Perhaps not surprisingly, TripAdvisor is greatly expanding its headquarters outside
Boston, and last year Kaufer took a 510 percent raise, to $39 million, making him the country’s
fourth-highest-paid CEO. (Somewhat ironic for a site based on the promise of democratization and
transparency, my requests to speak to Kaufer, and to visit the company headquarters, were turned
down.)
Of course, when you are becoming a kind of middleman in the affairs of virtually every hotel in the
world, there are bound to be complications. TripAdvisor has been the subject of numerous lawsuits
that question the veracity of its reviews. When a hotel in Tennessee made a 2011 TripAdvisor list of
the dirtiest hotels in America, the owner filed a $10 million defamation suit. Christopher Bavitz, the
managing director of Harvard Law School’s Cyberlaw Clinic, which filed a brief in support of

TripAdvisor, notes that federal law “essentially says that a website is not to be treated as the
publisher or speaker.” It is a case, he says, of what is called “Internet exceptionalism,” and it dates
back to the early days of the online world. As he explained it, “If CompuServe were held liable for
every crackpot thing that someone said in a message board, the entire thing might grind to a halt.”
The court ultimately ruled that calling the place the dirtiest hotel in the country wasn’t defamatory
because people understood that it was hyperbolic.
This is not to say that an individual can’t be sued for defamation for a review he or she writes on
TripAdvisor. But early precedent seems to go against such lawsuits succeeding: In December, the
Ashley Inn, a hotel in Lincoln City, Oregon, dropped a suit it had filed against an anonymous
reviewer (“12Kelly”) who’d said the hotel’s “rooms are nasty.” The reviewer, the judge ruled, was
protected by media shield laws.
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area, Oregon
(5 bubbles) "A Thousand Kinds of Beauty!"
"I have lived and traveled around the world—but few things I have seen can even come close to the
infinte variety and beauty of the Columbia Gorge."
(2 bubbles) "Not sure I understand the attraction."
"Another thing I don't get. It's a river. It's not the Mississippi which is a huge awe inspiring river, it's
not the Chicago River which flows backwards and flows between gorgeous, towering [skyscrapers]."
European officials have had a different take. In 2012, the UK’s Advertising Standards Authority
decreed that TripAdvisor could not use phrases like “reviews you can trust,” because it couldn’t
prove that its reviews were truthful—or had even been written by actual guests. Last December,
Italian regulators fined the company more than $600,000 for, as The New York Times reported,
“not doing enough to prevent false reviews.”
Indeed, bogus comments are a central challenge for TripAdvisor. The company has cautioned
resorts that have tried to game the system by offering incentives to write positive reviews and notes
that every single review goes through a tracking system, which maps where, when, and how
(desktop, mobile, tablet) each was written. Automated tools designed to sense “algorithmic signals”
of suspicious activity are backed up by a 250-person content-integrity team helmed by Medros and
made up of staffers with fraud-detection backgrounds in police and intelligence agencies.
(TripAdvisor declined my requests to speak to any of them.) If the team determines that
manipulation is going on, a hotel could end up with the ultimate mark of TripAdvisor scorn: a red
badge that warns users not to trust what they read.

But a more prevalent defense is crowdsourcing. The sheer scale of TripAdvisor creates, Medros
argues, a kind of self-enforcing equilibrium: you would have to write a lot of fawning posts to sway
the bubbles of the 13,000-review Bellagio. Even then, he says, you will only draw more people
expecting that enhanced experience. “Even if you could beat the system, it’s like Sisyphus—the rock
is going to roll down the hill.” Users, Medros insists, can “suss out” the outlier in a sea of positive or
negative reviews. This speaks to what may be an even greater problem than fake comments: too
many.
It begins with a simple message—“Plan and Book Your Perfect Trip”—and a search box. In the
background beckons, at least on this day, a perfect coastal village in Greece. I was a few keystrokes
away from paradise.
A number of months ago, I was looking for an easy winter getaway for my family. My wife and I
wanted something to satisfy us (i.e., not Disney World) and our daughter (i.e., anywhere with a pool
or ocean). I decided to plan the whole thing on TripAdvisor.
We eventually settled on Tulum, Mexico, the once ultra-bohemian outpost down-coast from Cancún
that has become a kind of gentrified Brooklyn South, both for its East Coast proximity and its
shared cultural vibe (read: beards, bike paths, yoga, organic everything). But with copious
archaeological sites, spectrally lit underground freshwater pools, known as cenotes, and the
sprawling Sian Ka’an biosphere reserve just to the south, it still seemed a worthy adventure.
As I came to understand while planning the trip, the more you hand yourself over to TripAdvisor,
the more you get wrapped up in its worldview. I began to see Tulum less as a place unto itself than
as a vast Gringolandia construct of projected desires and flummoxed expectations, worried
last-minute inquiries about federales and narcos, a galaxy of unsmiling concierges and
complimentary upgrades. I wondered how such a colossal gulf could exist between two humans
having, at least on paper, the same experience. How can one place be “almost the perfect dream”
and also a “horrible experience that no one should go through”? The language of the reviews started
to affect me. I closed my eyes and saw phrases like “exceeded my expectations!!!!” silhouetted on my
eyelids. In a vision quest of user-generated feedback, I reworked reviews into haiku:
The ruins of Tulum
They are so boring and hot
Where is the damn beach?
And just when I thought I’d found a hotel, after I’d digested dozens of raves, I would come across
that one review—the cockroach in the salad bar. Behavioral economists call this the Volvo problem,
after a thought experiment in which a prospective car buyer, having read in bona fide sources like
Consumer Reportshow great a car is, hears from a neighbor that his is always in the shop. Suddenly,

that aggregate of rational, emotionally distant information is overwhelmed by a much more
narratively powerful, personally relevant source.
And TripAdvisor reviews are nothing if not narratives, often bursting with details that stray far
beyond thread counts and shower sizes—a roster of travelers’ previous trips, the fact that a couple
was celebrating their 16th wedding anniversary, or the reflection, offered by one reviewer, that
“sometimes I stay up late playing my guitar.” They also, as TripAdvisor’s Messing noted, tend to
present things on the sunny side. Camilla Vásquez, an applied linguist at the University of South
Florida and author of The Discourse of Online Consumer Reviews, has thoroughly analyzed a
corpus of TripAdvisor comments. She notes that, within a “categorically negative review,” there will
usually be “an effort to work toward some feature of the hotel that’s positive.” Even in the most
withering one-bubble critique, 30 percent of her sample included “some kind of positive statement.”
As Vásquez explains, “We all know those people who will complain no matter what, and reviewers
work hard to present themselves as not that person.”
Slickrock Bike Trail, Moab, Utah
(3 bubbles) "Only for the hardcore on bikes."
"It is stunning scenery and could almost be described as fun, but it is very difficult, particularly in 98
degree heat."
(3 bubbles) "Seems to be designed for the masses of beginners."
"We were so frustrated by it's lack of flow and low reward for the work. It seems it's designed to
purposely slow you down and keep the hoards of tourists/beginners from ending up in the
hospital."
As I read up on Tulum, it became more a game of parsing reviewers themselves (are they like me?)
and trying to decode the more cryptic comments (“Found the owners to be quite French”). This is
why, according to Philippe Brown, of the luxury tour operator Brown and Hudson, TripAdvisor has
not necessarily proved the lethal threat to travel agents that it was first assumed to be. “There’s too
much info, and so many hidden agendas, like national or regional biases,” says Brown. Visit
TripAdvisor, he says, and “you’ve probably learned that a hotel is filthy, according to Italian people,
but people from England think it’s great.” There is, he says, “loads of info, but no insight.”
TripAdvisor claims that it’s trying to solve the information-glut problem: instead of giving you
12,000 reviews of the Bellagio, how can it provide, in the first page or two, the half-dozen that are
most relevant to you? When I spoke to Medros, he explained that the company was busily
beta-testing a number of personalization algorithms. “Some are based largely on past behavior. We
had one case of a user who had written tons of reviews of Best Westerns,” says Medros. “When that
person looks at a new city, and the first hotel we show them isn’t a Best Western, that’s just wrong.”

Medros envisions a kind of Pandora-style travel genome—if you like hotel X, you will love hotel Y.
Of course, this works only if the reasoning makes sense: early on in my research, before I had
selected a destination, when I looked at one property—“#33 of 48 hotels in Managua”—I was told
that I had been sent there because I “researched similar hotels in Captiva Island.” Really? How
similar are hotels in an upscale Gulf Coast enclave and a gritty Central American city?
TripAdvisor has also rolled out Facebook integration. Suddenly, those reviews from Facebook
friends, and friends of Facebook friends, pop up first (if you’ve given permission). I found that this
helped, but only to a point: my family’s TripAdvisor account was linked to my wife’s Facebook page,
and often the reviews would note that some “friend” had stayed at a particular hotel—the only
problem being that we had no idea who the person was and if we should trust them any more than
Bob from Saskatoon. But Medros calls it a “starting point.” “Even if my friends are idiots,” he says,
“I still want to know what they thought of it.”

Driving down the dusty, mangrove-lined track to Hotel Jashita, in Soliman Bay, Mexico, I passed a
man on foot who, as I’d learn a few moments later at the reception desk, was the property’s
co-owner, a dapper Italian named Tommaso Marchiorello. While we talked, a fragment of one of the
hotel’s TripAdvisor reviews floated into my consciousness. “Lots of smiles,” it said, “but he came
across as … stand-offish.” I actually wasn’t getting that vibe, but it raised the question: How much
can one person’s experience match my own?
Quite a lot, in fact, at least on more cut-and-dried matters. On our second night, my five-year-old
daughter, settling in for bed, spied a lizard on the ceiling. As this proved altogether too novel, I was
implored to dispatch the hapless creature. Deciding to outsource, I made a motion to call the front
desk. Then I remembered, from a TripAdvisor review, that there were no phones in the rooms! I
suddenly realized that I was reliving someone else’s inferior service experience. Then it occurred to
me that I actually like the absence of phones (not to mention televisions) in rooms. And that lizard?
It evaded the best efforts of the night man. My daughter, naming it “Lizzie,” made her peace. The
subjectivity of travel, like life itself, balances on a knife’s edge: I could just as easily have disparaged
the creature-infested, amenity-lacking room as rhapsodized about its Zen-like simplicity and
proximity to nature.
In fact, TripAdvisor looms so large in the hotel’s success that when Jashita, which formerly had
occupied the number-one spot for Tulum, was grouped into a new category for Soliman Bay, which
is about five miles north of Tulum, Marchiorello’s business plummeted. “From one day to the
other—boom!—all the reservations and the e-mail dropped,” he said. So he started working with
agencies like iEscape to publicize the hotel. While his bookings and ratings have recovered—Jashita

showed up as TripAdvisor’s number two in the whole Riviera Maya region when I was there—he
pointed out that “Nothing would bring us the business that used to be brought from TripAdvisor
when we were number one in Tulum.”
After a few days, we traded our private plunge pool for a more affordable hotel, Don Diego de la
Selva, in Tulum proper, which, like Jashita, was a TripAdvisor Traveler’s Choice. Charles Galligani,
who moved to Tulum ten years ago from Paris, opened Don Diego just as TripAdvisor was gaining
steam. “We followed the revolution,” he told me. For Galligani, the reviews are a testament to the
vagaries of taste and a way to fine-tune amenities. “The beds are a bit too firm for the Americans
and, on the contrary, for the Europeans they are not firm enough,” he says. (He has added a few
softer beds.) “South Americans prefer the upper floor,” he said. “They say, ‘I don’t want to stay in
this jungle, it’s too dangerous!’ ”
How did TripAdvisor perform outside of hotel reviews? We had a delightful dinner at El Asadero,
an Argentinean-style steak place in Tulum that was ranked number four of all restaurants. Restaurare
(number nine), a vegetarian spot on the beach, was tasty if a little rustic—the generator-supplied
power blinked out briefly, although bonus points went to the hostess, who gave us homemade
mosquito repellent. The taqueria Antojitos La Chiapaneca came highly recommended, but that may
have had more to do with price and location than anything else—frankly, I’ve had better tacos in
Queens. Some of the best food we had—the grilled boquinete at the beach shack Chamico’s in
Soliman, the zesty enchiladas verdes at the Loncheria El Aguacate—were recommended by people
we’d met but were many pages down on TripAdvisor, so who knows whether we’d have ever found
them.
Angkor Wat, Cambodia
(5 bubbles) "Wow!!"
"Could not believe how intricate and magnificent the ancient builders [were]. Must see to believe
your eyes and take in the glory!"
(1 bubble) "BORING!!!"
"It's just a bunch of fancy rocks on top of other fancy rocks, inside a hot Jungle."
Wherever I go, one of my highest priorities is getting on a bike, and a TripAdvisor forum pointed
me to iBike Tulum, located just off the cycling path on the way to the beach. The owner, Arturo
Ramirez, not only hooked me up with a Specialized mountain bike, but also turned me onto a feisty
Sunday-morning group ride (replete with stranded tourist rescue and crocodile sighting) into Sian
Ka’an. The next day, we visited the lagoons of Sian Ka’an on a Yucatan Outdoors kayaking
adventure, which was ranked number five of Tulum activities—and, it should be said, deserves its
five-bubble rating. In between showing us boat-billed herons and offering my daughter tasty

bananitos, owner Antonio Arsuaga told me that TripAdvisor is essential to his business. “It helps us
to be more stable,” he said. Hotel employees who might normally recommend his outfit come and
go, Arsuaga said, “but in the virtual world it stays.”
Leaving the cave tour at the cenote-and-zip-line complex Aktun Chen, where the guide’s joke-filled
patter was as smooth and gently worn by time as the stalactites, we saw a huge sign, decorated in
TripAdvisor green, with the brand’s signature owl, imploring visitors to post reviews. Spotting the
owl became a game for my daughter: at the palateria in town, on the gate at Don Diego. By the time
we were at the Cancún airport, passing by a small room that a TripAdvisor sign claimed was the best
“fish spa” in Mexico (the fish nibble at your feet, offering a unique sort of pedicure), I began to feel
a rash desire to partake in some activity that was not on TripAdvisor, an experience that had not
already been mediated by the leveling winds of mass opinion—a rathole restaurant or fleabag hotel
where I didn’t already know the front-desk clerk’s name. I wanted to have no expectations, either
exceeded or unmet.
But all this was my young backpacker self speaking; as a harried dad, I needed some assurance that
things would work out. I’d been wise to give in to the crowd.

The No-Stats All-Star
By Michael Lewis
in New York Times Magazine (Feb. 13, 2009)
Out of Duke University. . . . A 6-foot-8-inch forward. . . .
He had more or less admitted to me that this part of his job left him cold. ‘It’s the same thing every
day,’ he said, as he struggled to explain how a man on the receiving end of the raging love of 18,557
people in a darkened arena could feel nothing. “If you had filet mignon every single night, you’d
stop tasting it.”
To him the only pleasure in these sounds — the name of his beloved alma mater, the roar of the
crowd — was that they marked the end of the worst part of his game day: the 11 minutes between
the end of warm-ups and the introductions. Eleven minutes of horsing around and making small
talk with players on the other team. All those players making exaggerated gestures of affection
toward one another before the game, who don’t actually know one another, or even want to. “I hate
being out on the floor wasting that time,” he said. “I used to try to talk to people, but then I figured
out no one actually liked me very much.” Instead of engaging in the pretense that these other
professional basketball players actually know and like him, he slips away into the locker room.
Shane Battier!
And up Shane Battier popped, to the howl of the largest crowd ever to watch a basketball game at
the Toyota Center in Houston, and jumped playfully into Yao Ming (the center “out of China”).
Now, finally, came the best part of his day, when he would be, oddly, most scrutinized and least
understood.
Seldom are regular-season games in the N.B.A. easy to get worked up for. Yesterday Battier couldn’t
tell me whom the team played three days before. (“The Knicks!” he exclaimed a minute later. “We
played the Knicks!”) Tonight, though it was a midweek game in the middle of January, was different.
Tonight the Rockets were playing the Los Angeles Lakers, and so Battier would guard Kobe Bryant,
the player he says is the most capable of humiliating him. Both Battier and the Rockets’ front office
were familiar with the story line. “I’m certain that Kobe is ready to just destroy Shane,” Daryl
Morey, the Rockets’ general manager, told me. “Because there’s been story after story about how
Shane shut Kobe down the last time.” Last time was March 16, 2008, when the Houston Rockets
beat the Lakers to win their 22nd game in a row — the second-longest streak in N.B.A. history. The
game drew a huge national television audience, which followed Bryant for his 47 miserable minutes:
he shot 11 of 33 from the field and scored 24 points. “A lot of people watched,” Morey said.

“Everyone watches Kobe when the Lakers play. And so everyone saw Kobe struggling. And so for
the first time they saw what we’d been seeing.” Battier has routinely guarded the league’s most
dangerous offensive players — LeBron James, Chris Paul, Paul Pierce — and has usually managed
to render them, if not entirely ineffectual, then a lot less effectual than they normally are. He has
done it so quietly that no one really notices what exactly he is up to.
Last season, in a bid to draw some attention to Battier’s defense, the Rockets’ public-relations
department would send a staff member to the opponent’s locker room to ask leading questions of
whichever superstar Battier had just hamstrung: “Why did you have so much trouble tonight?” “Did
he do something to disrupt your game?” According to Battier: “They usually say they had an off
night. They think of me as some chump.” He senses that some players actually look forward to
being guarded by him. “No one dreads being guarded by me,” he said. Morey confirmed as much:
“That’s actually true. But for two reasons: (a) They don’t think anyone can guard them and (b) they
really scoff at the notion Shane Battier could guard them. They all think his reputation exceeds his
ability.” Even as Battier was being introduced in the arena, Ahmad Rashad was wrapping up his
pregame report on NBA TV and saying, “Shane Battier will try to stop Kobe Bryant.” This caused
the co-host Gary Payton to laugh and reply, “Ain’t gonna happen,” and the other co-host, Chris
Webber, to add, “I think Kobe will score 50, and they’ll win by 19 going away.”
Early on, Hoop Scoop magazine named Shane Battier the fourth-best seventh grader in the United
States. When he graduated from Detroit Country Day School in 1997, he received the Naismith
Award as the best high-school basketball player in the nation. When he graduated from Duke in
2001, where he won a record-tying 131 college-basketball games, including that year’s N.C.A.A.
championship, he received another Naismith Award as the best college basketball player in the
nation. He was drafted in the first round by the woeful Memphis Grizzlies, not just a bad basketball
team but the one with the worst winning percentage in N.B.A. history — whereupon he was almost
instantly dismissed, even by his own franchise, as a lesser talent. The year after Battier joined the
Grizzlies, the team’s general manager was fired and the N.B.A. legend Jerry West, a k a the Logo
because his silhouette is the official emblem of the N.B.A., took over the team. “From the minute
Jerry West got there he was trying to trade me,” Battier says. If West didn’t have any takers, it was in
part because Battier seemed limited: most of the other players on the court, and some of the players
on the bench, too, were more obviously gifted than he is. “He’s, at best, a marginal N.B.A. athlete,”
Morey says.
The Grizzlies went from 23-59 in Battier’s rookie year to 50-32 in his third year, when they made the
N.B.A. playoffs, as they did in each of his final three seasons with the team. Before the 2006-7
season, Battier was traded to the Houston Rockets, who had just finished 34-48. In his first season
with the Rockets, they finished 52-30, and then, last year, went 55-27 — including one stretch of 22
wins in a row. Only the 1971-2 Los Angeles Lakers have won more games consecutively in the

N.B.A. And because of injuries, the Rockets played 11 of those 22 games without their two
acknowledged stars, Tracy McGrady and Yao Ming, on the court at the same time; the Rockets
player who spent the most time actually playing for the Rockets during the streak was Shane Battier.
This year Battier, recovering from off-season surgery to remove bone spurs from an ankle, has
played in just over half of the Rockets’ games. That has only highlighted his importance. “This year,”
Morey says, “we have been a championship team with him and a bubble playoff team without him.”
Here we have a basketball mystery: a player is widely regarded inside the N.B.A. as, at best, a
replaceable cog in a machine driven by superstars. And yet every team he has ever played on has
acquired some magical ability to win.
Solving the mystery is somewhere near the heart of Daryl Morey’s job. In 2005, the Houston
Rockets’ owner, Leslie Alexander, decided to hire new management for his losing team and went
looking specifically for someone willing to rethink the game. “We now have all this data,” Alexander
told me. “And we have computers that can analyze that data. And I wanted to use that data in a
progressive way. When I hired Daryl, it was because I wanted somebody that was doing more than
just looking at players in the normal way. I mean, I’m not even sure we’re playing the game the right
way.”
The virus that infected professional baseball in the 1990s, the use of statistics to find new and better
ways to value players and strategies, has found its way into every major sport. Not just basketball
and football, but also soccer and cricket and rugby and, for all I know, snooker and darts — each
one now supports a subculture of smart people who view it not just as a game to be played but as a
problem to be solved. Outcomes that seem, after the fact, all but inevitable — of course LeBron
James hit that buzzer beater, of course the Pittsburgh Steelers won the Super Bowl — are instead
treated as a set of probabilities, even after the fact. The games are games of odds. Like professional
card counters, the modern thinkers want to play the odds as efficiently as they can; but of course to
play the odds efficiently they must first know the odds. Hence the new statistics, and the quest to
acquire new data, and the intense interest in measuring the impact of every little thing a player does
on his team’s chances of winning. In its spirit of inquiry, this subculture inside professional
basketball is no different from the subculture inside baseball or football or darts. The difference in
basketball is that it happens to be the sport that is most like life.
When Alexander, a Wall Street investor, bought the Rockets in 1993, the notion that basketball was
awaiting some statistical reformation hadn’t occurred to anyone. At the time, Daryl Morey was at
Northwestern University, trying to figure out how to get a job in professional sports and thinking
about applying to business schools. He was tall and had played high-school basketball, but otherwise
he gave off a quizzical, geeky aura. “A lot of people who are into the new try to hide it,” he says.
“With me there was no point.” In the third grade he stumbled upon the work of the baseball writer
Bill James — the figure most responsible for the current upheaval in professional sports — and

decided that what he really wanted to do with his life was put Jamesian principles into practice. He
nursed this ambition through a fairly conventional academic career, which eventually took him to
M.I.T.’s Sloan School of Management. There he opted for the entrepreneurial track, not because he
actually wanted to be an entrepreneur but because he figured that the only way he would ever be
allowed to run a pro-sports franchise was to own one, and the only way he could imagine having
enough money to buy one was to create some huge business. “This is the 1990s — there’s no
Theo,” Morey says, referring to Theo Epstein, the statistics-minded general manager of the Boston
Red Sox. “Sandy Alderson is progressive, but nobody knows it.” Sandy Alderson, then the general
manager of the Oakland Athletics, had also read Bill James and begun to usher in the new age of
statistical analysis in baseball. “So,” Morey continues, “I just assumed that getting rich was the only
way in.” Apart from using it to acquire a pro-sports team, Morey had no exceptional interest in
money.
He didn’t need great wealth, as it turned out. After graduating
from business school, he went to work for a consulting firm in
Boston called Parthenon, where he was tapped in 2001 to advise
a group trying to buy the Red Sox. The bid failed, but a related
group went and bought the Celtics — and hired Morey to help
reorganize the business. In addition to figuring out where to set
ticket prices, Morey helped to find a new general manager and
new people looking for better ways to value basketball players.
The Celtics improved. Leslie Alexander heard whispers that
Morey, who was 33, was out in front of those trying to rethink
the game, so he hired him to remake the Houston Rockets.
When Morey came to the Rockets, a huge chunk of the team’s
allotted payroll — the N.B.A. caps payrolls and taxes teams that exceed them — was committed, for
many years to come, to two superstars: Tracy McGrady and Yao Ming. Morey had to find ways to
improve the Rockets without spending money. “We couldn’t afford another superstar,” he says, “so
we went looking for nonsuperstars that we thought were undervalued.” He went looking, essentially,
for underpaid players. “That’s the scarce resource in the N.B.A.,” he says. “Not the superstar but the
undervalued player.” Sifting the population of midlevel N.B.A. players, he came up with a list of 15,
near the top of which was the Memphis Grizzlies’ forward Shane Battier. This perplexed even the
man who hired Morey to rethink basketball. “All I knew was Shane’s stats,” Alexander says, “and
obviously they weren’t great. He had to sell me. It was hard for me to see it.”
Alexander wasn’t alone. It was, and is, far easier to spot what Battier doesn’t do than what he does.
His conventional statistics are unremarkable: he doesn’t score many points, snag many rebounds,
block many shots, steal many balls or dish out many assists. On top of that, it is easy to see what he
can never do: what points he scores tend to come from jump shots taken immediately after receiving

a pass. “That’s the telltale sign of someone who can’t ramp up his offense,” Morey says. “Because
you can guard that shot with one player. And until you can’t guard someone with one player, you
really haven’t created an offensive situation. Shane can’t create an offensive situation. He needs to be
open.” For fun, Morey shows me video of a few rare instances of Battier scoring when he hasn’t
exactly been open. Some large percentage of them came when he was being guarded by an inferior
defender — whereupon Battier backed him down and tossed in a left jump-hook. “This is probably,
to be honest with you, his only offensive move,” Morey says. “But look, see how he pump fakes.”
Battier indeed pump faked, several times, before he shot over a defender. “He does that because
he’s worried about his shot being blocked.” Battier’s weaknesses arise from physical limitations. Or,
as Morey puts it, “He can’t dribble, he’s slow and hasn’t got much body control.”
Battier’s game is a weird combination of obvious weaknesses and nearly invisible strengths. When he
is on the court, his teammates get better, often a lot better, and his opponents get worse — often a
lot worse. He may not grab huge numbers of rebounds, but he has an uncanny ability to improve his
teammates’ rebounding. He doesn’t shoot much, but when he does, he takes only the most efficient
shots. He also has a knack for getting the ball to teammates who are in a position to do the same,
and he commits few turnovers. On defense, although he routinely guards the N.B.A.’s most prolific
scorers, he significantly reduces their shooting percentages. At the same time he somehow improves
the defensive efficiency of his teammates — probably, Morey surmises, by helping them out in all
sorts of subtle ways. “I call him Lego,” Morey says. “When he’s on the court, all the pieces start to
fit together. And everything that leads to winning that you can get to through intellect instead of
innate ability, Shane excels in. I’ll bet he’s in the hundredth percentile of every category.”
There are other things Morey has noticed too, but declines to discuss as there is right now in pro
basketball real value to new information, and the Rockets feel they have some. What he will say,
however, is that the big challenge on any basketball court is to measure the right things. The five
players on any basketball team are far more than the sum of their parts; the Rockets devote a lot of
energy to untangling subtle interactions among the team’s elements. To get at this they need
something that basketball hasn’t historically supplied: meaningful statistics. For most of its history
basketball has measured not so much what is important as what is easy to measure — points,
rebounds, assists, steals, blocked shots — and these measurements have warped perceptions of the
game. (“Someone created the box score,” Morey says, “and he should be shot.”) How many points a
player scores, for example, is no true indication of how much he has helped his team. Another
example: if you want to know a player’s value as a rebounder, you need to know not whether he got
a rebound but the likelihood of the team getting the rebound when a missed shot enters that player’s
zone.
There is a tension, peculiar to basketball, between the interests of the team and the interests of the
individual. The game continually tempts the people who play it to do things that are not in the

interest of the group. On the baseball field, it would be hard for a player to sacrifice his team’s
interest for his own. Baseball is an individual sport masquerading as a team one: by doing what’s
best for himself, the player nearly always also does what is best for his team. “There is no way to
selfishly get across home plate,” as Morey puts it. “If instead of there being a lineup, I could muscle
my way to the plate and hit every single time and damage the efficiency of the team — that would be
the analogy. Manny Ramirez can’t take at-bats away from David Ortiz. We had a point guard in
Boston who refused to pass the ball to a certain guy.” In football the coach has so much control
over who gets the ball that selfishness winds up being self-defeating. The players most famous for
being selfish — the Dallas Cowboys’ wide receiver Terrell Owens, for instance — are usually not so
much selfish as attention seeking. Their sins tend to occur off the field.
It is in basketball where the problems are most likely to be in the game — where the player, in his
play, faces choices between maximizing his own perceived self-interest and winning. The choices are
sufficiently complex that there is a fair chance he doesn’t fully grasp that he is making them.
Taking a bad shot when you don’t need to is only the most obvious example. A point guard might
selfishly give up an open shot for an assist. You can see it happen every night, when he’s racing
down court for an open layup, and instead of taking it, he passes it back to a trailing teammate. The
teammate usually finishes with some sensational dunk, but the likelihood of scoring nevertheless
declined. “The marginal assist is worth more money to the point guard than the marginal point,”
Morey says. Blocked shots — they look great, but unless you secure the ball afterward, you haven’t
helped your team all that much. Players love the spectacle of a ball being swatted into the fifth row,
and it becomes a matter of personal indifference that the other team still gets the ball back. Dikembe
Mutombo, Houston’s 42-year-old backup center, famous for blocking shots, “has always been the
best in the league in the recovery of the ball after his block,” says Morey, as he begins to make a case
for Mutombo’s unselfishness before he stops and laughs. “But even to Dikembe there’s a selfish
component. He made his name by doing the finger wag.” The finger wag: Mutombo swats the ball,
grabs it, holds it against his hip and wags his finger at the opponent. Not in my house! “And if he
doesn’t catch the ball,” Morey says, “he can’t do the finger wag. And he loves the finger wag.” His
team of course would be better off if Mutombo didn’t hold onto the ball long enough to do his
finger wag. “We’ve had to yell at him: start the break, start the break — then do your finger wag!”
When I ask Morey if he can think of any basketball statistic that can’t benefit a player at the expense
of his team, he has to think hard. “Offensive rebounding,” he says, then reverses himself. “But even
that can be counterproductive to the team if your job is to get back on defense.” It turns out there is
no statistic that a basketball player accumulates that cannot be amassed selfishly. “We think about
this deeply whenever we’re talking about contractual incentives,” he says. “We don’t want to incent a
guy to do things that hurt the team” — and the amazing thing about basketball is how easy this is to
do. “They all maximize what they think they’re being paid for,” he says. He laughs. “It’s a tough

environment for a player now because you have a lot of teams starting to think differently. They’ve
got to rethink how they’re getting paid.”
Having watched Battier play for the past two and a half years, Morey has come to think of him as an
exception: the most abnormally unselfish basketball player he has ever seen. Or rather, the player
who seems one step ahead of the analysts, helping the team in all sorts of subtle, hard-to-measure
ways that appear to violate his own personal interests. “Our last coach dragged him into a meeting
and told him he needed to shoot more,” Morey says. “I’m not sure that that ever happened.” Last
season when the Rockets played the San Antonio Spurs Battier was assigned to guard their most
dangerous scorer, Manu Ginóbili. Ginóbili comes off the bench, however, and his minutes are not in
sync with the minutes of a starter like Battier. Battier privately went to Coach Rick Adelman and
told him to bench him and bring him in when Ginóbili entered the game. “No one in the N.B.A.
does that,” Morey says. “No one says put me on the bench so I can guard their best scorer all the
time.”
One well-known statistic the Rockets’ front office pays attention to is plus-minus, which simply
measures what happens to the score when any given player is on the court. In its crude form,
plus-minus is hardly perfect: a player who finds himself on the same team with the world’s four best
basketball players, and who plays only when they do, will have a plus-minus that looks pretty good,
even if it says little about his play. Morey says that he and his staff can adjust for these potential
distortions — though he is coy about how they do it — and render plus-minus a useful measure of a
player’s effect on a basketball game. A good player might be a plus 3 — that is, his team averages 3
points more per game than its opponent when he is on the floor. In his best season, the superstar
point guard Steve Nash was a plus 14.5. At the time of the Lakers game, Battier was a plus 10, which
put him in the company of Dwight Howard and Kevin Garnett, both perennial All-Stars. For his
career he’s a plus 6. “Plus 6 is enormous,” Morey says. “It’s the difference between 41 wins and 60
wins.” He names a few other players who were a plus 6 last season: Vince Carter, Carmelo Anthony,
Tracy McGrady.
As the game against the Lakers started, Morey took his seat, on the
aisle, nine rows behind the Rockets’ bench. The odds, on this night,
were not good. Houston was playing without its injured superstar,
McGrady (who was in the clubhouse watching TV), and its injured
best supporting actor, Ron Artest (cheering in street clothes from the
bench). The Lakers were staffed by household names. The only
Rockets player on the floor with a conspicuous shoe contract was the
center Yao Ming — who opened the game by tipping the ball
backward. Shane Battier began his game by grabbing it.

Before the Rockets traded for Battier, the front-office analysts obviously studied his value. They
knew all sorts of details about his efficiency and his ability to reduce the efficiency of his opponents.
They knew, for example, that stars guarded by Battier suddenly lose their shooting touch. What they
didn’t know was why. Morey recognized Battier’s effects, but he didn’t know how he achieved them.
Two hundred or so basketball games later, he’s the world’s expert on the subject — which he was
studying all over again tonight. He pointed out how, instead of grabbing uncertainly for a rebound,
for instance, Battier would tip the ball more certainly to a teammate. Guarding a lesser rebounder,
Battier would, when the ball was in the air, leave his own man and block out the other team’s best
rebounder. “Watch him,” a Houston front-office analyst told me before the game. “When the shot
goes up, he’ll go sit on Gasol’s knee.” (Pau Gasol often plays center for the Lakers.) On defense, it
was as if Battier had set out to maximize the misery Bryant experiences shooting a basketball,
without having his presence recorded in any box score. He blocked the ball when Bryant was taking
it from his waist to his chin, for instance, rather than when it was far higher and Bryant was in the
act of shooting. “When you watch him,” Morey says, “you see that his whole thing is to stay in front
of guys and try to block the player’s vision when he shoots. We didn’t even notice what he was
doing until he got here. I wish we could say we did, but we didn’t.”
People often say that Kobe Bryant has no weaknesses to his game, but that’s not really true. Before
the game, Battier was given his special package of information. “He’s the only player we give it to,”
Morey says. “We can give him this fire hose of data and let him sift. Most players are like golfers.
You don’t want them swinging while they’re thinking.” The data essentially broke down the floor
into many discrete zones and calculated the odds of Bryant making shots from different places on
the court, under different degrees of defensive pressure, in different relationships to other players —
how well he scored off screens, off pick-and-rolls, off catch-and-shoots and so on. Battier learns a
lot from studying the data on the superstars he is usually assigned to guard. For instance, the
numbers show him that Allen Iverson is one of the most efficient scorers in the N.B.A. when he
goes to his right; when he goes to his left he kills his team. The Golden State Warriors forward
Stephen Jackson is an even stranger case. “Steve Jackson,” Battier says, “is statistically better going
to his right, but he loves to go to his left — and goes to his left almost twice as often.” The San
Antonio Spurs’ Manu Ginóbili is a statistical freak: he has no imbalance whatsoever in his game —
there is no one way to play him that is better than another. He is equally efficient both off the
dribble and off the pass, going left and right and from any spot on the floor.
Bryant isn’t like that. He is better at pretty much everything than everyone else, but there are places
on the court, and starting points for his shot, that render him less likely to help his team. When he
drives to the basket, he is exactly as likely to go to his left as to his right, but when he goes to his
left, he is less effective. When he shoots directly after receiving a pass, he is more efficient than
when he shoots after dribbling. He’s deadly if he gets into the lane and also if he gets to the baseline;
between the two, less so. “The absolute worst thing to do,” Battier says, “is to foul him.” It isn’t that

Bryant is an especially good free-throw shooter but that, as Morey puts it, “the foul is the worst
result of a defensive play.” One way the Rockets can see which teams think about the game as they
do is by identifying those that “try dramatically not to foul.” The ideal outcome, from the Rockets’
statistical point of view, is for Bryant to dribble left and pull up for an 18-foot jump shot; force that
to happen often enough and you have to be satisfied with your night. “If he has 40 points on 40
shots, I can live with that,” Battier says. “My job is not to keep him from scoring points but to make
him as inefficient as possible.” The court doesn’t have little squares all over it to tell him what
percentage Bryant is likely to shoot from any given spot, but it might as well.
The reason the Rockets insist that Battier guard Bryant is his gift for encouraging him into his zones
of lowest efficiency. The effect of doing this is astonishing: Bryant doesn’t merely help his team less
when Battier guards him than when someone else does. When Bryant is in the game and Battier is
on him, the Lakers’ offense is worse than if the N.B.A.’s best player had taken the night off. “The
Lakers’ offense should obviously be better with Kobe in,” Morey says. “But if Shane is on him, it
isn’t.” A player whom Morey describes as “a marginal N.B.A. athlete” not only guards one of the
greatest — and smartest — offensive threats ever to play the game. He renders him a detriment to
his team.
And if you knew none of this, you would never guess any of it from watching the game. Bryant was
quicker than Battier, so the latter spent much of his time chasing around after him, Keystone
Cops-like. Bryant shot early and often, but he looked pretty good from everywhere. On defense,
Battier talked to his teammates a lot more than anyone else on the court, but from the stands it was
hard to see any point to this. And yet, he swears, there’s a reason to almost all of it: when he decides
where to be on the court and what angles to take, he is constantly reminding himself of the odds on
the stack of papers he read through an hour earlier as his feet soaked in the whirlpool. “The
numbers either refute my thinking or support my thinking,” he says, “and when there’s any question,
I trust the numbers. The numbers don’t lie.” Even when the numbers agree with his intuitions, they
have an effect. “It’s a subtle difference,” Morey says, “but it has big implications. If you have an
intuition of something but no hard evidence to back it up, you might kind of sort of go about
putting that intuition into practice, because there’s still some uncertainty if it’s right or wrong.”
Knowing the odds, Battier can pursue an inherently uncertain strategy with total certainty. He can
devote himself to a process and disregard the outcome of any given encounter. This is critical
because in basketball, as in everything else, luck plays a role, and Battier cannot afford to let it
distract him. Only once during the Lakers game did we glimpse a clean, satisfying comparison of the
efficient strategy and the inefficient one — that is, an outcome that reflected the odds. Ten feet
from the hoop, Bryant got the ball with his back to the basket; with Battier pressing against him, he
fell back and missed a 12-foot shot off the front of the rim. Moments earlier, with Battier reclining
in the deep soft chair that masquerades as an N.B.A. bench, his teammate Brent Barry found himself
in an analogous position. Bryant leaned into Barry, hit a six-foot shot and drew a foul. But this was

the exception; normally you don’t get perfect comparisons. You couldn’t see the odds shifting subtly
away from the Lakers and toward the Rockets as Bryant was forced from 6 feet out to 12 feet from
the basket, or when he had Battier’s hand in his eyes. All you saw were the statistics on the board,
and as the seconds ticked off to halftime, the game tied 54-54, Bryant led all scorers with 16 points.
But he required 20 possessions to get them. And he had started moaning to the referees. Bryant is
one of the great jawboners in the history of the N.B.A. A major-league baseball player once showed
me a slow-motion replay of the Yankees’ third baseman Alex Rodriguez in the batter’s box.
Glancing back to see where the catcher has set up is not strictly against baseball’s rules, but it
violates the code. A hitter who does it is likely to find the next pitch aimed in the general direction
of his eyes. A-Rod, the best hitter in baseball, mastered the art of glancing back by moving not his
head, but his eyes, at just the right time. It was like watching a billionaire find some trivial and
dubious deduction to take on his tax returns. Why bother? I thought, and then realized: this is the
instinct that separates A-Rod from mere stars. Kobe Bryant has the same instinct. Tonight Bryant
complained that Battier was grabbing his jersey, Battier was pushing when no one was looking,
Battier was committing crimes against humanity. Just before the half ended, Battier took a referee
aside and said: “You and I both know Kobe does this all the time. I’m playing him honest. Don’t fall
for his stuff.” Moments later, after failing to get a call, Bryant hurled the ball, screamed at the ref and
was whistled for a technical foul.
Just after that, the half ended, but not before Battier was tempted by a tiny act of basketball
selfishness. The Rockets’ front office has picked up a glitch in Battier’s philanthropic approach to
the game: in the final second of any quarter, finding himself with the ball and on the wrong side of
the half-court line, Battier refuses to heave it honestly at the basket, in an improbable but not
impossible attempt to score. He heaves it disingenuously, and a millisecond after the buzzer sounds.
Daryl Morey could think of only one explanation: a miss lowers Battier’s shooting percentage. “I tell
him we don’t count heaves in our stats,” Morey says, “but Shane’s smart enough to know that his
next team might not be smart enough to take the heaves out.”
Tonight, the ball landed in Battier’s hands milliseconds before the half finished. He moved just
slowly enough for the buzzer to sound, heaved the ball the length of the floor and then sprinted to
the locker room — having not taken a single shot.
In 1996 a young writer for The Basketball Times named Dan Wetzel thought it might be neat to
move into the life of a star high-school basketball player and watch up close as big-time basketball
colleges recruited him. He picked Shane Battier, and then spent five months trailing him, with
growing incredulity. “I’d covered high-school basketball for eight years and talked to hundreds and
hundreds and hundreds of kids — really every single prominent high-school basketball player in the
country,” Wetzel says. “There’s this public perception that they’re all thugs. But they aren’t. A lot of

them are really good guys, and some of them are very, very bright. Kobe’s very bright. LeBron’s very
bright. But there’s absolutely never been anything like Shane Battier.”
Wetzel watched this kid, inundated with offers of every kind, take
charge of an unprincipled process. Battier narrowed his choices to
six schools — Kentucky, Kansas, North Carolina, Duke, Michigan
and Michigan State — and told everyone else, politely, to leave him
be. He then set out to minimize the degree to which the chosen
schools could interfere with his studies; he had a 3.96 G.P.A. and
was poised to claim Detroit Country Day School’s headmaster’s cup
for best all-around student. He granted each head coach a weekly
15-minute window in which to phone him. These men happened to
be among the most famous basketball coaches in the world and the most persistent recruiters, but
Battier granted no exceptions. When the Kentucky coach Rick Pitino, who had just won a national
championship, tried to call Battier outside his assigned time, Battier simply removed Kentucky from
his list. “What 17-year-old has the stones to do that?” Wetzel asks. “To just cut off Rick Pitino
because he calls outside his window?” Wetzel answers his own question: “It wasn’t like, ‘This is a
really interesting 17-year-old.’ It was like, ‘This isn’t real.’ ”
Battier, even as a teenager, was as shrewd as he was disciplined. The minute he figured out where he
was headed, he called a sensational high-school power forward in Peekskill, N.Y., named Elton
Brand — and talked him into joining him at Duke. (Brand now plays for the Philadelphia 76ers.) “I
thought he’d be the first black president,” Wetzel says. “He was Barack Obama before Barack
Obama.”
Last July, as we sat in the library of the Detroit Country Day School, watching, or trying to watch,
his March 2008 performance against Kobe Bryant, Battier was much happier instead talking about
Obama, both of whose books he had read. (“The first was better than the second,” he said.) He said
he hated watching himself play, then proved it by refusing to watch himself play. My every attempt
to draw his attention to the action on the video monitor was met by some distraction.
I pointed to his footwork; he pointed to a gorgeous young woman in the stands wearing a Battier
jersey. (“You don’t see too many good-looking girls with Battier jerseys on,” he said. “It’s usually 12
and under or 60 and over. That’s my demographic.”) I noted the uncanny way in which he got his
hand right in front of Bryant’s eyes before a shot; he motioned to his old high school library (“I
came in here every day before classes”). He took my excessive interest in this one game as proof of a
certain lack of imagination, I’m pretty sure. “I’ve been doing the same thing for seven years,” he
said, “and this is the only game anyone wants to talk about. It’s like, Oh, you can play defense?” It
grew clear that one reason he didn’t particularly care to watch himself play, apart from the tedium of

it, was that he plays the game so self-consciously. Unable to count on the game to properly measure
his performance, he learned to do so himself. He had, in some sense, already seen the video. When I
finally compelled him to watch, he was knocking the ball out of Bryant’s hands as Bryant raised it
from his waist to his chin. “If I get to be commissioner, that will count as a blocked shot,” Battier
said. “But it’s nothing. They don’t count it as a blocked shot. I do that at least 30 times a season.”
In the statistically insignificant sample of professional athletes I’ve come to know a bit, two patterns
have emerged. The first is, they tell you meaningful things only when you talk to them in places
other than where they have been trained to answer questions. It’s pointless, for instance, to ask a
basketball player about himself inside his locker room. For a start, he is naked; for another, he’s
surrounded by the people he has learned to mistrust, his own teammates. The second pattern is the
fact that seemingly trivial events in their childhoods have had huge influence on their careers. A
cleanup hitter lives and dies by a swing he perfected when he was 7; a quarterback has a hitch in his
throwing motion because he imitated his father. Here, in the Detroit Country Day School library, a
few yards from the gym, Battier was back where he became a basketball player. And he was far less
interested in what happened between him and Kobe Bryant four months ago than what happened
when he was 12.
When he entered Detroit Country Day in seventh grade, he was already conspicuous at 6-foot-4, and
a year later he would be 6-foot-7. “Growing up tall was something I got used to,” he said. “I was the
kid about whom they always said, ‘Check his birth certificate.’ ” He was also the only kid in school
with a black father and a white mother. Oddly enough, the school had just graduated a famous black
basketball player, Chris Webber. Webber won three state championships and was named national
high-school player of the year. “Chris was a man-child,” says his high school basketball coach, Kurt
Keener. “Everyone wanted Shane to be the next Chris Webber, but Shane wasn’t like that.” Battier
had never heard of Webber and didn’t understand why, when he took to the Amateur Athletic
Union circuit and played with black inner-city kids, he found himself compared unfavorably with
Webber: “I kept hearing ‘He’s too soft’ or ‘He’s not an athlete.’ ” His high-school coach was aware
of the problems he had when he moved from white high-school games to the black A.A.U. circuit.
“I remember trying to add some flair to his game,” Keener says, “but it was like teaching a classical
dancer to do hip-hop. I came to the conclusion he didn’t have the ego for it.”
Battier was half-white and half-black, but basketball, it seemed, was either black or white. A small
library of Ph.D. theses might usefully be devoted to the reasons for this. For instance, is it a
coincidence that many of the things a player does in white basketball to prove his character — take a
charge, scramble for a loose ball — are more pleasantly done on a polished wooden floor than they
are on inner-city asphalt? Is it easier to “play for the team” when that team is part of some larger
institution? At any rate, the inner-city kids with whom he played on the A.A.U. circuit treated Battier
like a suburban kid with a white game, and the suburban kids he played with during the regular

season treated him like a visitor from the planet where they kept the black people. “On Martin
Luther King Day, everyone in class would look at me like I was supposed to know who he was and
why he was important,” Battier said. “When we had an official school picture, every other kid was
given a comb. I was the only one given a pick.” He was awkward and shy, or as he put it: “I didn’t
present well. But I’m in the eighth grade! I’m just trying to fit in!” And yet here he was shuttling
between a black world that treated him as white and a white world that treated him as black.
‘‘Everything I’ve done since then is because of what I went through with this,” he said. “What I did
is alienate myself from everybody. I’d eat lunch by myself. I’d study by myself. And I sort of lost
myself in the game.”
Losing himself in the game meant fitting into the game, and fitting into the game meant meshing so
well that he became hard to see. In high school he was almost always the best player on the court,
but even then he didn’t embrace the starring role. “He had a tendency to defer,” Keener says. “He
had this incredible ability to make everyone around him better. But I had to tell him to be more
assertive. The one game we lost his freshman year, it was because he deferred to the seniors.” Even
when he was clearly the best player and could have shot the ball at will, he was more interested in his
role in the larger unit. But it is a mistake to see in his detachment from self an absence of ego, or
ambition, or even desire for attention. When Battier finished telling me the story of this unpleasant
period in his life, he said: “Chris Webber won three state championships, the Mr. Basketball Award
and the Naismith Award. I won three state championships, Mr. Basketball and the Naismith
Awards. All the things they said I wasn’t able to do, when I was in the eighth grade.”
“Who’s they?” I asked.
“Pretty much everyone,” he said.
“White people?”
“No,” he said. “The street.”
As the third quarter began, Battier’s face appeared overhead, on the Jumbotron, where he hammed
it up and exhorted the crowd. Throughout the game he was up on the thing more than any other
player: plugging teeth-whitening formulas, praising local jewelers, making public-service
announcements, telling the fans to make noise. When I mentioned to a Rockets’ staff member that
Battier seemed to have far more than his fair share of big-screen appearances, he said, “Probably
because he’s the only one who’ll do them.”
I spent the second half with Sam Hinkie, the vice president of basketball operations and the head of
basketball analytics in the Rockets’ front office. The game went back and forth. Bryant kept missing
more shots than he made. Neither team got much of a lead. More remarkable than the game were
Hinkie’s reactions — and it soon became clear that while he obviously wanted the Rockets to win,
he was responding to different events on the court than the typical Rockets (or N.B.A.) fan was.

“I care a lot more about what ought to have happened than what
actually happens,” said Hinkie, who has an M.B.A. from Stanford.
The routine N.B.A. game, he explained, is decided by a tiny
percentage of the total points scored. A team scores on average
about 100 points a game, but two out of three N.B.A. games are
decided by fewer than 6 points — two or three possessions. The
effect of this, in his mind, was to raise significantly the importance of
every little thing that happened. The Lakers’ Trevor Ariza, who
makes 29 percent of his 3-point shots, hit a crazy 3-pointer, and as
the crowd moaned, Hinkie was almost distraught. “That Ariza shot,
that is really painful,” he said. “Because it’s a near-random event.
And it’s a 3-point swing.” When Bryant drove to the basket, instead
of being forced to take a jump shot, he said: “That’s three-eighths of
a point. These things accumulate.”
In this probabilistic spirit we watched the battle between Battier and Bryant. From Hinkie’s
standpoint, it was going extremely well: “With most guys, Shane can kick them from their good zone
to bad zone, but with Kobe you’re just picking your poison. It’s the epitome of, Which way do you
want to die?” Only the Rockets weren’t dying. Battier had once again turned Bryant into a
less-efficient machine of death. Even when the shots dropped, they came from the places on the
court where the Rockets’ front office didn’t mind seeing them drop. “That’s all you can do,” Hinkie
said, after Bryant sank an 18-footer. “Get him to an inefficient spot and contest.” And then all of a
sudden it was 97-95, Lakers, with a bit more than three minutes to play, and someone called
timeout. “We’re in it,” Hinkie said, happily. “And some of what happens from here on will be
randomness.”
The team with the N.B.A.’s best record was being taken to the wire by Yao Ming and a collection of
widely unesteemed players. Moments later, I looked up at the scoreboard:
Bryant: 30.
Battier: 0.
Hinkie followed my gaze and smiled. “I know that doesn’t look good,” he said, referring to the
players’ respective point totals. But if Battier wasn’t in there, he went on to say: “we lose by 12. No
matter what happens now, none of our coaches will say, ‘If only we could have gotten a little more
out of Battier.’ ”
One statistical rule of thumb in basketball is that a team leading by more points than there are
minutes left near the end of the game has an 80 percent chance of winning. If your team is down by

more than 6 points halfway through the final quarter, and you’re anxious to beat the traffic, you can
leave knowing that there is slightly less than a 20 percent chance you’ll miss a victory; on the other
hand, if you miss a victory, it will have been an improbable and therefore sensational one. At no
point on this night has either team had enough of a lead to set fans, or even Rockets management,
to calculating their confidence intervals — but then, with 2:27 to play, the Lakers went up by 4:
99-95. Then they got the ball back. The ball went to Bryant, and Battier shaded him left — into Yao
Ming. Bryant dribbled and took the best shot he could, from Battier’s perspective: a long 2-point
jump shot, off the dribble, while moving left. He missed, the Rockets ran back the other way, Rafer
Alston drove the lane and hit a floater: 99-97, and 1:13 on the clock. The Lakers missed another
shot. Alston grabbed the rebound and called timeout with 59 seconds left.
Whatever the Rockets planned went instantly wrong, when the inbound pass, as soon as it was
caught by the Rockets’ Carl Landry, was swatted away by the Lakers. The ball was loose, bodies flew
everywhere.
55 . . . 54 . . . 53 . . .
On the side of the court opposite the melee, Battier froze. The moment he saw that the loose ball
was likely to be secured by a teammate — but before it was secured — he sprinted to the corner.
50 . . . 49 . . . 48 . . .
The 3-point shot from the corner is the single most efficient shot in the N.B.A. One way the
Rockets can tell if their opponents have taken to analyzing basketball in similar ways as they do is
their attitude to the corner 3: the smart teams take a lot of them and seek to prevent their opponents
from taking them. In basketball there is only so much you can plan, however, especially at a
street-ball moment like this. As it happened, Houston’s Rafer Alston was among the most legendary
street-ball players of all time — known as Skip 2 My Lou, a nickname he received after a single
spectacular move at Rucker Park, in Harlem. “Shane wouldn’t last in street ball because in street ball
no one wants to see” his game, Alston told me earlier. “You better give us something to ooh and
ahh about. No one cares about someone who took a charge.”
The Rockets’ offense had broken down, and there was no usual place for Alston, still back near the
half-court line, to go with the ball. The Lakers’ defense had also broken down; no player was where
he was meant to be. The only person exactly where he should have been — wide open, standing at
the most efficient spot on the floor from which to shoot — was Shane Battier. When Daryl Morey
spoke of basketball intelligence, a phrase slipped out: “the I.Q. of where to be.” Fitting in on a
basketball court, in the way Battier fits in, requires the I.Q. of where to be. Bang: Alston hit Battier
with a long pass. Bang: Battier shot the 3, guiltlessly. Nothing but net.

Rockets 100, Lakers 99.
43 . . . 42 . . . 41 . . .
At this moment, the Rockets’ front office would later calculate, the team’s chances of winning rose
from 19.2 percent to 72.6 percent. One day some smart person will study the correlation between
shifts in probabilities and levels of noise, but for now the crowd was ignorantly berserk: it sounded
indeed like the largest crowd in the history of Houston’s Toyota Center. Bryant got the ball at
half-court and dribbled idly, searching for his opening. This was his moment, the one great players
are said to live for, when everyone knows he’s going to take the shot, and he takes it anyway. On the
other end of the floor it wasn’t the shooter who mattered but the shot. Now the shot was nothing,
the shooter everything.
33 . . . 32 . . . 31 . . .
Bryant — 12 for 31 on the night — took off and drove to the right, his strength, in the middle of
the lane. Battier cut him off. Bryant tossed the ball back out to Derek Fisher, out of shooting range.
30 . . . 29 . . .
Like everyone else in the place, Battier assumed that the game was still in Bryant’s hands. If he gave
the ball up, it was only so that he might get it back. Bryant popped out. He was now a good four
feet beyond the 3-point line, or nearly 30 feet from the basket.
28 . . .
Bryant caught the ball and, 27.4 feet from the basket, the Rockets’ front office would later
determine, leapt. Instantly his view of that basket was blocked by Battier’s hand. This was not an
original situation. Since the 2002-3 season, Bryant had taken 51 3-pointers at the very end of close
games from farther than 26.75 feet from the basket. He had missed 86.3 percent of them. A little
over a year ago the Lakers lost to the Cleveland Cavaliers after Bryant missed a 3 from 28.4 feet.
Three nights from now the Lakers would lose to the Orlando Magic after Bryant missed a shot from
27.5 feet that would have tied the game. It was a shot Battier could live with, even if it turned out to
be good.
Battier looked back to see the ball drop through the basket and hit the floor. In that brief moment
he was the picture of detachment, less a party to a traffic accident than a curious passer-by. And
then he laughed. The process had gone just as he hoped. The outcome he never could control.

Take Nothing, Leave Nothing
How I came to be banned from the world’s most remote island, Tristan da Cunha
by Simon Winchester
in Lapham’s Quarterly (Summer 2009)
Seventeen hundred miles from what is
customarily called civilization—in this case, the
western shore of the Republic of South
Africa—lies a tiny British-run volcanic island
populated by fewer than three hundred people
who lay claim to living in the most isolated
permanent habitation in the world.
I am presently sitting five cables off this
island, Tristan da Cunha, wallowing on the
swells on a small boat that is hove-to just off
the mole at the entrance to the harbor of Edinburgh of the Seven Seas, the island’s capital and only
settlement. But while my fellow passengers will soon be landing—once the easterly gale blows itself
out and the seas die down to an acceptable level—and so are excitedly preparing themselves to enjoy
the fascinations that Edinburgh has in store (a visit to the fields where the islanders grow potatoes
being the main advertised attraction), I will not be joining them.
For I have been sternly and staunchly forbidden to land. The Island Council of this
half-forgotten outpost of the remaining British Empire has for the last quarter century declared me a
Banned Person. I am welcome on Tristan neither today nor, indeed, as was succinctly put to me in a
diplomatic telegram last year, “ever.”
It would be idle to suggest that I have been terribly incommoded. Though some may suspect
sour grapes, I have to confess that there is little of great charm to Tristan. Such as it possesses
derives almost entirely from its status: there is a very large hand-painted sign in the Edinburgh
square saying, welcome to the remotest island, and once our visitors have had themselves
photographed beside it, have exchanged pleasantries with various islanders over warm English beer
at the rather underdecorated Albatross Pub, have studied the piles of canned pork sausages and
sugar-rich candies on sale in the cinder-block shop, and have made the obligatory two-mile
pilgrimage (on the island’s only road) to the fields where the potatoes grow, most will be eager to
return to their waiting cruise ship, to wonder as the island fades away astern, why on earth anyone
would wish to live there.
The latest census says that 275 people do. They belong to just seven eternally intermarrying
families. Two of the families are the descendants of the civilian support staff of a military garrison
that Britain established on the island in 1815 to help ward off any French loyalists who might try to
rescue Napoleon from St. Helena, 1,500 miles to the north. An Italian ship was later wrecked on the
island, bringing with it two further surnames. Two more family names came down from passing

American whalers and one from a similarly wandering Dutchman, expanding a gene pool which
remains to this day severely limited—and is said to be responsible for the curious similarity of the
islanders’ appearances, and the numerous cases of asthma, retinitis pigmentosa, and other genetically
influenced ailments that afflict the population.
Apollo 15 astronaut James Irwin with a Lunar Roving
Vehicle, 1971.
Utter isolation—just a scattering of supply ships
and randomly appearing cruise liners happen by each
year; there is no airfield—instills a healthy self-reliance
into what is in any case a very singular culture. The
men fish for lobster (a pair of which appear on the
islands’ coat of arms), tinker with their boat engines,
tend the herd of cattle and flock of sheep, dig the
vegetable patches; the women knit (large woolen
sweaters called “ganzeys,” socks to be put inside sea
boots called “ammunitions”), perform most of the
island paperwork, organize regular morale-lifting celebrations.
The older islanders incorporate nineteenth-century “thees” and “thous” into their speech—on
hearing such chatter it seems perfectly reasonable that only sixty years ago all trade was performed
by barter: to send a letter to England cost five potatoes. And though satellites have had their recent
effect, it seems understandable, too, that until thirty years ago all contact with the outside world was
by Morse code—fitful, unreliable, and subject to the vagaries of the ionosphere.
But London keeps its eye on this far corner of the Empire. Two British diplomats preside—
colonial figures hardly cut from the same cloth as the old viceroys of India or governors of Nigeria
or Hong Kong. The senior man is usually on the verge of retirement, having enjoyed rather too little
distinction in his career, or else sporting a stated fascination with birdwatching, since there is a local
and much celebrated albatross. His assistant is invariably an eager youngster—on this occasion an
ambitious young woman who was leaving after six months for a long-sought and career-boosting
posting outside Kandahar. There is usually rather little for the pair to do: the only signed order
currently posted on the island’s official notice board refers to a power cut due for two hours the
following Tuesday.
Once in a long while, though, there is a crisis. The event for which Tristan is perhaps best
remembered was the eruption of its volcano in 1961, and the evacuation of the entire population.
The 264 islanders—the population size has remained very stable for the last half century—were
brought to England and put up in a disused army barracks in Hampshire. But the supposed delights
of Western civilization—cars, elevators, cinemas, none of which the islanders had ever seen
before—did not seduce them into staying: two years later all but fourteen went home. They rebuilt
their ruined town and settled back to their uncomplicated routines of fishing for lobsters and

knitting ganzeys. The Daily Mirror of the time said, admiringly, that by doing so the islanders had
delivered to all smug Britons a much deserved and contemptuous slap.
I first went to the island in 1983, then again a little later. I was welcomed, though warily: the
self-reliance of the islanders is matched by a fierce devotion to self-protection and privacy. They
knew I was a writer: they warned me that anything I might publish would be read and analyzed for
years to come. And though nothing untoward occurred while I was visiting (my time ashore I spent
fully impressed with the idea of leaving only footprints and taking only snapshots) it was shortly
after that second trip that I quite inadvertently committed the indiscretion which resulted in my
lifetime prohibition.
At first blush it all sounds to have been innocent indeed. It stems from a somewhat bizarre
British government decision, taken during World War II, to reclassify some of its more remote
island possessions as ships. Tristan was transmuted into HMS Atlantic Isle, and its role was to patrol
(from its rock-hewn state of immobility) for any German U-boats that might be lurking in the
southern Atlantic. To compound the fantasy a small party of sailors was posted there to man the
ship—one of them a young and apparently romantically minded lieutenant and littérateur manqué
named Derrick Booy.
In the grand tradition that has long intertwined nice girls and sailors, Lieutenant Booy fell for
one of the island’s prettiest, a slip of a lass then named Emily Hagan. He stayed only eighteen
months on the island, and once the war was over he wrote a memoir, published in 1957. In it he
made many tender mentions of Miss Hagan, and though his writings leave little doubt as to his own
feelings, they are somewhat ambiguous as to the degree that his ardor was reciprocated.
Two paragraphs stood out as most pertinent. One recorded the pair’s first meeting:
The night air was an enveloping golden presence as we stood at the break in the wall. I was conscious of
bare, rounded arms and the fragrance of thickly clustered hair. The lingering day was full of noises. As the sky
darkened to a deep, umbrageous blue, speckled with starlight, and the village was swallowed by darkness at the
foot of the mountain, from somewhere in that blackness came the throaty plaint of an old sheep, like a voice
from the mountain. From that other obscurity, silver-gleaming below the cliffs, came the muttered irony of the
surf. The girl waited only a few minutes before her full lips breathed “Goodnight,” and she slipped toward the
house. “Shall I come to see you again?” I called softly. She may or may not have answered “Yes.” If she did, it
was probably from politeness.

And the other notes the mechanics of their eventual parting, recorded after Lieutenant Booy had
boarded the whaler that would take him out to his waiting navy ship, and away.
The watchers on the beach were all very still, the women sitting again in their gaily dressed rows, as if waiting
primly to be photographed. None of them waved or cheered. They just sat watching. All looked very much alike,
young and old. But there was one at the end of a row, in a white dress with a red kerchief, bright-red over
smooth, dark hair. She sat perfectly still, staring back until she became a white blur. Then her head went down,
and the woman behind her—a large one in widow’s black—put a hand on her shoulder.

Whatever her feelings for the jolly Jack tar, ten years later Emily Hagan was married to Kenneth
Rogers, an islander who had been employed as a mess boy by the visiting naval party, and who after
the war worked both as the island’s baker and a butcher. By the time I got to Tristan he was in his

sixties, working as a part-time assistant barman at the Albatross. But the very moment I fetched up
outside his tiny thatched cottage, notebook in hand, he knew exactly what I wanted. “To see our
H’em’ly, I suppose,” he said, glumly. He knew just why. He didn’t want to let me see her. He placed
himself four-square behind his garden gate, keeping it firmly latched.
Odysseus and his companions passing the Isle of the Sirens, Roman
mosaic, third century. Bardo Museum, Tunis, Tunisia.
He gave me a stern lecture, all the more touching by being
couched in his elegant and ancient English. He said he
wished I would purge from my mind all that I had read in the
“navy man’s” book. The revelations, he said, had “hurt us all.
It was all a long, long time ago, and we’d just as soon forget
it.” He was courteous, kindly, firm. And two days later, just
before I left the island for good, he came down the harbor to
see me off. “Remember,” he said, “whatever you write will last for years; we back on the island will
pore over it and analyze it a thousand times. Be careful what you write—for our own sakes.”
But I have to confess that, when it came to writing, I ignored him. I began work on a book
about all of the remaining outposts of the British Empire—for my visit to Tristan was but part of
two long years of wanderings that took me from Pitcairn to Diego Garcia, from Bermuda to the
Falkland Islands, from Hong Kong to Gibraltar, and to all those other weather-beaten relics of
Imperial Britannia. When I came to the Tristan chapter, I decided that I would in fact tell the story
of Emily Hagan and Derrick Booy, in full.
It would be a very small part of a story about a very small island in an overlooked corner of the
world. But as a story it was a good one—especially if I quoted from his book Derrick Booy’s two
rather overwrought paragraphs. My rationale for doing so was simple: everything had already been
made public; everything was in the prints; and in any case the story, told in an exquisitely gentle
fashion, was just a near-beer account of a wartime love affair which, by all accounts, had been
tender, unconsummated, and quite possibly entirely imagined. I thought that back on a Tristan
which now seemed a very, very long way away, old Kenneth Rogers was being just too, too sensitive:
the story was the thing, that was all there was to it. So I wrote the book; it was duly published. The
reviews were kindly, the sales modest—and I thought little more of it.
Except that twelve years passed, and then out of the blue in 1998 I was invited onto a cruise ship
on passage through the Southern Ocean. I had been asked to go along to talk to the passengers
about various places I had visited: the Antarctic, South Georgia, Gough Island, Inaccessible,
Nightingale—and Tristan. I did as I was bidden, without incident for the first two weeks of the
voyage. Then on a Friday morning, during a half gale just north of the Antarctic convergence, I gave
my talk about the history of Tristan. We arrived the following evening, and when we were
comfortably at anchor off the Edinburgh mole, we were boarded, somewhat surprisingly, by a very
large imperial policeman. He had a brief announcement to make: everyone would be permitted onto

the island the following morning, but regrettably not—the ship’s passenger manifest had been
radioed ahead—Mr. Winchester.
I had, he explained sternly, betrayed an island secret. I had been warned; I had actually been
implored. But I had gone ahead, and now the islanders were every bit as hurt and upset as Kenneth
Rogers had forewarned. The constable was implacable, immovable. And so the passengers, most of
them greatly amused, filed past me down to the gangway, boarded their Zodiacs, and were swept off
behind the riprap into Calshot Harbor—named for the village in Hampshire to where the islanders
had been evacuated in 1961—and off to see the sights of Edinburgh. When they returned an hour
or so later they shook their heads as one: why would anyone want to live there? And then they
puzzled over my exclusion: it’s not as though you had killed someone.
Another invitation, from a second cruise line, dropped through the mailbox in the spring of
2008: it was for a voyage due to begin in the austral autumn of 2009, in March. This time,
anticipating problems, I wired ahead. I asked the British chief resident envoy to Tristan, David
Morley (whose career path had previously included postings to such out-of-the-way legations as
Kaduna, Mbabane, and Port Stanley) if I were still banned. Surely not, I said I supposed.
Twenty-four years had passed. Emily and Kenneth Rogers were now both dead. Surely by now I had
purged my contempt?
Weeks passed until his telegram of reply. Sadly no, he finally reported. The Island Council had
met, had formally considered the request, and had voted that, “You will not be able to land on this
occasion or, indeed, ever.”
And so with that knowledge I boarded the MY Corinthian II (in Ushuaia, in southern Patagonia,
a town where I had once spent three months in prison on spying charges during the Falklands War,
but which by contrast still welcomes me warmly each time I happen by), and off we sailed, along the
familiar sub-Antarctic milk run. I delivered without incident my lectures about the Falklands, on
South Georgia, on the history of the Atlantic—and eventually, about Tristan da Cunha. And it was
then that I told the passengers that I would not be going with them, and explained why.
By now I had built up something of a rapport with the passengers, and a gasp went up. Most
seemed quite incredulous. Nearly all were American. Many happened to be lawyers. These last were
especially exasperated on my behalf. Over dinner later they insisted that I sue. Freedom of speech,
they chorused. Moreover—Tristan is British, and you are British: it isn’t even an immigration
question. It is a simple assault on free speech. A village in Yorkshire, said one attorney who had
spent time there, would not legally be able to ban someone from visiting because he had written that
the village was ugly, or the inhabitants were unpleasant, or that the publican was having an affair
with the vicar’s wife. So sue! Go to the Tristan High Court! The St. Helena High Court! The House
of Lords! You’ll be bound to win. No problem!
I let the passengers press past me once again on their way down onto the gangway, and I
watched with some melancholy as they filed into the Zodiacs. I stood on the bridge with the
lugubrious German captain and borrowed his binoculars to watch the tourists make their way to the

Albatross, to the slopes of the volcano, to the church, to the potato fields. And then I went back to
my cabin, and for the next few irritating hours pondered my fate and thought about travel in general,
and about such weighty matters as the sayings of Blaise Pascal, who once infamously wrote that all
of mankind’s ills stemmed from his inability to remain peacefully at home in his living room. Then
as dusk was falling, I emerged back onto the deck to greet the returning scrum.
And I found that I had in those few hours become both contrite, and a convert. Pascal, I
concluded, had a point. I was now in fact quite certain that, whatever high principle might be
involved, the islanders of Tristan were in fact quite right and I, as a clumsily meandering and utterly
thoughtless outsider, was very, very wrong indeed.
For though I sedulously followed the rule of taking nothing and leaving nothing, it suddenly
seemed to me that my very being on the island, and my later decision to record my impressions of
that visit and the impressions of earlier visitors, had resulted in a series of entirely unintended and
unanticipated consequences—consequences that were as inimical to the islanders’ contentment as if
I had plundered or polluted there.
I had no understanding whatsoever that by repeating that naval officer’s memoir, I could hurt
the feelings of anyone. To my clumsy, unthinking, touristic mind, the notion seemed quite absurd.
To be sure, old Kenneth Rogers had explained it to me kindly—but I had chosen to ignore his
warning, to dismiss his assertion of feeling. I had failed, even for one second, to consider what he
and his fellow islanders might think—because I held to an unspoken assumption that as a visitor
from the sophisticated outside, I knew better, and that I had something of a prescriptive right to do
with him and his like, more or less as I pleased. (Repeating it here, a second time, as a didactic
exercise, seems unlikely to compound the felony: even as he told of the renewed ban, the island
constable who boarded our vessel assured me that few of the younger islanders now minded, and
only a very small number even remembered. “And if it were up to me, I’d let you back.”)
Then came a cascade of similar memories, from earlier journeys. The woman from San Diego
whom I met in a truly remote Amazon village, buying up everything she could see—a volcano-sized
pile of old chairs and tables and statuettes assembled on raffia mats in the village square, the villagers
looking on in eager anticipation of their good fortune from the sale of their castoffs—but who
promptly walked out on the deal when told that the village had no facility for taking her Visa card.
The Microsoft billionaire who arrived on Namibia’s Skeleton Coast
with five helicopters full of bodyguards, and demanded that all
available local lions be collected in one oasis so that he could see
and picture them. The Texan who insisted on being pictured beside
his golf club’s pennant on every Arctic and Antarctic stop he made,
then teeing off and driving one ball—such a little ball, he would
sweetly insist—into the sea.
Star chart with the route of the 1764 comet, by Charles Messier, 1764.

We have an unceasing capacity to make ourselves nuisances, basically. Students of tourism
science can and do construct elaborate theories from physics, of course, invoking such wizards as
Heisenberg and the Hawthorne effect and the status of Schrödinger’s cat to explain the complex
interactions between our status as tourist-observers and the changes we prompt in the peoples and
places we go off to observe. But at its base is the simple fact that in so many instances, we simply
behave abroad in manners we would never permit at home: we impose, we interfere, we
condescend, we breach codes, we reveal secrets. And by doing so we leave behind much more than
footfalls. We leave bruised feelings, bad taste, hurt, long memories.
Attractive-sounding mantras about footprints and photographs won’t fully resolve the problem.
The only real solution, however impractical and improbable, is to hearken to Pascal’s much scorned
adage, to resolve to resist the blandishments of the brochure, and stay away. Certainly the people of
Tristan da Cunha would have been happier had I stayed back—and who would deny the rights of
the people of Tristan, just as ourselves, to be left happy, and at peace?
Except that in the specific case of Tristan da Cunha, it is probably too late. The island has
recently appointed a government tourist officer, and the community’s leadership has recently come
formally to accept—rather later than most other places—that catering to the visiting curious is quite
a reliable way of making what, back in the barter days of sixty years ago, most Tristanians knew little
about—money. Tourism for the islanders, it was argued in Council, has the advantage of being less
hazardous a road to riches than rowing out to catch lobsters, and a good deal more profitable than
spending the long evenings knitting sweaters.
It has taken them some time, but now the most remote island in the world seems to have come
fully round to opening its arms to the world’s immense traveling community, just as the people of
Paris and Bangkok and Lima and London have done before them. That community is still swelling
exponentially, and alarmingly: the 45 million Chinese who toured the world last year, for example,
are expected by Beijing to reach 100 million by 2020.
The 275 islanders far off in the South Atlantic may share the hope that among those thousands
who eventually throng to have their picture taken beside the famous Edinburgh signboard, there will
be few tourists as thoughtless as I. But they shouldn’t count on it.

House of Hockey
by E.M. Swift
in Sports Illustrated ( February 1, 2010)
Maybe, if you were lucky, you had one too. Maybe
you had your own patch of earth where your legs and
mind might roam and you could make a sport your
own.
I once had such luck. It came in the unsightliest of
forms, a crater bulldozed in a field of weeds where workers at the cemetery behind our house
dumped the browning wreaths and flowers that had been left upon the graves. What else, to my
12-year-old eyes, but a baseball stadium?
The embankments created by the earthmover became my backstop, my bleachers, my outfield
walls. The wreaths became my bases. I cleared away the stones and withered sorrow, burrowed a
hollow in the dirt wall along the first base line and roofed it with scrap plywood: my dugout.
No parents or pressure ever approached my ballpark, no meddling or minivans, just me and a
buddy and our imaginations.
What follows is the story of a family, someone else's, perhaps the most remarkable sporting clan
in the United States.
But it's really an ode to a ditch.
Maybe you have children. Perhaps, if you're a sports fan, you've daydreamed of spawning your
own brood of athletes, stud running backs or receivers, scholarship shortstops or pitchers, maybe
even—if you were feeling frisky enough for five—a basketball team all your own.
It's a young man's dream, before he understands all the circumstances and genes that must align
for even one of his seed to become a big-time college athlete ... let alone a half dozen of them.
Meet the Lamoureux family. If only someone, in the spirit of Little House on the Prairie or The
Happy Hollisters, had thought to chronicle the Lucky Lamoureuxes in a series of books, he'd have
made a killing. Their prairie is North Dakota. Their sport is hockey. Their number is eight: two
parents and six children, all six of whom have reached college hockey's highest rung and three of
whom have gone beyond it. What would it take to go six for six, to have two All-Americas and two
Olympians ... to have that many of your kids end up that skilled and that hungry for excellence in
the same narrow endeavor?
It's 8 a.m. on a Grand Forks summer day seven years ago. The Lamoureuxes' neighbors awaken
to a thooomp ... thooomp ... thooomp o
 verlaying a whap-whap-whap intermingled with a ch-ch-ch-ch and a
tat-tat-tat. Again.
Eighteen-year-old Philippe, who'll become a record-setting goalie at North Dakota and then the
2008-09 Goaltender of the Year in the East Coast Hockey League, is in the yard whipping a tennis
ball against the back of the house, just one in his daily series of hand-eye drills.

Jacques, a 16-year-old sniper destined to lead the country in goals as an All-America center at Air
Force in 2008-09, is blasting pucks off a Plexiglas sheet toward a target on a tarp hanging between
the garage and a shed.
Pierre-Paul, 15, who'll play brick-wall defense in the highest-level juniors and at the University of
Manitoba, is stickhandling a wooden ball through an obstacle course on the garage floor and urging
his siblings nearby, Go harder!
That muffled clang? Fourteen-year-old Mario, clenching the already scar-webbed jaw that he'll
thrust anywhere when he becomes North Dakota's scrappiest Sioux, is bench-pressing a barbell in
the basement.
Just about then, when the neighbors are wondering where exactly their own children went
wrong, they catch sight of two little blonde dervishes in the garage. Monique, 13, is pistoning
up-two-down-ones and in-in-out-outs through the rope squares of the family's agility ladder, honing
the thighs and calves that'll make her the nation's third-leading goal scorer and a second-team
All-America as a freshman at Minnesota in 2009. Her identical twin, Jocelyne—she'll be fourth in
the country in total assists and points as a freshman at the same school—is a blur hopping on and
off a stack of cinder blocks, each sister pushing the other so hard that seven years later they'll both
be on the U.S. women's Olympic hockey team, which you'll be watching next month in Vancouver.1
Six teenage sibs on a summer morn: Three forwards, two defensemen, a goalie. A royal flush.
There goes the man who drew the hand from the deck, Dad rattling off in his pickup with the
32-foot ladder to climb onto four-story roofs and install audio systems he had designed. And here
comes Mom in her visor, back from her 10-mile run—a light day.
Whooo. Way too much grunting and gung-ho at that house, Grand Forkers cluck. Nobody's got a
family like that. Something's got to give. They're absolutely right ... and all wrong. They're not
factoring in the ditch.
Let's get this straight: Both you and your spouse are going to need the right double helixes to
have even a prayer of hatching your ubertribe. Not that Pierre Lamoureux went trolling for
blue-ribbon eggs or plotted to beget a hockey team. He left home on the outskirts of Edmonton,
Alberta, to walk on as a goalie at North Dakota in 1979, ended up as a backup on two of the
Fighting Sioux's seven NCAA championship teams ... and got lucky. He fell in love with a Grand
Forks girl, a coed named Linda Soli who was just as good in water as he was on top of it. Pierre
married the former North Dakota high school state champ in the 200 and 500 freestyles and the 100
backstroke and butterfly on a Saturday in 1983, graduated from UND the following day, started his
new 12-hour-a-day job a few months later ... and then got really busy: He and Linda had six kids in
five years. "This place is a zoo!" Pierre's mother, Henriette, yelped when she visited to help Linda
with yet another newborn.
"I prefer to call it a circus," replied Linda, who promptly took the show on the road.
Double-checking her day planner and the master hockey schedule that Pierre carefully etched each
1

Both twins played again on the 2014 and 2018 Olympic team. In the 2018 gold-medal match, one scored to tie the
game and send it into overtime; the other scored the game-winning shootout goal. -bfh

month, Linda would funnel the runts into their red "hillbilly" van—a used Fighting Sioux team
vehicle, appropriately—and settle in for a half-dozen hours a day behind a car dashboard pocked
with sticky notes reminding her where in hell to go next to get all those kids from hockey to baseball
to soccer to football to taekwondo to swimming, only to discover that left too much idle time for
the Missies, as Linda christened the twins. And so, along with those sports, the girls added nine years
of dance and gymnastics lessons, five years of piano, a splash of figure skating, a dollop of track, a
dash of oboe and sax and ... why couldn't they take violin, they sobbed, until Mom relented,
crisscrossing town so many times that she'd meet herself on the way.
Then, as each child reached age seven, the weekly travel-team fire drill grew fiercer, Mr. and Mrs.
Lamoureux jamming coolers and sleeping bags into the van and driving for hours to get Phil to
Minot, Jacques to Jamestown, Pierre-Paul to Moorhead, Mario to Fargo and the Missies to
Bismarck—no, Grafton! How did Linda remain so impeccably dressed, made up and coiffed, so
implausibly cheerful ... so sane? While the Lucky Lamoureuxes were practicing for their Mites,
Squirts and Pee Wees teams at North Dakota's old Ralph Engelstad Arena, she'd affix a Walkman to
her ears, crank up Abba or the Bee Gees and run the stairs or laps around the concourse, mile after
mile. A minister, you see, had made the mistake of asking her, "When are your twins due?" three
weeks after they were born, a remark that hotfooted her through 25 marathons, including five
Bostons—her annual spring break, Mom Gone Wild.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Lamoureux utterly and unblinkingly bought into the American premise:
Sports cultivate children, infuse them with the values they need to Make a Success of Themselves.
Mom made the refrigerator, cupboards and kids' bedroom walls disappear beneath inspirational
sporting poems, articles, exhortations and seven-point creeds. So odd w
 ere her children: They
actually read those things. Actually took them to heart.
Linda was the one flickering spirit fingers at the children and picking them up off the floor.
Pierre? He was the one who floored 'em, with the explosion of his finger snap if they misbehaved,
the heat of his glare if they coasted for a single shift. He wasn't the tyrant people presumed from a
distance; he was a likable jokester once you crossed the moat of the fierce silence with which he
studied his kids at play and flashed them signals. Rolling his arms meant Move your feet! Pressing one
open palm against the other meant Keep your stick on the ice! Pointing his index finger like a pistol
meant Shoot the damn puck! Yet he never interfered with their coaches. He worked monstrous hours
to buy their equipment and pay their team fees, ran shuttle relays to Play It Again Sports and
Hockey World, made sparks fly from his skate sharpener and from his blowtorch as he attached new
blades to the broken hockey sticks his sons scavenged from the trash cans at local rinks.
But to go six for six you'll need more than a blowtorch national champ pa and a marathonrunning and chauffeuring state champ ma. You'll need your eldest child to not only sign on
completely, the way Phil did, but also offer his siblings a slightly altered model for success, so he's
not just Dad doubled, or the rest of the flock might've said Screw it. A kid can grow his hair long and
sleep in till 10 and still outwork everyone else: That's the message Phil sent rippling down the ranks,
allowing Dad to take a half step back and watch the Lamoureux intensity spark from child to child.

It was, their coaches marveled, as if they'd come off a conveyor belt, rink rats who never bitched
or big-timed anyone, throwbacks who unloaded on everything that moved, who took a stick in the
stomach or a puck in the teeth to win, kids to whom the coach could hand his house key if he left
his wallet on the kitchen table. There was only one way that many Lamoureuxes could play the game
at that level of aggression and skill, some Grand Forkers grumbled: Those children had no choice,
they were overscheduled robots. Why, their father was planning to ship the boys to Russia and the
girls to Winnipeg to master the game. He beat them if they didn't play and work out hard went the
wild rumors heard by the kids. He made them do drills and box each other in their basement.
The Lamoureuxes shook their heads and tittered. How could a kid explain that the fire inside
him burned on love, not on fear? How could he explain a ditch?
Here's what you can't arrange when you're designing your dynasty: an ice age. The one that
began 30,000 years ago, creating a massive glacial lake containing more water than all the lakes on
Earth today, covering much of the land that would one day be Canada and creeping all the way
down to North Dakota until it began receding 10,000 years ago and the glacier's melting waters
began carving gullies in the land. Coulees, the French fur trappers who fanned out across the Dakotas
in the 1800s called these drainage ditches where slow-moving streams sometimes formed, and when
a family of English-speaking settlers was slaughtered by a band of renegade Sioux on the banks of
one such ditch in 1824, it became known as English Coulee.
Such a weedy, scummy excuse for a stream it was ... except for one serendipitous patch, on
Grand Forks' southwest flank, where a contractor named Craig Tweten—standing on the property
he'd purchased in a new subdivision—had an epiphany one day in 1987. He rolled his backhoe into
English Coulee, knocked out a bank of dirt 12 feet long and six feet wide, watched water pour
through and fan out into a marshy depression 70 feet wide and 200 feet long, and then waited.
In late autumn came the freeze, and then the children with scarves and skates and sticks, and the
floodlights and the light snowfall that turned the scene into something you might see on an old
holiday greeting card. Pierre Lamoureux didn't notice this gem tucked behind the houses across the
cul-de-sac when he moved in a year later. He got lucky again. Four-year-old Phil hit the frozen
lagoon that winter in full stride, and everywhere that Philippe went, the Little Lams were sure to go.
One freak year the shallow coulee froze in late September, and a few other times at Halloween.
But it almost always congealed by mid-November, a month or more before the local rinks opened,
allowing the Lamoureuxes—who spent 20 hours a weekend at the coulee and another dozen during
the week—to amass thousands more skating hours than their peers.
They'd bundle up in long johns, extra socks, sweatpants, snow pants, sweatshirts, winter jackets,
bomber hats, two pairs of gloves and sometimes, at 20 or 30 below, when the prairie winds hurled a
mix of snow and dirt that locals called snirt, in wool face masks that made them look like frosted
fiends. They'd stuff their pockets with pucks from the bin Dad kept filled in the garage—a dozen a
day might be lost in the cattails and snowbanks till the spring thaw—and join the Tweten and Howe
and Delisle boys. They'd shovel off any snow that had gathered since Dwight Howe, the

neighborhood's Keeper of the Coulee, had run his snowplow across it and filled in any cracks or
valleys by flooding it with a garden hose and letting it freeze overnight.
If the Howes' or Twetens' nets weren't there, two shoes would mark a goal. The kids would
launch practice shots at Phil, who'd begun goaltending in his diapers using a rubber stick and, for a
net, his playpen turned on its side. Then they'd play free-for-all, a cacophony of chirps over big
saves and takeaways, until someone shouted, "Sticks in the middle!" At that they'd fling their sticks
into a heap, one boy wading into the pile with his wool hat pulled over his eyes, blindly grabbing two
at a time and tossing one to either side again and again till none remained, divvying up the group
into two teams. All but the twins, who'd always be assigned to opposing squads once they joined the
fray at age five; c'mon, there couldn't be two girls on the same side!
When they raced along the railroad ties girding the embankment on the Howes' side, they were
flying along the boards at the Montreal Forum. It was their Forum, no adult eyes on them,
emboldening Phil to call out, "I'm Richter!" and Jacques to yelp, "I'm Messier!" and Pierre-Paul and
Mario to turn into Leetch and Lemieux, and all of them to try the wriggles and whirls and
between-the-legs sorcery they saw on TV. The first layer of the heart—
 that's what the twins' coach in
high school, Gordie Stafford, would call that deep-down-in-the-tissue love for the game that was
being implanted at the coulee. That's what no organized version of a sport could implant in the
chest of a child, what no dynasty dad or minivanning mom could ever arrange. That's what made the
Lamoureuxes lucky.
They'd play right through hunger and frostbite till someone slashed someone's fingers or tripped
someone so egregiously that the game disintegrated in tears, accusations and howls for penalty shots.
No hitting was permitted, but who could resist burying an opponent face-first in a big snowbank
and eliciting the laughter of all? Not Jacques or Pierre-Paul, for damn sure.
The other kids would begin to peel away—the Delisles when their parents called them to dinner,
the Howes when their dad rang his cowbell—but the Lamoureuxes would often slog on,
three-on-three, right past Mom's first blast on her whistle ... then her second blast ... then five
minutes more and O.K., let's go before she sends down Dad! If their hands were too frozen to pull on their
skate guards, they crawled home.
By golly, the coulee needed a locker room befitting Gretzky and Lemieux, so Phil and
Pierre-Paul made one, taking the shelves from the garage and placing them vertically in the
basement: stalls, each with a bench and hooks to hang clothing and racks to stow sticks. The scented
candles Mom lit down there had no prayer against all the testosterone, armpits, sweat-soaked
hand-me-downs, iron-pumping and Ping-Pong wars in the locker room, which commingled to
buckle Grandma Edith's knees every time she descended and make her gasp, "Whooo, I'm going to
pass out!"
"Aw, Grandma," the boys retorted, "that's what gets us going!" Where? Back to the coulee at
ungodly hours. One night, after their three-hour bus ride home from a night game at Jamestown,
Phil, in 10th grade, and Jacques, in eighth, looked at each other. It was 1:30 a.m. They had to be up

at 7:30 for school. The house was silent. Dad and Mom would never know. "Wanna go to the
coulee?" Phil asked. Yep.
Full moon. Cloudless night. One-on-one, best of seven, gotta hit both posts and the crossbar to
win a game. Jacques, the family's most gifted player, already possessed astonishing vision, uncanny
hands, holy-crap creativity. Phil, a goalie whose short, slender physique Jacques had already
surpassed, would have to pester, pokecheck and detonate his short-fused brother to have a chance
against him on open ice. They began playing, battering each other under the stars, each game
growing grimmer. Jacques took a high stick to his nose, which spurted blood and would've sent
anyone but a Lamoureux home. Tied at three games apiece, they grunted and bitched more fiercely,
bodies diving to block shots, nets shoved out of the way to prevent game winners.
They trudged home at 4 a.m.—game finally called on account of blood—collapsed onto their
mattresses down in the basement locker room and awoke a few hours later with the perfect alibi for
the scar that remains on Jacques's mug a decade later. Took a stick in last night's game at Jamestown,
of course.
Okay, so Daddy Lam hit the jackpot. Four sons dominating rec teams, travel teams, school
teams, state-championship games and the Grand Forks Herald's sports section, and now those two
little dynamo daughters coming right on their heels, the two best players on every boys' team they
played on. But Pierre wasn't crazy enough, Grand Forkers muttered, to think those two could keep
playing with boys once checking was permitted in Pee Wees and puberty kicked in at Bantams ... was
he? They'd get chewed up!
Just wait, thought Pierre. Mr. Howe, the Keeper of the Coulee, had an inkling of what was
coming. He'd never forget the evening he entered the Lamoureux home just as one of the
girls—who could tell which?—tumbled head over heels down the entire staircase. He stared,
stunned, as she bounced to her feet, blurted, "Didn't hurt!" and bounded away.
The twins grew up getting knocked silly by their brothers in street and coulee hockey and
swallowing their screams so the boys would let them keep playing. When Jocelyne, in third grade,
finally broke and ran home sobbing to Mom after a Jacques slash that produced a lifelong scar on
her left calf, Linda shrugged and said, "If you're going to play with boys, that's what you've got to
expect."
There are girls on their team! Every rink they entered, the moment that cry was raised, the stakes
went up, and humiliation, like a scythe, hovered overhead. Above opposing boys who got flattened
by the twins and then serenaded by players on both sides, "You got freight-trained by a girl!" Above
the twins' teammates, not to mention their parents, who had to watch two girls dominate play and
playing time. Above the twins themselves, who had to keep proving they belonged, physically and
emotionally, or get jeered off the ice.
By age six, the Missies had plans. They were going to play on the North Dakota hockey
team—the men's team—and be Olympians. Theirs wouldn't be the lonely quest that it might be for
some other girl: They had each other. Same friends, interests, opinions, tastes. "Remarkable,"
Grandma Henriette would say as they finished each other's sentences, "it's the same person twice!"

Head up, mouth shut. That was the code their father taught them before they ever laced a skate in a
male locker room. Just before their first Pee Wees tryout, when checking at last would be allowed
and all eyes would fix on the twins, Dad had another heart-to-heart with them in the kitchen.
Jocelyne, he didn't worry so much about. She played forward and goalie, positions that wouldn't
require the same machismo Monique would need as a defenseman. Don't wait, Pierre told Mo. First
one-on-one drill, make a statement. Etch it on the alpha male—he told her who that was—even if it
means butting in line to pair off with him. When he brings the puck up, Dad said, face him up, force
him to the outside, then make your move. Lead with your shoulder, don't lunge, head up, skate right
through him, knock him on his rear end. She did precisely that. Holy crap, thought Pierre.
"They can't do that!" parents screamed when it happened, again and again, during two years of
Pee Wees and a year of Bantams. "Kick 'em out of the game!" Even the surgeon whom Grandma
Edith assisted as a nurse said, "You could tame those two girls down."
Could she? They were high school all-state in soccer in eighth grade. They led their boys'
12-year-old hockey team, the Wheatkings, to the state championship, Mo scoring twice and Jocelyne
blanking Grafton for two periods of the final in goal, then switching to forward and scoring on her
second shift. But at 13 the Missies were becoming targets of punctured adolescent male pride,
punches being thrown at them, and Grandma Edith couldn't hold her breath a minute more ... so, at
last, entering ninth grade, the twins accepted scholarships to Shattuck-St. Mary's Prep, the
Minnesota private school where Sidney Crosby had played. They left home at a young age just like
their brothers and with trepidation entered the no-checking world of female hockey.
The girls at Shattuck had never seen anything like it: The twins hit the ice at 6:15 for 7 a.m.
practices, hit the weight room seven days a week when only two were required and, after they
finished the preseason mile run as freshmen, circled back to run the last lap again and urge the
gasping junior backup goalie to the finish line. They were so damn humble and yet shoved
everything so close to the edge, or beyond it—as Mo would rue, "Some things we learned in boys'
hockey have really come back to bite us in the ass in girls' hockey"—that at the end of their
freshman season Shattuck's two captains collected $50 from the team to induce the twins to make it
through the national tournament without a penalty minute.
No more were the Lucky Lamoureuxes the royal-flush hockey family after Coach Stafford
shifted Mo from defense to wing on a line centered by Jocelyne and let their telepathy wreak havoc.
The twins carried Shattuck--St. Mary's to three national titles and then, because the Fighting Sioux
women's program was a shambles in 2006-07, having just fired a coach in the midst of a 3-31-2
season, they accepted full rides to—horrors!—the Sioux's hated rivals, the powerhouse Minnesota
Gophers.
The Missies' brothers branded them "wanted for treason." Their father refused to wear the
Gophers hat the twins gave him till he had slipped inside their rink. Yet when Minnesota came to
Grand Forks to play North Dakota, the Lamoureuxes had all the Gophers over for dinner, and the
first thing they wanted to do after eating Mom's Scotcharoos was traipse through the snow in their
sneakers and launch slap shots in the frigid ditch.

Be forewarned, should you still be brave and stubborn enough to think you can alchemize a
dynasty: You're playing with fire. All that scheduling and striving, all that excellence and expectation
rubbing under one roof is wonderful as long as all your foals are ascending Mount Olympus at
roughly the same rate, radiating all their angst and energy outward. But if just one of them....
This episode of The Lucky Lamoureuxes is nothing like The Happy Hollistersor Little House on the
Prairie. It comes from the blind side because that's exactly how it came at Mr. and Mrs. Lamoureux.
Jacques was the child least like his father, the most sensitive and self-critical, and the one most
like him, so organized, precise and driven. So, of course, he was the one who rebelled, the disrupter
whom Dad yanked by the ear out of Holy Family Catholic Church on Sundays. His rebellion never
spilled into hockey, but his need to be perfect did. It could devour him, transform him from the
hat-tricking hero of title games to the white-knuckled ghost skating back and forth, strangling the
abracadabra right out of his stick.
All his near-perfect report cards, his girl-melting good looks, the years of leaving friends behind
after school to lift weights, making high school varsity by eighth grade and finishing top five in the
state in scoring as a sophomore as his team took the state title ... they weren't enough. Two goals
should've been three. Three should've been four. Phil had already moved to Lincoln, Neb., to play in
the highest-level juniors in the U.S.—why not Jacques? He turned anxious and surly in 10th grade,
broke up with his girlfriend, lost 15 pounds in two weeks. A teenager, a broken heart, his parents
kept thinking. It'll pass.
He bolted from classrooms sobbing. He entered the garage one day, found a piece of scrap
metal and burned a crucifix on his shoulder and two crossed hockey sticks on his chest. The creeds
of his childhood—Never quit! and Didn't hurt! and Head up, mouth shut—weren't working, and the only
way he could make it through each day was to identify something near at hand that he could use to
kill himself.
One Sunday night in April 2003 Jacques was curled up on his mattress in the basement. Mario
lay on one side of him. Dad's shotgun on the other. Jacques crept up the stairs, slipped into his
parents' bedroom and woke his mother. If he didn't get help, he told her, something bad was going
to happen.
She took him to an emergency room and then to a psychiatrist, who started him on anxiety
medication and antidepressants. Two weeks later, when Jacques broke down at school again, his
parents picked him up. Instead of going home, he was astonished to find they were taking him to a
hospital, into a green room with a white-tiled floor ... and he couldn't leave. He wept and begged his
parents not to go. He pressed his eye to the slit in the door, watching them leave. It was the first
time he'd seen tears stream from his father's eyes, and to this day Pierre can't speak about what he or
his son went through.
The family's nectar had somehow turned to poison, the paradox only sharpened when Phil's
snap-dragon goaltending took the Lincoln Stars to the Clark Cup, the United States Hockey League
championship, that same week. Phil drove home from Lincoln anticipating a conqueror's
welcome—unaware of Jacques's plight because his parents hadn't wanted to unsettle him before the

title game—but instead arrived at an empty house and learned that his entire family was at a
psychiatric ward with his brother.
For three hours a day, in his green patient's garments, Jacques worked out to stay ready for the
big tournament in two weeks: push-ups, sit-ups, wall-sits, crunches, lunges, squats, knuckle
push-ups, sprints in the hallway. He was discharged after eight days and eventually accepted an offer
to play in a lower-level junior league the following autumn in Bismarck. Pierre-Paul, a year younger,
made the Bismarck Bobcats as well, so Mom and Dad—worried that Jacques would feel worse if he
stayed home and abandoned his hockey quest, and thankful that his brother could keep an eye on
him—swallowed hard as the boys moved in with a family four hours' drive away and began the 10th
and 11th grades in a new high school.
Back home for Thanksgiving Day that year, 2003, Jacques headed out the door to see his
ex-girlfriend before his family sat down to dinner. He left her house—he still can't remember what
happened there—and headed to the parking garage next to his old high school. He was 40 pounds
overweight from the medication, his hockey dreams slipping away. He composed a suicide note, left
it on the dashboard of the car and climbed onto the ledge of a ramp on the fifth floor. A mix of rain
and wet snow pelted his face. Memories and images tumbled through his mind.
He waited and waited for the twitch of calf muscle. It didn't come. He climbed down, finally,
drove home through the slush and flushed his medication down the toilet, telling no one. It was the
riskiest thing he could do, but he'd just stared down oblivion's barrel, and something inside him
began shifting. Perhaps it was his next big decision that allowed him to get away with it. The boy
from the family raised to eat pain wrote a long paper spilling his pain for English class and assented
when his teacher, sensing its significance in a state where the youth suicide rate was four times the
national average, asked if he'd submit it to the Bismarck Tribune. The Trib and the Grand Forks Herald
ran stories on Jacques's crisis. A judge in Pennsylvania, a volunteer in a suicide-prevention program
named Yellow Ribbon, was so taken that he had Jacques fly in to speak to thousands of students in
his county, with powerful effect: If that strapping, handsome hockey star could ask for help, maybe
they could too.
After Jacques graduated from Bismarck High in 2005, after he was shocked to have his
application to Air Force rejected because he'd been treated for depression, after Air Force changed
its mind a year later, after he led the country in scoring as a sophomore and carried the Falcons to
the 2008-09 Atlantic Hockey Association title and was named All-America, after he was a finalist for
the Hobey Baker Memorial Award as college hockey's finest player and was nominated for the
Hockey Humanitarian Award for speaking out to youth about depression and urging those on
medication not to stop taking it as he did, he still thought back to what flashed in his mind that
Thanksgiving six years ago as he stood on the ledge. It was images of the Lucky Lamoureuxes
playing together as little kids on the coulee, the joy on all their faces: If he'd felt that much happiness
once, somehow he might again. That's what saved him.
But how sweet it must be, you're thinking, when your dynasty finally comes of age. How lovely
life must've become for Mr. and Mrs. Lamoureux once they made it through the valley of the

shadow of excellence, once all the children were flourishing on full or partial scholarships, once
Mom and Dad didn't have to live behind the steering wheel of a minivan anymore: once they could
breathe.
But you don't know what it's like trying to watch four or five hockey games in a single night.
What it's like, when the first puck drops at 6 p.m. CST, to peer at a fuzzy webcast of the twins
dominating the ice at Minnesota during the first period, then to race to UND to throw spirit fingers
at Mario mucking something out of nothing for the Sioux while you keep an eye on the twins on a
screen perched on your lap, then to hurry home and fire up adjacent computers to whoop at
Pierre-Paul scattering bodies for the University of Manitoba and at Jacques undressing goalies for
Air Force, then to swallow yawns till 1 a.m. watching Phil make everyone forget the stigma of the
little goalie during his record-setting rookie ride to the ECHL finals with the Alaska Aces.
You don't know what it's like to try to get some work done on a Friday when the cellphone
keeps pulsing in your pocket, the entire family firing off text messages in advance of that weekend's
games: Good luck everyone! ... Kick some ass! ... Play your butt off for 60 minutes! ... Lamoureuxes don't get
outworked! ... Leave it all on the ice! ... Love u!
You don't know what it's like waiting to find out if both your identical twins will make the U.S.
Olympic team, knowing what heartbreak it'll be if only one does. What it's like when your daughters
are packed into a bone-silent conference room in Blaine, Minn., with 39 other young women, the
most nerve-wrenching moment of their lives, as U.S. coach Mark Johnson begins calling out the
roster, the Missies' hearts rising when he utters Monique's name and freezing when he calls Gigi
Marvin's next—surely the twins' names would be lumped together if they'd both made it,
right?—then gasping in relief when Jocelyne's name comes from his lips. Otherwise one or both
girls would have had to face the unthinkable, a year without hockey, because their dramatic decision
to transfer back home to their beloved Sioux—once its program had stabilized and the coach they
knew from USA development camps, Brian Idalski, had been hired—carried the price of sitting out
NCAA hockey for a year.
You don't know what it's like to have your third-eldest son's college career at Manitoba come to
a sickening halt from a shoulder injury as a freshman last year ... only to see Pierre-Paul leap right
back to his feet by transferring home to finish college as a Fighting Sioux, securing a
student-assistant coaching job and stepping toward his new dream: to be an NHL general manager.
Or what it's like to lose all control of your children, to be a 48-year-old dad walking into his
house just before Christmas 2008 and walking straight back out after seeing a stranger tattooing his
sons' thighs. Only to find out that the tattoo—a massive family crest that Pierre-Paul designed, with
half a blue star fused to half a red maple leaf to represent the family's mixed heritage and with wings
sprouting from it and six hearts encircling it, one for each child—is going onto the bodies of his two
daughters too.
But then, holidays at the Lamoureuxes' never resemble those at other homes....
Darkness falls on Christmas Day three years ago. All six children are back home, and the house
is a wreck again, gear bags and clothes strewn everywhere. The kids are bloated from Mom's turkey

and mashed potatoes and Grandma Edith's apple and pumpkin pies, weary from all the road trips
and weightlifting and isometrics and practices with their far-flung teams.
They look across the table at each other. Someone says, You wanna...? and someone else says,
Sure, why not? Off go the Lamoureuxes, clutching their shovels and sticks beneath the stars, down the
embankment to the place where they first snatched life with their own hands. They're old enough
now. They know how rare this frozen playground is.
It's the same as it was. It's completely changed. Where are all the kids?
Don't ever, ever attempt to spawn an athletic dynasty. But just maybe, when no one's looking,
dig a ditch.

Trapped
By Aron Ralston
in Outside Magazine (September 2004)
“It's 3:05 on Sunday. This marks my 24-hour mark of being stuck in Blue John Canyon. My name is
Aron Ralston. My parents are Donna and Larry Ralston, of Englewood, Colorado. Whoever finds
this, please make an attempt to get this to them. Be sure of it. I would appreciate it."
It's April 27, 2003, and for the first time since my arm was pinned against the wall of this Utah
canyon, I am using my digital camcorder to videotape myself. I take long blinks and rarely look at
the camera's screen. What makes me avert my glance is the haggard expression in my eyes. They are
wide-open, huge bowls; loose rolls of flesh sag and tug at my lower eyelids.
Picking up the camera, I point it first at my forearm and wrist, where it disappears in the horrifyingly
skinny gap between a large boulder and the canyon wall. Then I pan the camcorder up over the
pinch point to my grayish-blue hand.
"What you're looking at there is my arm, going into the rock ... and there it is stuck. It's been without
circulation for 24 hours. It's pretty well gone."
Shaking my head in defeat, I yawn, battling fatigue.
I outline my failed attempts at self-rescue, and continue. "The other thing that could happen is
someone comes. This being a continuation of a canyon that's not all that popular, and the
continuation being less so, I think that's very unlikely before I retire from dehydration and
hypothermia. Judging by my degradation in the last 24 hours, I'll be surprised if I make it to
Tuesday."
I know with a sense of finality that I'm saying goodbye to my family my parents and my 22-year-old
sister, Sonja and that regardless of how much I suffer in this spot, they will feel more agony than me.
"I'm sorry."
With tears brimming, I stop filming and rub the backs of my knuckles across my eyes. I start up
once more.
"You guys make me proud. I go out looking for adventure and risk, so I can feel alive. But I go out
by myself, and I don't tell someone where I'm going that's just dumb. If someone knew, if I'd been
with someone else, there would probably already be help on the way. Dumb, dumb, dumb."

Day One: Saturday, April 26, 9 A.M.
This is hoodoo country, Abbey country, the red wasteland.
Under a bluebird sky, I leave my truck at the dirt trailhead for Horseshoe Canyon, the isolated
window of Canyonlands National Park that sits 15 air miles northwest of the legendary Maze
District. My plan is to make a 30-mile circuit of biking and canyoneering through Blue John and
Horseshoe canyons.
This vacation, a five-day road trip, was last-minute. Some friends and I had called off a
mountaineering trip, and the cancellation freed me for a hajj to the desert from Aspen, Colorado,
where I had a few days off from my sales job at the Ute Mountaineer, an outdoor-gear shop. Usually
I would leave a detailed schedule with my roommates, but since I left without knowing what I was
going to do, the only word I gave was "Utah."
Though the Blue John circuit will be only a day trip, I'm carrying a 25-pound pack, most of the
weight taken up with climbing gear for navigating the steep canyon system, food, and a gallon of
water divided between a three-liter CamelBak hydration bladder and a one-liter Nalgene bottle. I'm
wearing a pair of beat-up running shoes and wool socks, with just a T-shirt and shorts over my bike
shorts.
Pumping against a 30-mile-per-hour headwind on a scraped dirt road, I finally make it to the
entrance of Blue John Canyon and lock up my bike. By 2:30, I'm about seven miles into the canyon,
at the midpoint of my descent, the narrow slot above the 65-foot-high rappel marked as Big Drop in
my guidebook. Now the canyon deepens dramatically over a series of lips and benches.
I reach the first drop-off in the floor of the canyon, a ten-foot dryfall, and use a few good in-cut
handholds on the canyon's left wall to lower myself. It's not a difficult maneuver, but I wouldn't be
able to climb back up the drop-off from below. I'm committed to my course; there's no going back.
The pale sky is still visible above this ten-foot-wide gash in the earth's surface as I continue
scrambling down, over lips and ledges and under chockstones boulders suspended between the
canyon walls. The canyon narrows to just four feet wide here, undulating and twisting and
deepening. It's 2:41 p.m.
I come to another drop-off. This one is maybe 11 or 12 feet high. A refrigerator-size chockstone is
wedged between the walls ten feet downstream from the ledge, giving the space ahead the
claustrophobic feel of a short tunnel.

Right in front of me, just below the ledge, is a second chockstone the size of a large bus tire, stuck
fast in the three-foot channel between the walls. If I can step onto it, I can dangle off the
chockstone, then take a short fall to the canyon floor. Stemming across the canyon with one foot
and one hand on each wall, I traverse out above the chockstone. With a few precautionary jabs, I
kick down at the boulder. It's jammed tightly enough that it will hold my weight. I lower myself
from the chimneying position and step onto the chockstone. It supports me but teeters slightly.
Facing up canyon, I squat on my haunches and grip the rear of the lodged boulder. Sliding my belly
over the front edge, I hang from my fully extended arms.
I feel the stone respond to my adjusting grip with a scraping quake. Instantly, I know this is trouble,
and instinctively I let go of the rotating boulder to land on the round rocks on the canyon floor. I
look up, and the backlit chockstone consumes the sky. Fear shoots my hands over my head. I can't
move backwards or I'll fall over a small ledge.
The next three seconds play out in slow motion. The falling rock smashes my left hand against the
south wall; I yank my left arm back as the rock ricochets in the confined space; the boulder then
crushes my right hand, thumb up, fingers extended; the rock slides another foot down the wall with
my arm in tow, tearing the skin off the lateral side of my forearm. Then, silence.

My passion for the wilderness was ignited when I was 12, when my family moved from Indiana to
Colorado, in 1987. Back east for college at Carnegie Mellon University, in Pittsburgh, I pined for the
West, and after I graduated I took a job at Intel Corporation as a mechanical engineer, in 1997,
working in Phoenix, Tacoma, and then Albuquerque. Even before I quit and moved to Aspen, in
2002, to pursue my adventures full-time, I spent every scrap of vacation exploring the remote West;
volunteered for three years with the Albuquerque Mountain Rescue Council; and, as my competence
grew, embarked on more and more solo expeditions.
I'd recently read two best-selling accounts of extremes in the wilderness, both by Jon Krakauer. Into
the Wild, the story of Chris McCandless's dropping out of mainstream society, entranced me.
Despite his death in Alaska at age 24, I was inspired with dreams of "rubber tramping" across the
country, living out of the back of a truck. As I read Krakauer's next book, Into Thin Air, his
chronicle of the 1996 Everest disaster, I wondered what I would have done in those climbers' places.
I wanted to reveal to myself who I was: the kind of person who dies or the kind of person who
overcomes circumstances to help himself and others.
In 1998, I decided on three climbing projects that would come to occupy my entire recreational
focus. I would climb all of Colorado's fourteeners, 59 of them by anyone's highest count; I'd then
solo them in winter (something that hadn't been done); and I'd reach the highest point in every state.

By the end of 2002, I had climbed the fourteeners, and soloed 36 of them in winter. The further I
got with my project, the more I learned about my character. Climbing in winter by myself wasn't just
something I did it became who I was.
I pushed myself on increasingly difficult routes, but I also developed strategies to mitigate the added
risks of winter travel. Still, there were a few near misses that prompted me to reevaluate my
practices. In February 2003, on a backcountry hut trip with some of my Albuquerque Mountain
Rescue buddies on Colorado's 11,905-foot Resolution Peak, two of my more experienced friends
and I skied a 40-degree bowl, despite dangerous conditions. When we gathered midslope at a cluster
of trees, the entire half-mile-wide hillside released with a quiet whoomph. The slide swept us
hundreds of feet down the mountain, swamping two of us and burying the third for long minutes,
until our avalanche transceivers pinpointed his location. We survived, but our friendships did not. I
lost two friends because of the choices we made.
Rather than regret those choices, I swore to myself I would learn from their consequences. Most
simply, I came to understand that my attitudes were not intrinsically safe.
3 P.M.
Good Christ, my hand. The flaring agony throws me into a panic. I grimace and growl a sharp
"Fuck!" I yank my arm three times in a naive attempt to pull it out from under the rock. But I'm
stuck.
"Oh, shit, oh, shit, oh, shit!" I shove against the boulder, heaving against it, pushing with my left
hand, lifting with my knees pressed under the rock. I brace my thighs under the boulder and thrust
upward, grunting, "Come on ... move!"
Nothing.
I'm sweating hard. With my left hand, I lift my right shirtsleeve and wipe my forehead. My chest
heaves. I need a drink, but, sucking on my CamelBak hose, I find my water reservoir is empty.
I still have my full Nalgene bottle, but it takes me a few seconds to realize I won't be able to sling my
pack off my right arm. Once I shrug my left arm free of the pack strap, I expand the right-side strap,
tuck my head inside the loop, and pull the whole thing down my left side, to my feet. Extracting the
water bottle, I unscrew the top and, before I realize what I'm doing, gulp three large mouthfuls, then
halt to pant for breath. Then it hits me: In five seconds, I've just guzzled a third of my water supply.
"OK," I say out loud, "time to relax. The adrenaline's not going to get you out of here. Let's look
this over, see what we got." I need to start thinking; to do that, I need to be calm. Poking my left

hand into the small gap above the catch point, I touch my right thumb, which is already a sickly gray.
It's cocked sideways and looks terribly unnatural. There is no feeling in my right hand at all.
An inner voice explodes at the prognosis: Shit! How did this happen? What the fuck? How the fuck
did you get your hand trapped by a fucking boulder? Look at this! Your hand is crushed; it's dying,
man, and there's nothing you can do about it. If you don't get blood flow back within a couple
hours, it's gone.
"No!" I tell myself out loud. "Shut up, that's not helpful." It's not my hand I need to worry about.
There is a bigger issue. The average survival time in the desert without water is between two and
three days, sometimes as little as a day if you're exerting yourself in 100-degree heat. I figure I've got
until Monday night.
I take an inventory of my pack. In the outside mesh pouch, I have my CD player, CDs, extra AA
batteries, my mini-digital-video camcorder, a digital camera, a three-LED headlamp, and a knockoff
of a Leatherman multitool. I've also got a climbing rope and harness and the small wad of rappelling
equipment I'd brought to use at the Big Drop rappel. I pull the rope bag out and drop it on the
ledge in front of my shins, padding the rock shelf so I can lean into it. My legs are quickly tiring of
standing.
My next thought is escape. Eliminating ideas that are just too dumb (like cracking open my AA
batteries on the boulder and hoping the acid eats into the chockstone but not my arm), I organize
my options in order of preference: excavate the rock around my hand with my multitool knife; rig
ropes and an anchor above myself to lift the boulder off my hand; or amputate my arm.
I decide to work on the first option chipping the rock away. Drawing out my multitool, I unfold the
longer of the two blades.
My first attempt to saw into the boulder barely scuffs the rock. I try again, pressing harder, but the
back of the knife handle indents my forefinger much more readily than the cutting edge scores the
rock. Changing my grip on the tool, I hold it like Norman Bates and stab at the rock. Nothing.
It seems like every time I go climbing on a sandstone formation, I break off a handhold, yet I can't
put a dent in this boulder. The canyon walls seem to be of a much softer rock. I settle on a quick
experiment and, holding my knife like a pen, I etch a g on the canyon's north wall. Slowly, I make a
few more letters: e-o-l-o-g-i-c. Within five minutes, I scratch out three more words until I can read
the phrase, an elegantly worded warning about falling rocks from Colorado's Thirteeners author
Gerry Roach: GEOLOGIC TIME INCLUDES NOW.

8 P.M.
Stress turns into pessimism. Without enough water to wait for rescue, without a pick to crack the
boulder, without a rigging system to lift it, I have one course of action. I speak slowly out loud:
"You're gonna have to cut your arm off."
Hearing the words makes my instincts and emotions revolt. My vocal cords tense and my voice
changes octaves:
"But I don't wanna cut my arm off!"
"Aron, you're gonna have to cut your arm off."
I realize I'm arguing with myself, and yield to a halfhearted chuckle. This is crazy. But I know that I
could never saw through my arm bones with either of the blades of my multitool, so I decide to
keep picking away at the boulder. Tick, tick, tick ... tick ... tick, tick. The sound of my knife tapping is
pathetically minute.
A breeze is blowing downcanyon, flicking sand over the ledge above me and into my face. I bow my
head, and the brim of my baseball cap keeps most of the dust out of my eyes, but I can feel the grit
on my contacts.
Darkness seeps from my penumbral hole and spills into the desert. I establish a rhythm, pecking at
the rock at two jabs per second, pausing to blow dust away once every five minutes. Time slips past.
Before I know it, it's nearly midnight. Perhaps because of my growing fatigue, a song is playing over
and over in my head. Sadly, the melody is from the first Austin Powers movie, which I watched a
few nights ago, just a single line of the ending credits' chorus repeating on an infinite loop: BBC
One, BBC Two, BBC Three, BBC Four, BBC Five, BBC Six, BBC Seven, BBC heaven!
Yeah, that's not annoying at all, Aron.
Even if I wanted to sleep, I couldn't. The penetrating chill of the night air urges me to keep
attacking the rock to generate warmth, and when my consciousness does fade, my knees buckle and
my weight tugs on my wrist in an agonizing call to attention.
I realize that the best way to conserve my energy is to construct a seat. Getting into my harness is
the easy half of the equation. Now comes the hard part: getting some piece of climbing gear hung up
on a rock overhead, something that can hold my weight. My first dozen tries fall short, but then,

with a brilliantly lucky throw, the carabiner bundle I've rigged hits the wide mouth of the crack,
drops into the pinch point, and, with a tug at just the right moment, wedges tight.
A wave of happiness washes over me. With two adjustments of the knots, I can finally lean back and
take some weight off my legs. Ahhhhh. Fifteen minutes later, however, my harness begins restricting
the blood flow to my legs. I alternately stand and sit, establishing a pattern that I repeat in 20-minute
intervals.
In the coldest hours before dawn, I take up my knife again and hack at the chockstone. Just after
eight o'clock, I hear a rushing noise filtering down from above. I look up as a large black raven flies
over my head. At the third flap, he screeches a loud ca-caw and then disappears from my window on
the world. I can see bright daylight on the north wall, 70 feet above. I turn off my headlamp. I've
made it through the night.
Day Two: Sunday, April 27, 9:30 A.M.
I wonder what kidney failure will feel like. Not good, probably. Maybe like when you eat so much
you get cramps in your back. Only worse, I bet. It's gonna be a rough way to die. Hypothermia
would be better. But the temperature didn't dip that low last night, only about 50 degrees on my
watch thermometer. Maybe death by flash flood?
But I'm ready for action, not for dying. It's time to get a better anchor established, one that I can use
to build a rigging system to try to move the boulder.
It appears to me that a small triangular horn sticks out from a shelf six feet over my head. But my
attempts to toss the webbing over the horn founder. Time after time, the webbing pulls free.
A fissure on the right side of the horn catches my eye. The next time I throw, just as the knot is
about to crest the horn, I put the rope leader in my teeth and gently twitch the webbing it slips back
into the slot. Aha! I slip a metal rappel ring over the yellow strap of webbing, forming a loop with
the ring at the bottom.
I've spent two hours just getting the anchor set up, but the endeavor has been an unqualified success
so far.
Good work, Aron. Now all you've got to do is move the boulder. Don't stop now.
Cutting 30 feet of climbing rope, I loop one end of the short piece around my chockstone and tie it
to itself. Next I thread the other end up through the rappel ring I can just reach it without tugging
against my right wrist. I yank on the rope. Nothing.

Well, at least the anchor is holding.
I need a bigger mechanical advantage. Engrossed, I call upon my search-and-rescue experience, and
the two hauling systems we used to evacuate people from vertical faces. I decide on a modified
Z-pulley system with a haul line so I can pull down to lift the boulder off my hand. I add Prusik
loops, wrapping webbing around the rope in a friction knot that, when loose, slides along the rope
but tightens when weighted. Then I clip the loops to carabiners, connecting the rope back to itself.
With two such changes in direction, I've theoretically tripled the force applied at the haul point. But
the boulder ignores my efforts. Flailing through hours of taxing work, I never once budge the rock.
I finally stop for a break and glance at my watch. It's after one o'clock, and I'm sweating and
panting.
Suddenly, I hear distant voices echoing in the canyon. My mind swears in exhilarated surprise, and
my breath abruptly catches in my suddenly dry throat. Holding my breath, I listen.
"HELP!"
The caterwauling echoes of my shout fade in the canyon. Forcing myself not to breathe, I listen for
a reply. Nothing.
"HELLLP!"
The desperation of my quivering shout disturbs me. Again, I hold my breath. After the dying fall of
my shout, there is no returningsound besides the thumping of my heart. A critical moment passes,
and I know there is no one in this canyon. My hopes evaporate.
My morale slumps in a pang, like the first time a girl broke my heart. Then I hear the noises again.
But I know better, and I wait. Slowly they resolve themselves into the scratchy sounds of a kangaroo
rat in his nest.
2 P.M.
For the first time, I seriously contemplate amputating my arm. Laying everything out on the surfaces
around me, I think through each item's possible use in a surgery. My two biggest concerns are a
cutting tool that can do the job and a tourniquet that will keep me from bleeding out. Of the
multitool's blades, the inch-and-a-half one is sharper than the three-inch one. It will be important to
use only the longer blade for hacking at the chockstone and preserve the shorter one for potential
surgery.

Even with the sharper blade, I instinctually understand that I won't be able to hack through my
bones I don't have anything that could approximate even a rudimentary saw. The likeliest method
available for cutting off my arm, cutting through the softer cartilage of my elbow joint, simply never
occurs to me.
I turn my attention to the tourniquet. Experimenting with the hose from my empty CamelBak, I cut
the tubing free from the reservoir and manage to tie it in a simple knot around my upper forearm
just below my elbow. But I can't cinch it down; the plastic is too stiff.
So much for that idea.
I have a piece of purple webbing knotted in a loop that I untie and wrap around my forearm. A
five-minute effort yields a double knot, but the loops are too loose to stop my circulation. I need a
stick, or a carabiner, to twist the loops tighter. Clipping the gate of my last unused carabiner through
the loops, I rotate it twice. The webbing presses deeply into my forearm and the skin nearer my
wrist grows pale. Seeing my makeshift medical setup working brings me a subtle sense of
satisfaction.
Nice work, Aron.
Despite my optimism, I realize there's a darker undercurrent to my brainstorming. Until I figure out
how to cut through the bones, amputation isn't a practical choice. But I wonder about my courage
levels if cutting off my arm becomes a real plan of action. As a test, I hold the shorter blade of the
multitool to my skin. The tip pokes between the tendons and veins a few inches up from my trapped
wrist, indenting my flesh. The sight repulses me.
What are you doing, Aron? Get that knife away from your wrist! What are you trying to do kill
yourself? That's suicide! You'll bleed out. You slice your wrist and it's as good as stabbing yourself in
the gut.
I can't do it.
I picture my blood spilled on the canyon walls, the torn flesh and ripped muscles of my arm
dangling in gory strands from two white bones pockmarked with divots, the result of my last efforts
to chisel through my arm's structural frame. And then I see my head drooped to my sagging torso,
my lifeless body hanging from the knife-nicked bones. I set down my knife and retch.
I hate this boulder. I hate it! I hate this canyon. I hate the morgue-cold slab pressing against my right
forearm. I hate the faint musty smell of the greenish slime thinly glazing the bottom of the canyon
wall behind my legs.

"I ... hate ... this!" I punctuate each word with slaps of my left palm against the chockstone, as tears
well in my eyes.
No expectation has prepared me for this tormenting anxiety of a slow death, thinking about whether
it will come tonight in the cold, tomorrow in the cramps of dehydration, or the next day in heart
failure. This hour, the next, the hour after that.
But then another voice speaks coolly. That boulder did what it was there to do. Boulders fall. That's
their nature. You did this, Aron. You chose to come here today; you chose to do this slot canyon by
yourself. You chose not to tell anyone where you were going.
9 P.M.
Night fills the sky. Time swells, my agony expanding with it. I've fallen into a wormhole where I
endure excruciating maltreatment for immeasurable eons, only to return to consciousness. In the
hazy freedom of my imagination, I fly out of the canyon, dipping and weaving in the whispering
clouds over the sea, whitecaps changing to swells as I head still farther west, glancing back to watch
the land turn into a green frame around the cobalt ocean.
Day Three: Monday, April 28, 7 A.M.
I still haven't given amputation a full chance.
I realize that I'm not confident in my tourniquet. I need something more flexible than the tubing
and more elastic than the ... That's it! Elastic! The neoprene tubing insulation from my CamelBak is
supple but strong. It's perfect.
I'm elated at the idea and retrieve the discarded tubing insulation from my pack. Why didn't I think
of this before? Using my left hand to wrap the thin black neoprene twice around my right forearm
two inches below my elbow, I tie a simple overhand knot and tighten with one end in my teeth, then
double and triple the knot. I take a carabiner and clip the neoprene, twisting it six times. Clamping
down on my forearm, the material pinches my skin. For some reason, the pain pleases me.
I take my multitool and, without thinking, open the long blade. Instead of pointing the tip into the
tendon gap at my wrist, I hold it with the blade against the upper part of my forearm. Surprising
myself, I press on the blade and slowly draw the knife across my forearm. Nothing happens. Huh. I
press harder. Still nothing. No cut, no blood, nothing. Back and forth, I vigorously saw at my arm,
growing more frustrated with each attempt. Exasperated, I give up. This is shit! The damn blade
won't even break the skin. How the hell am I going to carve through two bones with a knife that
won't even cut my skin? God damn it to hell.
That's pathetic, Aron, just pathetic.

Back to waiting.
3:35 P.M.
I have to urinate.
Save it, Aron. Pee into your CamelBak. You're going to need it.
I transfer the contents of my bladder into my empty water reservoir, saving the orangish-brown
discharge for the unappetizing but inevitable time when it will be the only liquid I have.
6:30 P.M.
A subtle stirring tells me it's time to pray. I haven't tried that yet. I close my left hand in a loose fist,
shut my eyes, and lower my forehead onto my hand.
"God, I am praying to you for guidance. I'm trapped here in Blue John Canyon you probably know
that and I don't know what I am supposed to do. Please show me a sign."
I slowly tilt my forehead back until I'm looking up through the pale twilight. Nothing. What was I
expecting? A swirl in the clouds? A petroglyph showing a man with a knife? I start again.
"OK, God, since you're apparently busy ... Devil, if you're listening, I need some help here. I'll trade
you my arm, my soul, whatever you want. Just get me out of here."
Day Four: Tuesday, April 29, 5 A.M.
More cycles.
Dark.
Cold.
Stars.
Space.
Shivering.
I've got a little less than three ounces of water left. I place the bottle in my crotch and unscrew the
lid. But as I raise the bottle to my mouth, the lid snags on my harness and the bottle slips. My
sluggish brain responds too slowly for my hand to catch it before it tilts almost horizontal and a
splash of the sacrament darkens my tan shorts, turning the red dust to a patina of shining mud.
Fuck a nut, Aron. Pay attention! Look what you did!
Water is time. By that spill, how many hours did I just lose? Maybe six, maybe ten, maybe half a day?
The mistake hits my morale like a train.

6:45 A.M.
I wonder if the police are involved in any theoretical search yet. Perhaps they've obtained my
credit-card and debit-purchase histories, which would lead them to Glenwood Springs, Moab, and
then Green River. No, wait: I paid cash for those Gatorades in Green River. Damn.
Credit, debit, cash, it doesn't matter; a couple energy drinks aren't going to guide rescuers all the way
out here. Shifting away from the dim hopes of my rescue, I conjure up a series of bright memories
that bring me a tidal change of emotion. I am surprisingly happy. Rejuvenated, I start videotaping.
"It's 6:45 in the morning on Tuesday morning," I repeat myself. "Mom, Dad, I really love you guys.
Thank you both for being understanding and supportive. I really have lived this last year. I wish I
had learned some lessons more astutely, more rapidly, than what it took to learn. I'll always be with
you."
My thoughts turn to my sister and her wedding to her fiancé, Zack Elder, in August. "I wanted to
say to Sonja and Zack that I really wish you the best in your upcoming life together. Do great things
with your life that will honor me the best. Thanks."
Thinking about my sister makes me happy. She's planning to be a volunteer teacher; it reassures me
to know she's got such great aspirations. A smile cracks my dry lips.
7:58 A.M.
Slowly, I become aware of the cold stare of my knife. There's a reason for everything, including why
I brought that knife, and suddenly I know what I am about to do. Mustering my courage, I
dismantle a purple Prusik loop from the rigging and tie it around my right biceps, preparing the rest
of my tourniquet as I refined it yesterday.
Unfolding the shorter blade, I close the handle and grasp it in my fist. Raising the tool above my
right arm, I pick a spot on the top of my forearm. I hesitate, jerking my left hand to a halt a foot
above my target. Then I recock my tool and, before I can stop myself, my fist violently thrusts the
blade down, burying it to the hilt in the meat of my forearm.
"Holy crap, Aron," I say out loud. "What did you just do?"
My vision warps with astonishment. I bend my head to my arm, and my surroundings leave
sepia-toned hallucinogenic trails behind them. Yesterday, it didn't seem possible that my knife could
ever get through my skin, but I did it. When I grasp the tool more firmly and wiggle it slightly, the
blade connects with something hard, my upper forearm bone. I tap the knife down and feel it
knocking on my radius.

Whoa. That's so bizarre.
I am suddenly curious. There is barely any discernable sensation of the blade below skin level. My
nerves seem to be concentrated in the outer layers of my arm, then. I confirm this by drawing the
knife out, slicing up at my skin from underneath. Oh, yeah, there they are. The flesh stretches with
the blade, broadcasting signals through my arm as I open an inch-wide hole. Letting the pain
dissipate, I note that there is remarkably little blood; the capillaries must have closed down for the
time being. Fascinated, I poke at the gash with the tool. Ouch.
As I root around, burgundy-colored blood seeps into my wound. I tap at the bone again, feeling the
vibration of each strike through my left thumb and forefinger. Even damped by surrounding tissues,
the hollow thumping of the blade against my upper forearm bone resonates up into my elbow. The
soft thock-thock-thock tells me I have reached the end of this experiment. I cannot cut into or
through my forearm bones.
Sweating from the adrenaline, I pick up my water bottle. As the first drops splash against my lip, I
open my eyes and stare into its blue bottom with detached observation as I continue to tilt the bottle
up and up. I'm going to do it, and the fact I shouldn't makes me enjoy it even more.
Just do it get it over with. It doesn't matter.
Each tablespoon of water satisfies me like a whole mouthful, and instantly I'm gulping at the
dribbling flow. I close my eyes ... Oh, God. I swallow the last drops and it's gone.
Day Five: Wednesday, April 30, 3 A.M.
In the piercing brutality of night, I repeatedly escape into trances. If heaven turns out to be as
comfortable as the trances, then what I return to in the canyon is nothing short of hell. There is only
one emotion in hell: unmitigated despair wrapped in abject loneliness, and I am enveloped in it.
9 A.M.
I update my hour tallies in my head: 96 hours of sleep deprivation, 90 hours that I've been trapped,
29 hours that I've been sipping my urine, and 25 hours with no fresh water. The exercise evokes no
emotion, only matter-of-fact acknowledgment.
Suddenly, I have a new idea what about using a rock as a wrecking ball to smash into the
chockstone? Or maybe this is an old idea. Have I thought of this already? I can't remember.
2 P.M.
"It's Wednesday afternoon," I say into the camera. "Some logistics still to talk about." I've covered
what to do with my possessions, so now I begin talking about where I'd like my remains to be

scattered Big Sur, Havasupai Creek in Arizona, New Mexico's Sandia Peak, a little spot on the Rio
Grande ...
Looking straight into the lens, I bid one last adieu: "I'm holding on, but it's really slowing down, the
time is going really slow. So again, love to everyone. Bring love and peace and happiness and
beautiful lives into the world in my honor. It would bestow the greatest meaning for me. Thank you.
I love you."
Somewhere inside my mind, I know I won't survive tonight in Blue John Canyon. The day has been
cool; this night will be the worst yet. It's not something I debate or internally discuss, but when I
consider that I am going to die in a matter of hours, it rings true. If my time is up, then it is up, and
yet I have a disconnected feeling of lightheartedness that vaguely approximates bliss. I wonder if this
is what rapture feels like. Give it whatever name I want all I know for sure is that I don't have to
sweat it out anymore, because I'm not in charge.
11 P.M.
The canyon is an icebox. These are the killing winds.
I only get through two of the frigid nine hours of darkness before I decide it is time to make a final
annotation. My watch confirms that it is April 30, for another hour at least. Above the four letters of
my name, ARON, I scratch into the red rock, OCT 75. Below my name, I make the complementary
scratching: APR 03.
I lean back in my harness and slip into another trance. Color bursts in my mind, and then I walk
through the canyon wall, stepping into a living room. A blond-haired three-year-old boy in a red
polo shirt comes running across a sunlit hardwood floor in what I somehow know is my future
home. By the same intuition, I know the boy is my own. I bend to scoop him into my left arm, using
my handless right arm to balance him, and we laugh together as I swing him up to my shoulder.
The boy happily perches on my left shoulder while I steady him with my left hand and right stump.
Smiling, I prance about the room, tiptoeing in and out of the sun dapples on the oak floor, and he
giggles gleefully. Then, with a shock, the vision blinks out. I'm back in the canyon, echoes of his
joyful sounds resonating in my mind. Despite having already come to accept that I will die where I
stand before help arrives, now I believe I will live.
That belief, that boy, changes everything for me.
Day Six: Thursday, May 1, 9:30 A.M.
With five days of gritty buildup pasted to my contact lenses, my eyes hurt at every blink, and
wavering fringes of cloud frame my dingy vision. Sip after sip of acidic urine has eroded my gums

and left my palate raw. I can't hold my head upright; it lolls off to lean against the canyon wall. I am
a zombie. I am the undead.
Miserable, I watch another empty hour pass by. The boost I felt from my vision of the boy has
dissipated entirely. I have nothing whatsoever to do. I have no life. There is nothing that gives even
a slight hint that this awful stillness will break. But I can make it break. I can resume smashing the
chockstone with the rock.
Bonk! Again, I strike the boulder, the pain in my hand flaring. Thwock! And again. Screeaatch! My
rage blooms purple amid a small mushroom cloud of pulverized grit. I bring the rock down again.
Carrunch! Now my voice stokes hatred for the chockstone as I growl with animalistic fury
"Unnngaaarrrrgh!" in response to the throbs pulsing in my left hand.
Whoa, Aron. You might have taken that too far.
With my knife, I begin clearing particles from my trapped hand, using the dulled blade like a brush.
Sweeping the grit off my thumb, I accidentally gouge myself and rip away a thin piece of decayed
flesh. It peels back like the skin of boiled milk before I catch what is going on. I already knew my
hand had to be decomposing without circulation, but I wasn't sure how fast the putrefaction had
advanced. Now I suddenly understand the indigenous insect population's increased interest in my
hand.
Out of curiosity, I poke my thumb with my knife blade twice. On the second prodding, the blade
punctures the epidermis, like it is dipping into a stick of room-temperature butter, and releases a
telltale hissing. Escaping decomposition gases are not good; the rot has advanced more quickly than
I guessed. Though the smell is faint to my desensitized nose, it is abjectly unpleasant, the stench of a
far-off carcass.
I lash out in fury, trying to yank my arm straight out from under the sandstone handcuff, never
wanting more than I do right now to simply rid myself of any connection to this rotting appendage.
I don't want it.
It's not a part of me.
It's garbage.
Throw it away, Aron. Be rid of it.
I thrash myself forward and back, side to side, up and down, down and up. I scream out in pure
hate, shrieking as I batter my body against the canyon walls, losing every bit of composure that I've
struggled so intensely to maintain. And then I feel my arm bend unnaturally in the unbudging grip of

the chockstone. An epiphany strikes me with the magnificent glory of a holy intervention and
instantly brings my seizure to a halt:
If I torque my arm far enough, I can break my forearm bones.
Like bending a two-by-four held in a table vise, I can just bow my entire goddamn arm until it snaps
in two!
Holy Christ, Aron, that's it, that's it. THAT'S FUCKING IT!
There is no hesitation. I barely realize what I'm about to do. I unclip from the anchor webbing,
crouching until my buttocks are almost touching the stones on the canyon floor. I put my left hand
under the boulder and push hard, harder, HARDER! to put a maximum downward force on my
radius bone. As I slowly bend my arm down to the left, a POW! reverberates like a muted cap-gun
shot.
I scramble to clear the chockstone, trying to keep my head on straight. Without further pause and
again in silence, I hump my body up over the rock. Smearing my shoes against the canyon walls, I
push with my legs and grab the back of the chockstone with my left hand, pulling with every bit of
ferocity I can muster, until a second cap-gun shot ends my ulna's anticipation. Sweating and
euphoric, I touch my right arm again. Both bones have splintered in the same place, just above my
wrist.
I am overcome with excitement. Hustling to deploy the shorter and sharper multitool blade, I
completely skip the tourniquet procedure I have rehearsed and place the cutting tip to my wrist,
between two blue veins. I push the knife into my wrist, watching my skin stretch inward, until the
point finally pierces and sinks to its hilt.
In a blaze of pain, I know the job is just starting.

The Unabashed Beauty of Jason Brown on Ice
by Patricia Lockwood
in The New York Times ( January 31, 2018)
To watch his best skates is to be drawn into the collective animal, the one
that is unreasoning, that cries out, claps, gets chills. The audience, when he
takes the ice, is with him. He wants it, and they want it for him.
Why do some athletes draw this sort of response, this bodily love that is
sometimes out of proportion to their actual world standing? We know, but the
language doesn’t, so when the 23-year-old American figure skater Jason Brown
comes up in commentators’ conversations, he has been typically described as “uncategorizable,” “a
fan favorite,” a “dark horse” or, most insufficient of all, “an artist.”
If you haven’t seen Brown skating to “Reel Around the Sun” from “Riverdance” at the 2014
United States Figure Skating Championships, allow me to narrate. This performance has been
viewed millions of times on YouTube, and it instantly brought Brown to worldwide prominence.
The first thing you notice, as he glides on camera, is that Brown does not look like a typical figure
skater. His face offers all the endearments of a cartoon, so expressive that you assume the
performance will be comedic. His costume is emerald and black, with gold embellishments that
make you wonder, idly, when Claddagh rings are going to become popular again. He takes his place
and sends his dark eyes sailing level across the ice, and by the time he hits the crest of the first note,
something has happened and is going to keep happening for as long as you watch.
“Does ‘Riverdance’ bang?” you ask yourself uneasily. “ ‘Riverdance’ might actually bang.”
Suddenly, here come the goose bumps. The elasticity of his Russian splits belongs to ballet; his
flexibility is less like rubber bands than ribbons. His spins are so beautiful that they look as if they
might at any moment exit his body completely and go floating off like the flowers in “Fantasia.”
And running alongside the joy is something grave, which seems to me to be respect for the gift.
The audience begins to clap as well as its overwhelming Caucasity will allow. “He’s got ’em,” the
longtime commentator and Olympic gold medalist Scott Hamilton exclaims as the fiddle picks up.
At other points, onlookers burst into the spontaneous laughter of babies. I love that laughter. It
happens when the viewers overlap so completely with the athlete, with one another, that they don’t
know where their own bodies end anymore. We watch sports for these moments. They’re why,
every two years, the planet stops spinning and everyone turns their eyes to the spectacle of the
Olympics.
I listen for that laughter, and I look for the sort of joy that Brown exhibits — that unmistakable
signature of a human being at play in his particular element, a dolphin in a sea that was designed for
it. Michael Jordan had it. He grinned. Every point in the air was his camera, every molecule his
medal. Usain Bolt had it. The grain was with him, then he sped up to pass it; all the arrows in the
universe pointed his way. In skating, Michelle Kwan had it. Witness the way she would breathe in
the audience and smile before beginning, then skate in the arms of the music — and sometimes,

after landing a jump, turn her palms upward as if to receive something. Brown’s face, when he
finishes the “Riverdance” routine, is beautiful beyond the sum of his actual features. He covers it
with his hands.
As his routine draws to a close, the audience is standing, stamping. “They wanted to stand two
minutes ago,” Hamilton cries. Brown has given them something precious and personal: the feeling
that they are there with him, that they helped him land those jumps, that they have collaborated in
one another’s happiness.
Male figure skating has become a place of taller peaks and lower valleys. The mountain was
once the triple axel; now the mountain is the quad, a jump with four midair rotations that brings
with it higher scores but also greater risk — for broken routines, for injury. Names seem to come
and go faster and faster. Partly for this reason, Brown’s is the only familiar face from the 2014 men’s
American Olympic team. That he has managed to remain one of the world’s most popular and
competitive skaters while having never landed a clean quad in competition speaks to his unique
position in the sport, but his struggles with it are also what ultimately put him in this year’s Games as
a first alternate. In Pyeongchang, the athlete who (probably) won’t be skating is perhaps the one
who best represents the sport as people remember it, the sport many people still wish to see. In a
landscape of volatility, Brown is an unapologetic beauty spot, a cherry tree.
His loyal fandom attests to his appeal. It is particularly intense in Japan, and in response he has
learned Japanese and often tweets in it. At the ends of his skates, he pauses to pick up stuffed
animals, emojis, Minions that his fans throw on the ice. (He donates these to the Ronald McDonald
House.) He has performed to “Canned Heat,” “U Can’t Touch This,” “Cotton Eye Joe.” There is
something on the nose about all this, as if 1994 had been made into a person, and in fact that was
the year he was born.
Brown skated to “Riverdance” because Rohene Ward, his primary choreographer since 2009,
dreamed that he would. Ward is old enough to remember when “Riverdance” was both a national
mania and a national joke. But when Brown was presented with the music, he had never heard it
before, let alone witnessed the deranged unicorn gallopings of Michael Flatley, the Irish-American
step dancer who made headlines for performing at Donald Trump’s inauguration. Brown’s coach,
Kori Ade, who has been with him since he was 5, was initially dubious about the selection, but
Ward’s instinct proved correct. Songs that we once considered disposable, cheap manipulators of
mass response are unexpectedly touching when subjected to serious consideration by a master
interpreter like Brown. (When he announced last year that he would be skating to “Hamilton” for
his short program, the choice seemed so inevitable that it’s surprising it didn’t cause a rip in the
space-time continuum.) What puts the clap in human hands, unison in the human voice? What does
it mean, and how does it work, to make everyone feel the same thing at the same time?
Figure skating has long been an essentially romantic sport, which more than most others asks
you to be in full physical sympathy with the performer — like dance, it tells a story that requires you
to follow along. This sympathy is more difficult to achieve now, for one simple reason: A program
that contains multiple quads is so demanding that falls are highly probable, and they rupture the

sense of continuity the audience experiences in a clean skate. When the skater tumbles down, you
tumble with him. Much current writing about male figure skating agonizes about its future: Is the
quad good for skating? What happens to the sport when there’s no more room in it for idiosyncratic
artists like Brown?
Marveling about the “Riverdance” performance in an interview with the skating website
Icenetwork, Ward said: “That was strange. I was again in my room and again watching him skate
through my computer. I had goose bumps throughout. He was so good that I thought that I was
myself in the building. I could feel the whole atmosphere.” That is what I felt. I saw what everyone
else saw, on the same split second. I was myself in the building.
Not long ago, I became obsessed with “Yuri!!! On Ice,” a 12-episode anime series about male
figure skaters. Like Brown himself, the show saw no exact category for what it wanted to be and so
created its own. It focuses on the triangle of Yuri, a middle-of-the-pack Japanese figure skater who
can’t reliably land quads; his 15-year-old Russian competitor Yurio, who hits multiple quads with
ease; and their coach, the resplendent technical wizard Victor. Yuri pines after Victor, and the force
of his adoration is so great that it propels him all the way to the Grand Prix of Figure Skating Final,
an actual event.
None of this fully explains how hypnotic the show is. It presents male figure skating in all its
queerness, its hopefulness, its utopianism. Neon streams between the buildings; swish swish go the
blades across the soundtrack; snow falls steadily, like tributes the sky tosses to the ground. “Yes, we
were born to make history,” the theme song insists.
There is something particular about where the mind goes when you watch skating. It glides
along with the action. The turns happen inside the head, the jumps float right up to the top of the
skull. You are alone in a spotlight. Part of the genius of “Yuri!!! On Ice” is to present Yuri’s skates as
interior monologues made physical, just as Brown described his own to me in an email: “I tend to
talk to myself and my body during my programs, which sounds sort of crazy.” Yuri is working
something out. When he breaks through, when he defeats the flinchings and hesitations of his body
and brings it into full collaboration with his desires, he is declaring love. Yuri’s animated figure
moves into a smooth, spinning blur, and I am reminded of what Agnes de Mille wrote in “Dance to
the Piper” about ballet: It “represents the body as we wish it were, not one of our bodies well used,
but a dream body liberated from trouble.”
The dream body moves through a universe where someone who skates with tenderness and
vulnerability can stand on the podium next to a peerless technician who represents the new future of
skating. This is not strict realism, no. But that is what’s so touching about it: Here is someone
determined to impose his imagination on a crueler and more hostile reality. Here is a snow globe
with its own sky, and if you want to join us inside, you’re welcome.
This year, the men’s events at the United States Championships took place in San Jose, Calif., in
January. They consisted of two categories, the short program and the free skate. Championship
performances count the most for making the Olympic team, and Brown needed a near-perfect
showing to remain competitive.

The night of the short program found me in a state of hyperventilation, on the verge of
vomiting up my own heart. Watching sports in real time has always been torturous to me, because
on some fundamental level I believe that if I don’t hope hard enough, the athlete will never get off
the ground. This is a tremendous responsibility, and I apologize to all the athletes I have let down.
Brown came out in a spare costume, his ponytail restrained. For his short program, he was
skating to “The Room Where It Happens” from “Hamilton,” at once one of the most compulsive
singalongs ever written as well as a speech from the mouth of an outsider. I paused a moment to
consider that the populism of “Hamilton,” which we take for granted now, was by no means a
given. The show succeeded because it was both singular and self-made: a vision that Lin-Manuel
Miranda saw and insisted on conjuring. After all, it’s weird to become obsessed with Alexander
Hamilton. It’s even weirder to become obsessed with him to the extent that you write a rap musical
about him. “Hamilton” first seems to be trying on history like a flamboyant costume, but the more
you listen, the more apparent it becomes that Miranda so fully lived in the idea of “Hamilton” that
other people were able to inhabit it, too, in the same way Brown’s skates create an immersive
experience we are invited to join. The most intense fandoms form in response to these pieces of art,
these bubbles of the imagination that just say, “What if it were this way?”
The room where it happens, the room where it happens. The chant of the song began almost
too quietly, unable to make its wish — for a seat at the table, for a place in history — heard. The
music, with its empty pondering spaces, sounded curiously avant-garde. After Brown hit an
underrotated and possibly two-footed triple axel, there was a flurry of heated commentary from the
NBC Sports announcers Johnny Weir and Tara Lipinski. I felt at that point that whatever Brown
gave, it might not be enough. A back injury in 2015 and a more recent stress fracture in his right
fibula have left him looking a little ginger, his trademark brightness a little dimmed.
The high points of that night belonged to others. Adam Rippon, whose eyebrows are perfect
and who at 28 was perhaps looking at his last chance to qualify for the Olympics, skated the
program of his life. He had a snap to his movements that would have made Bob Fosse proud, and
he was feeling all the freer, perhaps, because his short program contained no quad. And when the
22-year-old Jimmy Ma came out to skate hilariously to a medley of thumping club hits by DJ Snake,
a Cool Ranch Dorito fell out of my mouth. (Look up this routine and watch it. It will cure whatever
you have.) “This is a bit much for me,” Lipinski said, distressed, just before the beat dropped.
“This is figure skating?” my husband asked during the final routine. “I feel like I’m watching one
of those weight lifting events where everyone is permanently purple and like four of the guys break
their backs.”
“That’s Nathan Chen,” I told him. The phenomenal Chen, just 18, is the current star of
American skating and a favorite for an Olympic medal.
“No, I don’t like this,” my husband announced as Chen swept over the ice like Darth Vader. “I
don’t want tricks. I want a guy wearing a see-through leotard who’s pretending to be a swan.”
Even if he hadn’t skated beautifully, Chen’s jumps are worth so many points that it was a
foregone conclusion that he would take the top spot; as Scott Hamilton noted in his commentary,

Chen has single-handedly propelled the sport forward, pushing competitors from all around the
world to add more quads to their routines. He landed four during his free skate at the 2016 United
States Championships; at the 2017 United States Championships, he hit five. (He is interesting to
watch not just because he is a once-in-a-generation athlete, but because he skates as if he is totally
alone, the way Richard Burton acted.) On Jan. 6, he finished nearly 41 points above the
amnesia-inducing Ross Miner, who skated stunningly to a Queen medley to take second place.
Vincent Zhou, a 17-year-old up-and-comer who juxtaposes personal sweetness with quads like
needles, finished third. Rippon encountered troubles in his long program and ended up in fourth.
And Brown, who landed a lovely quad toe loop while he was practicing for the event, tried one again
in his free skate, fell hard and never recovered. Still, when he began his step sequence moments
later, Kristi Yamaguchi tweeted, “But this ... I can watch it all day.”
The next morning, Chen, Zhou and Rippon were named to the Olympic team. (Rippon will be
one of the first openly gay men to represent the United States at the Winter Olympics.) “Nothing is
easy about this moment, but I’m proud of my fight,” Brown tweeted of his first-alternate status,
adding words of encouragement for his teammates. The excitement of Chen’s being a gold-medal
contender is undeniable, but so is the sadness that accompanies a great leap in any sport. At the
same time you are looking forward and up, you are thinking of skaters who will not be able to
breathe at that altitude, legends of the past whose triple axels would not have been enough, citizens
of that divergent place where snow falls steadily, neon streams and one man glides his idiosyncratic
love across the ice.
The Olympics, that most public stage for performance, is also remarkably private. The athlete is
in dialogue with the animal of his self. The eyes glitter, the chest rises and falls, the mouth moves in
its mantras and its prayers and its exhortations. He reckons with his limits while the whole world
watches. The world is not as we wish it to be, just as our bodies don’t do everything we want. You
see the strange doggedness of the individual, practicing day in and day out not for some abstract
national ideal but to work something out for himself. Who moves history? Who breaks the flat
bounds of the plane? We do, small, flawed and all.
“This is why I can’t watch sports,” I said to myself when it was all over. “I almost die.” After all,
what right do we have to make comfortable pronouncements from our couches about any of these
athletes? I stepped on a sharp rock in Central Park eight months ago and still can’t walk normally. I
began to replay the broadcast and felt different timelines running alongside me like tracks on the ice,
one for each man’s hope. In this one Adam Rippon goes, in this one Ross Miner, in this one
Vincent Zhou. In this one Jason Brown goes, slicing brightly through a parallel universe where the
quad doesn’t hold sway and everyone is standing, stamping, breathing white clouds with him, just
wishing that it might go on. It is not possible to exist in this feeling all the time. This is not one of
our capabilities — but look, the body says, lifting up into its improbable upper air, look, I’m doing
it. Here is my world, for just one minute. It’s this way, and you’re living in it.

How an Extreme Athlete Uncovered Her Own Genetic Flaw
by Ed Yong
in National Geographic (August 19, 2014)
When Kim Goodsell discovered that she had two extremely rare genetic diseases, she taught herself genetics to help
find out why. This is a new story of mine, published concurrently in Mosaic, Pacific Standard, BBC Future, and
more.
Kim Goodsell was running along a mountain trail when her left ankle began turning inward,
unbidden. A few weeks later she started having trouble lifting her feet properly near the end of her
runs, and her toes would scuff the ground. Her back started to ache, and then her joints too.
This was in 2002, and Kim, then 44 years old, was already an accomplished endurance athlete.
She cycled, ran, climbed and skied through the Rockies for hours every day, and was a veteran of
Ironman triathlons. She’d always been the strong one in her family. When she was four, she would
let her teenage uncles stand on her stomach as a party trick. In high school, she was an accomplished
gymnast and an ardent cyclist. By college, she was running the equivalent of a half marathon on
most days. It wasn’t that she was much of a competitor, exactly – passing someone in a race felt
more deflating than energising. Mostly Kim just wanted to be moving.
So when her limbs started glitching, she did what high-level athletes do, what she had always
done: she pushed through. But in the summer of 2010, years of gradually worsening symptoms gave
way to weeks of spectacular collapse. Kim was about to head to Lake Superior with her husband,
CB. They planned to camp, kayak, and disappear from the world for as long as they could catch
enough fish to eat. But in the days before their scheduled departure, she could not grip a pen or a
fork, much less a paddle. Kim, a woman for whom extreme sports were everyday pursuits, could no
longer cope with everyday pursuits. Instead of a lakeside tent, she found herself at the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minnesota.
After four days of tests, Kim’s neurologist told her that she had Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease, a
genetic disorder that affects the peripheral neurons carrying signals between the spinal cord and the
extremities. It’s rare and carries a varying suite of symptoms, but Kim’s are typical, starting at the
feet and heading upward. The neurologist explained that as her neurons died, the surviving cells
picked up the slack by sprouting new branches – a workaround that masked the underlying
degeneration until the rate of cell death outpaced the rate of compensation. Hence Kim’s crash.
The neurologist told her to come back in a year so he could check how quickly the disease was
progressing, but that it would certainly progress. Charcot–Marie–Tooth has no cure.
The Goodsells drove home and Kim, exhausted, slept for two days. When she woke up, she got
to work. “My reaction to things that I have no control over is to find out as much as I can about
them,” she says. She started by reviewing her clinic notes, and quickly noticed something odd: there
was hardly any mention of her heart.

Years before she learned that she had Charcot–Marie–Tooth, Kim discovered that she had
another genetic disorder – one that affects the heart, arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy (ARVC). ARVC gradually replaces the heart’s synchronised beating muscle with fat
and scar tissue. It nearly killed her once; she still has an internal defibrillator to keep her heart
beating. But even though it was there in her medical records, her neurologist hadn’t seen fit to
mention it in his report. “It meant nothing to him,” says Kim. “I thought: Wow, that’s really funny.”
It wasn’t the omission per se that bothered her. It was the implicit suggestion that her two
life-long diseases – one of the heart, one of the nervous system – were unrelated. That, in the
genetic lottery, she was a double-loser. That lightning must have struck her twice.
Surely not, she thought. Surely there must be a connection.
I meet Kim at La Ventana in Baja California, Mexico. She spends winters here, mostly
kitesurfing. The sand and water are postcard-quality, but La Ventana has barely any resorts or big
hotels. So in the still air of the morning when kites won’t fly, the beach is empty. Kim likes it that
way. She has been up since dawn, cycling among the cacti and swimming in the ocean with pelicans
and frigatebirds for company. She hauls herself out of the water, dries off, and sits on a small terrace
overlooking the ocean. Her face is tanned and wrinkled, and she manifests no obvious signs of her
two conditions. That’s partly because she has developed workarounds to mask and control her
symptoms. She brushes her teeth on one foot to offset her balance problems. She uses massage balls
and spends hours stretching to stop her muscles and joints from seizing up.
“See how I’m sitting?” she says. She has pulled her legs up on the chair to her left, and her back
is curving that way too.
“My spine curves this way” – she nods to the right – “so I sit curving to the opposite side. I
consciously do the opposite.”
She has a history of that. In 1979 Kim was a mathematically gifted pre-med student at UC San
Diego, her hometown college. Her path was clear: graduate, and follow her older brother into
medical school. But on a trip to South America – her first time out of San Diego – she ended up
hiking for three months instead of working at a clinic as she’d planned. When she returned home,
her academic future seemed pale and uninspiring. And then CB – her future husband, at this point a
fellow student and regular running partner – started taking her out on wilderness hikes. “He
introduced me to the mountains and I thought: this is life,” Kim says.
Within months of graduating Kim dropped out. Her brother, who had been a father figure to
her growing up, was furious. “We hardly spoke. CB was his friend and he couldn’t even look at
him,” she says. “He said I was being completely irresponsible.” Kim and CB married in 1983, and
aside from a brief stint as restaurant owners, they have never had 9-to-5 jobs. They mostly earned a
living by buying and remodelling run-down houses and selling them at a profit, and then heading
into the wilderness until their supplies ran out. In 1995 they found themselves in La Jolla, California,
working on an especially stressful renovation that left Kim drained.
That was when her heart problems began. Kim started having episodes of ventricular
tachycardia – the lower chambers of her heart contracted so quickly that they pumped out their

contents before they had a chance to fill up, compromising the flow of blood (and therefore oxygen)
to the rest of her body. One minute she would be racing down Highway 1 on her bike; the next she
would feel like she had been “unplugged”, as if “there was nothing driving anymore.” A cardiologist
at Scripps Memorial Hospital told her she’d need an internal defibrillator, but Kim said no – she was
worried it’d get in the way of wearing a backpack on a run, and she had faith that she’d be able to
deal with the ventricular tachycardia by slowing down and relaxing. “I didn’t want something
implanted in me that would limit my opportunities of experiencing life,” she says.
The next week, the Goodsells finished their renovation, packed up and headed into the Sierra
Nevada with no return date in sight. It was an unorthodox solution to a life-threatening heart
condition: to vanish into the boondocks, far away from any medical care, to do even more exercise.
The thing is, it was the right one. The outdoors rejuvenated her. She was gone for
one-and-a-half years, and her heart behaved the whole way through. That unbroken streak only
broke when the Goodsells rejoined their old lives in 1997. Back in California, they were once again
cycling down Highway 1 when her heart started to beat erratically again. This time, it did not stop.
By the time the paramedics arrived, Kim was slumped against a wall and her chest was shaking.
Her tachycardia had lasted for almost an hour and progressed to ventricular fibrillation – that is, her
heartbeat was erratic as well as fast. She blacked out in the ambulance, on the cusp of cardiac arrest.
She woke up at Scripps Memorial Hospital. The same cardiologist was there to greet her.
Through further tests he discovered that the muscle of her right ventricle was marbled with fat and
scar tissue and not contracting properly. These are classic signs of ARVC. It had only been properly
described in 1982, back when Kim was regularly signing up for triathlons. ARVC is a major cause of
fatal heart attacks in young people, and athletes are especially vulnerable as exercise can accelerate
the disease’s progress. And since Kim wouldn’t stop exercising, she finally conceded to the
defibrillator. They implanted it the next day.
Kim referred to the implant as her “internal terrorist.” Every shock was debilitating and led to
months of anxiety. She had to learn to cope with the device, and it took several years to regain the
joy she drew from hardcore exercise. That was when the other symptoms started.
These diseases are rare. In a crowd of a million adults, around 400 will have Charcot–Marie–
Tooth and between 200 and 400 will have ARVC. But genetic diseases in general are actually quite
common – 8 per cent of people have at least one. This paradoxical combination has fuelled the rise
of many online communities where people with rare disorders can find each other. Heidi Rehm, a
geneticist at Harvard Medical School, studies a condition called Norrie disease that mostly affects
the eyes and ears. She developed a registry for Norrie disease patients to share their experiences, and
learned that almost all the men with the disease had erectile dysfunction. “A patient goes to their
doctor with blindness and deafness, and erectile dysfunction isn’t the first thing you ask about!” says
Rehm. “Patients drove that discovery.” Through communities, families often make connections
about their medical problems that their doctors miss.
But Kim was never one for relying on others. She tried a support group when she got her
implant, but it did nothing for her. She dipped her toes in patient forums, but was always frustrated

by the rampant misinformation. “People just weren’t interpreting things correctly,” Kim says. “I
wanted more rigour.”
She started by diving into PubMed – an online search engine for biomedical papers – hunting
down everything she could on Charcot–Marie–Tooth. She hoped that her brief fling with a scientific
education would carry her through. But with pre-med knowledge that had been gathering dust for
30 years and no formal training in genetics, Kim quickly ran headfirst into a wall of unfamiliar
concepts and impenetrable jargon. “It was like reading Chinese,” she says.
But she persisted. She scratched around in Google until she found uploaded PDFs of the articles
she wanted. She would read an abstract and Google every word she didn’t understand. When those
searches snowballed into even more jargon, she’d Google that too. The expanding tree of gibberish
seemed infinite – apoptosis, phenotypic, desmosome – until, one day, it wasn’t. “You get a feeling
for what’s being said,” Kim says. “Pretty soon you start to learn the language.”
“Kim has an incredible ability to understand the genetic literature,” says Martha Grogan, a
cardiologist from the Mayo Clinic and an old friend of CB’s who now coordinates Kim’s care. “We
have a lot of patients who ask great questions but with Kim, it’s like having another research
fellow.”
At the time the Goodsells were staying at a friend’s house at Lake Michigan. Kim would sit on
the balcony for eight hours a day, listening to the water and teaching herself genetics. Too weak to
explore winding hillside trails, she channelled her perseverance and love of isolation towards
scientific frontiers and the spiralling helices of her own DNA. “I spent hundreds of hours,” she says.
“CB lost me during this process.”
Kim looked at every gene linked to Charcot–Marie–Tooth – there are more than 40 overall, each
one imparting a slightly different character to the disease. One leapt out: LMNA, which codes for a
group of rope-like proteins that mesh into a tangled network at the centre of our cells. This ‘nuclear
lamina’ provides cells with structural support, and interacts with a bunch of other proteins to
influence everything from the packaging and activation of genes to the suicide of damaged cells.
Given this central role, it makes sense that mutations in LMNA are responsible for at least 15
different diseases, more than any other human gene. These laminopathies comprise a bafflingly
diverse group – nerve disorders (like Charcot–Marie–Tooth), wasting diseases of fat and muscle, and
even premature ageing.
As Kim read about these conditions and their symptoms, she saw her entire medical history
reflected back at her – the contracted muscles in her neck and back, her slightly misaligned hips and
the abnormal curve in her spine. She saw her Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease.
She also saw a heart disorder linked to the LMNA gene that wasn’t ARVC but which doctors
sometimes mistake for it. “Everything was encapsulated,” she says. “It was like an umbrella over all
of my phenotypes. I thought: This has to be the unifying principle.”
Kim was convinced that she had found the cause of her two diseases, but the only way to know
for sure was to get the DNA of her LMNA gene sequenced to see if she had a mutation. First, she
had to convince scientists that she was right. She started with Grogan, presenting her with the

findings of her research. Grogan was impressed, but pragmatic. Even if Kim was right, it would not
change her fate. Her implant was keeping her heart problems under control, and her Charcot–
Marie–Tooth disease was incurable. He didn’t see a point. But Kim did. “I wanted to know,” she
says. “Even if you have a terrible prognosis, the act of knowing assuages anxiety. There’s a sense of
empowerment.”
In November 2010 Kim presented her case to Ralitza Gavrilova, a medical geneticist at the
Mayo Clinic. She got a frosty reception. Gavrilova told Kim that her odds of being right were slim.
“I got this sense that she thought I’d made an unfounded shot in the dark,” says Kim. “That I didn’t
understand the complexity of the genome. That I had been reading the internet, and they come up
with all sorts of things there.”
Gavrilova pushed Kim towards a different test, which would look at seven genes linked to
ARVC. Her insurance would cover that, but if she insisted on sequencing the DNA of her LMNA
gene, she would have to foot a $3,000 bill herself. Why waste the money, when it was such an
unlikely call? But Kim was insistent. She knew that the known ARVC genes explain only a minority
of cases and that none of them was linked to neural problems. In all her searching she had found
only one that covered both her heart and nervous problem. Eventually, Gavrilova relented.
Kim, meanwhile, disappeared down to Baja in Mexico. Gavrilova’s scepticism had worn her
down and she fully expected that the results would come back negative.
When she returned home in May, there was a letter waiting for her. It was from Gavrilova. She
had been trying to call for months. The test had come back positive: on one of her two copies of
LMNA Goodsell had a mutation, in a part of the gene that almost never changes. LMNA consists of
57,517 DNA ‘letters’, and in the vast majority of people (and most chimps, monkeys, mice and fish)
the 1,044th position is filled by a G (guanine). Kim had a T (thymine). “All evidence suggests that
the mutation found in this patient might be disease-causing,” Gavrilova wrote in her report.
In other words, Kim was right.
“I’m beyond impressed,” says Michael Ackerman, a geneticist at the Mayo Clinic. He specialises
in inherited heart disorders like ARVC that can cause sudden death at any time. Such diseases make
for people who do their homework, but Ackerman describes most as “Google-and-go” patients who
check their diagnosis online, or read up about treatment options. Kim had written up her research as
a white paper – 36 pages of research and analysis. “Kim’s the only one who handed me her own
thesis,” he says. “Of all the 1,000-plus patients I’ve taken care of, none have done extensive
detective work and told physicians which genetic test to order.”
He thinks she nailed it too. It is unlikely to be the whole story – Kim almost certainly has other
mutations that are affecting the course of her disease – but LMNA “is certainly the leading
contender for a unifying explanation, without there being a close second,” he says. “The evidence is
pretty good for this being a smoking gun.”
The test had vindicated her hypothesis, but it also raised some confusing questions. Heart
problems are a common feature of laminopathies, but those mutations had never been linked to
ARVC, Kim’s specific heart malfunction. Had she been misdiagnosed? A few months later, Kim

stumbled across a new paper by a team of British researchers who had studied 108 people with
ARVC and found that four had LMNA mutations (and none of the standard ones). “To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of ARVC caused by mutations in LMNA,” they wrote. They
didn’t know about Kim’s work – they couldn’t have, of course. But she knew. Kim had beaten them
to it. “I was so excited, I was running up and down the beach,” she says.
When patients get solutions to their own genetic puzzle, it’s always professional geneticists who
do the solving. Take James Lupski. He has been studying Charcot–Marie–Tooth for decades, and
discovered the first gene linked to the condition. He also has it himself. In 2010 he sequenced his
own genome and discovered a previously unidentified mutation responsible for the disease. In other
cases anxious parents have been instrumental in uncovering the causes of their kids’ mysterious
genetic disorders after long diagnostic odysseys, but only by bringing their cases in front of the right
scientists.
Kim, however, was an amateur. And to her, sequencing was not a Hail Mary pass that would –
maybe, somehow – offer her answers; it was a way of confirming a carefully researched hypothesis.
“People have been talking about empowering consumers since there was an internet,” says Eric
Topol, a geneticist at the Scripps Clinic. “But finally, we’ve reached a point where someone can
delve into their condition beyond what the top physicians at the Mayo Clinic could. They couldn’t
connect the dots. She did.”
Topol, a self-described “digital medicine aficionado”, argues that Kim is a harbinger of things to
come. In his book The Creative Destruction of Medicine, Topol foretells a future where doctors are no
longer the gatekeepers of medical information. Advances like personal genetic testing or sensors that
measure molecules in the blood will give patients the power to better understand themselves and to
exercise more control over their healthcare. Medicine is becoming more democratic.
Kim is a vanguard of that change. She lacked academic knowledge, but she had several
advantages over her physicians and other researchers in the field. She had detailed first-hand
knowledge of her own symptoms, allowing her to spot connections in the scientific literature that
others had missed. She could devote hours to learning everything about her niche disorders – time
and focus that no clinician could reasonably spend on a single case. And she had unparalleled
motivation: “There’s nothing that engages your curiosity more than being confronted by your
death,” she says.
It is also becoming ever easier for that curiosity to lead to discovery. In the past geneticists
would try to diagnose patients by looking at their medical history and deciding which genes might be
worth sequencing, as Gavrilova tried to do for Kim. The approach makes sense, but it only ever
confirms known links between genes and diseases.
One way of finding new links is to sequence a patient’s exome – the 1 per cent of their genome
that contains protein-coding genes. It’s cheaper than sequencing a full genome, but allows
researchers to hunt for disease-related genes by interrogating every possible suspect simultaneously,
without having to whittle down the list first. “Suddenly, we’re finding patients presenting with
Disease X who have mutations in genes never previously associated with that disease,” says Daniel

MacArthur, a geneticist at Massachusetts General Hospital. “That’s happening in nearly every
disease field right now.”
Exome sequencing is now barely more expensive than sequencing much narrower gene panels.
MacArthur says that the cost has already fallen below $1,000 and may halve again this year. And
once patients have that information, they could use it to find others with the same mutations and
check if they have the same symptoms.
Currently, the results from DNA sequencing studies are largely squirrelled away in boutique
databases that collate mutations for specific diseases or genes. The ironically named Universal
Mutation Database covers mutations in only 34 genes, including LMNA. Broader ones exist, but for
decades they have been incomplete, rife with mistakes, or inaccessible, even to other researchers – a
sad state of affairs that MacArthur laments as the “single greatest failure in human genetics.” Now,
though, the National Institutes of Health are developing an open database called ClinVar that covers
all disease mutations. “A lot of us are putting our hopes on this,” says MacArthur. “We need to
come up with resources that empower people to make surprising links, which is hard to do if the
data are broken up by disease or gene.”
But for every Kim, there are others who research their own conditions and come up with wrong
answers. In one study four non-specialist volunteers tried to diagnose 26 cases from the New England
Journal of Medicine by Googling the symptoms. They got less than a quarter right. Genetic diseases
arguably lend themselves to confusion and misinformation. They are often both debilitating and
enigmatic, and getting sequenced can offer little comfort beyond a diagnosis. If mainstream science
has no easy answers to offer, many patients will follow any lead, no matter how weak. “There’s a
tendency for people to spin very convoluted stories on tenuous threads of evidence. Even scientists
do that,” says MacArthur. “I have heard of a lot of rare-disease patients who come up with
hypotheses about their disease, and very few turn out to be correct.”
Even Kim’s tale could have taken a different turn. Last year, a team from the Baylor College of
Medicine sequenced the exomes of 250 people with suspected genetic disorders, and found that four
of them had two diseases caused by mutations in different genes. In other words, Kim’s hunch
about her two diseases sharing a common root could well have been wrong. Lightning does
occasionally strike twice.
“We almost always have to spend time with patients decoding and recoding the impression that
they’ve acquired about their disease from their own homework,” says Ackerman. Kim was an
exception, he says, and her other physicians echo that view. She is unique. She is one-of-a-kind. She
is extraordinary. High praise, but it conceals the implicit suggestion that she is an outlier and will
continue to be.
“Bullshit,” says Kim. “I hear this all the time: that I’m an exception. That the patient of the
future is not going to do what I did.” She bristles at the very suggestion. “I almost take offence
when I hear that what I’ve done is exceptional.”
We are talking over coffee at La Ventana. This is her fifth winter here, and she and CB have just
celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary. CB leans back against a wall, quiet and contemplative.

Kim sits forward, animated and effusive. She’s drinking decaf because of her heart, but it’s not like
she needs the caffeine. “Take Rodney Mullen. He’s a real genius,” she says. Mullen is not a figure
from science or medicine. He is, in fact, a legendary skateboarder, famous for inventing
mind-blowing tricks that previously seemed impossible. One of them is actually called the
‘impossible.’ “He executes these movements that defy reason, films them and publishes them on
YouTube,” Kim says. “And inevitably, within a few weeks, someone will send him a clip saying: This
kid can do it better than you. He gave that trick everything he had, he’s pulling from all of his
experience, and here’s this kid who picks it up in a matter of weeks. Because he learned that it’s
possible to do that. Rodney just acts as a conduit. He breaks barriers of disbelief.”
Her protestations aside, Kim is unique. Throughout her life she had built up a constellation of
values and impulses – endurance, single-mindedness, self-reliance and opposition to authority – that
all clicked in when she was confronted with her twin diagnoses. She was predisposed to win. Not
everyone is. But as genetic information becomes cheaper, more accessible and more organised, that
barrier may lower. People may not have to be like Kim to do what she did.
Kim isn’t cured. Her LMNA discovery offered her peace of mind but it did not suggest any
obvious treatments. Still, she has made a suite of dietary changes, again based on her own research,
which she feels have helped to bring her nervous symptoms under control. Some are generic,
without much hard science behind them: she eats mostly organic fruit, vegetables, nuts and seeds,
and avoids processed food. Others are more tailored. She drinks ginger tea because it thins the
blood – she says that many people with laminopathies have problems with clots. Whether her
choices are directly slowing the progress of her diseases or triggering a placebo effect, she is fit and
happy. Her defibrillator hasn’t shocked her in months. And, of course, she still exercises constantly.
Up the hill from the beach we can see the little yellow house where she wrote the 36-page
booklet that put together all her research. It convinced her doctors, yes, but it did even more. She
showed it to her brother, now an anaesthesiologist, and it allowed them to reconcile. “It’s like I’ve
finally done something worthy with my life,” Kim says. “He told me I’d done some really good
research and that I’d missed my calling as a medical researcher. I told him I think I’ve been doing
exactly what I needed to do.”

Colin Kaepernick Has a Job
by Rembert Browne
in Bleacher Report (September 2017)
Any given weekend, being allowed to enter the Vintage Lounge seems highly probable, so long as
you are 21 years of age and follow the rules of the sign on the door: no ball caps and no beanies, no
loose-fitting T-shirts or oversized T-shirts, no baggy pants or baggy shorts, and no saggy pants and
no saggy shorts and no sleeveless shirts and no biker vests and no sportswear. The Vintage Lounge
is not open on Sundays.
Staring at the poster in the street-facing window here, wondering which clothes are left to wear, I
move my hand from up near my heart down into my shorts pocket, grasping for Tanya’s business
card. Yes, just three hours ago I ate cheese grits in a West Oakland breakfast haunt called Brown
Sugar Kitchen, and yes, the cooks were brown and the servers were brown, and yes, “Harvest For
The World” by The Isley Brothers was stuck in my head, and yes, the owner was a black woman
named Tanya who had given me a hug because my friend Ryan is her friend Ryan, and yes, the
restaurant was on a parkway named after Nelson Mandela—yes, this had all just happened, just this
morning, I was sure of it. But grasping reality doesn’t make it any easier to see this sign of the times,
during this very moment. In the summer of 2017, following the 2016 that so many endured, to be
surprised by discrimination masquerading as the rules of the game, as tradition, is to be harmfully
naive.
But if you stop paying attention, even for a moment, you can still get caught with your guard down.
Here in America, in the year 2017.
Those grits and smiles and hugs moisturized all five senses as I drove from Oakland to San
Francisco 49ers training camp in Santa Clara, and then deep into the torso of Northern
California—to a town you’re only ever in for a reason, a place called Turlock. I had come here,
having taken note of interactions with dozens of friends and confidantes, following months of
unsuccessfully waiting for a sit-down, to gather more perspective on the town’s most famous export:
a 29-year-old named Colin Kaepernick.
I park my Kia Soul rental—as appropriately basic as it is blindingly white—on Main Street, across
from a hair and nail salon called Paulished, which is promoting a “Botox Party” to take place in
three weeks, from six to eight in the evening. The party includes something known as a Juvederm
Filler, priced at $475 a syringe, the word “syringe” sitting to the left of the building’s American flag.
I stroll across town, rapidly beginning to appreciate its charm, listening. Songs by Train and The
Band Perry play through speakers attached to downtown telephone posts. I had never considered a
town having a soundtrack, but Turlock certainly has one. “You Found Me” by The Fray whispers

above the street, and I almost let the soft rock hypnotize me into giving this town the benefit of my
doubt. Walking around, sipping an iced latte, I can understand how someone could live here, almost
without a care in the world.
Suddenly, I see another black man in Turlock. I hope he’ll look up from his book so I can catch his
eye—so we can do the nod thing—but he never does. Was that “another,” or was that the other
black man in this town? My hand is back inside my pocket now, busily searching for Tanya’s
business card. It’s gone, as is the charm this street once oozed. Yes, this is a good town, and yes, it is
filled with good people—fine people—but this is not the full story; like any strong family with a
reputation to maintain and everything to lose, they will put their fingers in their ears, in an effort to
erase their secrets and hide their pasts.
Snapping back into consciousness, the desire to uncover the truth becomes addictive—the process
telescopic—so I keep walking and find Jura’s Pizza Parlor, which used to display a red 49ers jersey,
autographed by the hero of Turlock, in its largest dining area. The number seven hangs upstairs and
around the corner now, easy to miss above an arcade claw machine.
Further down Main Street, past the Vintage Lounge and inside Hauck’s Grill, a signed
KAEPERNICK jersey is still mounted in the main seating area. To the left of the bar, in a frame, a
collage—the football player’s smile is identical in each photo, Captain America-perfect, atop his
sculpted build, like it was on the cover of GQ, the September issue, in 2013. Also in the frame, a
ticket for the 21st Annual Mayor’s Prayer Breakfast eight months later, during which Mayor John
Lazar refers to the 49ers quarterback as “our favorite son” while presenting Colin Kaepernick,
close-shaven in a brown sport coat, with the key to the city. He was loved, once.Here in Turlock, he
absorbed every survival skill necessary to live phenomenally among white people, so expertly that
they begin to make assumptions—not that you think you’re white, but that you’ve stopped
concerning yourself with That Race Stuff, that you are finally content. It is a commonly unfair
expectation thrown upon many an agreeable non-white person in a white space in America. But as a
black man with a black biological father and a white biological mother, adopted by loving white
parents who raised him in a majority white town to become a star three-sport athlete, a God-fearing
Christian and a model citizen, this went well beyond the experience of a privileged American jock.
This was a unique finesse, somewhere between Orenthal and Obama.
“I’ve said what I meant,” former President Barack Obama told me once, with a tone. “I might not
say it the way I say it if I’m on the basketball court with some of my buddies. But the trajectory of
what I’ve said, what I care about around policy, I haven’t had to bite my tongue.”

Colin Kaepernick was treated so well in Turlock, he had an out: Just deny you have a tongue to bite.
Don’t be black; just be Colin. Why go the difficult route of being the loud fly in the buttermilk?
Chances are that fly drowns, after all.
In 1958, two years after the Montgomery Bus Boycott concluded, James Baldwin described the
silent indignation he witnessed watching black bus riders sit where they pleased: “The whites,
beneath their cold hostility, were mystified and deeply hurt. They had been betrayed by the Negroes,
not merely because the Negroes had declined to remain in their ‘place,’ but because the Negroes had
refused to be controlled by the town’s image of them. And, without this image, it seemed to me, the
whites were abruptly and totally lost. The very foundations of their private and public worlds were
being destroyed.”
So when Colin Kaepernick knelt during the national anthem, people here in his hometown were
angry—people were angry all over the damn place. Sure, their emotions were tied up in various
tendrils of patriotism, but many of them felt burned, duped, hoodwinked, bamboozled. Settling up
my tab, the Hauck’s Grill bartender says: “I mean, I don’t know what it is, why he’s got this big head
now. When he was in college, he was a gunslinger. And he came out, they went to that Super Bowl
against the Ravens. And he blew it. He blew it, man.”
To many white Americans—either irate or disgusted—that is the convenient post-betrayal history of
Colin Kaepernick’s year adrift, the narrative that keeps their world spinning on its ever-precarious
axis: once a hero, now bad, previously talented, then lost the Niners the Super Bowl, recently
radicalized, currently hates the United States of America. And when you add it all up, the solution to
the equation: He never existed. It is indeed a drastic change to have happened, at such a murmur, in
such a short period of time. For a hero to disappear, after the opportunity of a lifetime—complete
acceptance by white America—and with that afro, on that knee, in front of all these people, during
blond-haired Jesus Christ’s favorite song, for the black man to turn all these people down. But these
are drastic, bombastic times.
Listen closer, though. Remember everything that has happened to him in these past 12 months, and
everything that he has done—a courageous witness in this hostile world. Pay attention to the black
and brown people speaking privately with him when he was silent. Take note of the black people,
aligning his silence to their public lambasts. Watch, as white people continue the hallowed tradition
of undermining a black person with conviction, unafraid. And contemplate what it all means, that
people of all backgrounds have taken to the streets to protest his absence from the current NFL
season, on his behalf.
You can’t help but feel for this place—America, approaching its 250th year overdue for rehab,
damned by the denial that its past is directly responsible for this country’s problems in the present.

You feel bad for Colin too, of course, driven away from the game that he loves, the game he was
willing to risk it all for. But right now, even and especially if you don’t care about the injury status of
starting quarterbacks and the inexperience of their backups, you will realize that the least important
important issue is Colin Kaepernick’s employment. This is bigger than him, which is something
Colin seems to understand, but so many of us forget. And even if his leadership was clumsy at first,
right now he is very much built for this, the life that he has brought upon himself, that he has
imposed upon his home, that he has forced upon America.
“You know when you’re hooping, and somebody’s talking shit?”
I couldn’t wait to hear where this story was going. This was Ameer Loggins on the other line, the
Ph.D. candidate at the University of California, Berkeley, known to his people as Left. He was
gearing up to make a point about his friend Colin Kaepernick, to whom he’d given guidance for
some time, especially over the last year, with whom he’d traveled throughout Africa for a trip most
people know only from an Instagram post.
“Or you’re talking shit, and you want to get in their head? So you try to figure out, What angle can I
use?”
I was loving this—one moment talking about Critical Race Theory, and in the next, making fun of
racist white dudes and calling out opportunistic black folk by name. It was like talking to Dick
Gregory, and then talking to Dick Gregory again.
“So you’re like, That’s why your ass can’t go right—you ain’t got no fucking jumper! You’re just
trying to figure something out. Just throwing shit out there, hoping something sticks. That’s what
they’re doing to Colin, to try and break his silence. Every week, they’re hellbent on trying to throw
something out there to egg homie to speak out, to lash out. It keeps them relevant. They’re
nervous.”
After spending the end of 2016 speaking on the record—vacillating between sophistication,
work-in-progress and nah—Colin went considerably quiet (aside from social media posts), leaving us
with months (and months, and months) of opinions, and speculation, and anonymous statements,
and conspiratorial conjecture about his motives and his future: Was he the leader of a movement?
Simply a cause of it? Or was Colin in fact the movement itself?
It took an aerial photograph, tweeted by a beat writer, to kick-start a movement. It’s a bit like
Where’s Waldo?, but this is the artifact, from August 2016, during Colin’s third act of silent
activism—his publicly black baptism—that started the avalanche of shit, the longed-for tidal wave of
justice.

After the game, Colin told the media he declined to stand for “The Star-Spangled Banner” to protest
both continued police brutality and the overall oppression of black people and other people of
color. Overnight, this sitting on a metal bench rivaled the United States presidential election for
public attention, both the inane and the intelligent. The rabid trajectory continued when other
players joined him in kneeling closer to the sideline, closer to the gigantic American flags—on his
team, and then on opposing teams, and then in non-49ers games, and then in non-NFL professional
sports, and then in non-professional sports.
With each passing game, Colin continued to make statements, with his words and his actions. He
said he’d donate $1 million of his salary to various organizations. (With another $100,000 pledged on
the first day of the 2017-18 NFL season, to organizations focused on supporting the homeless and
lobbying for immigration rights and supporting young baseball players and ending child
incarceration, he almost has.) He addressed false rumors that he was Muslim. (Which were spread by
people who treat that as an insult.) “I don’t want to kneel forever,” he said, but he also knew change
doesn’t happen “overnight.” He received death threats, but he also wore socks with police officers
depicted as pigs. (He’d been practicing in the socks for weeks.) “Cops are being given paid leave for
killing people,” Colin said out loud. “That’s not right. That’s not right by anyone’s standards.”
All of this happened in just two months, between August 14 and October 14.
The country was divided. To discuss Colin was to pick sides, loudly, on and off the field. In one
moment, you had 49ers fans chanting We want Kap! during the fifth game of the team’s already
abysmal season; a week later, at a Donald Trump rally in Green Bay, portions of the crowd chanted
Kaepernick is a bum! At a rally in Greeley, Colorado, Trump claimed NFL ratings were down
because of politics, but also because of Colin Kaepernick. The next week, Colin had the best
first-half performance by a 49ers quarterback since Steve Young in 1997. It was a breakout game,
one that should have been widely discussed. But it wasn’t. Because two days later, Trump won the
presidency, after an election in which Colin chose not to vote.
“The nuclear option has never benefited us,” DeRay Mckesson, the activist who first spoke with
Colin in 2016, years after his own stint as White Supremacy’s Public Enemy No. 1, tells me. “And
when Colin went nuclear on the election, it was just like, You’re not performing blackness, because
that’s not fair to you—but you are only starting to understand everything in play.”
By March of this year, Colin had opted out of his contract with San Francisco (he was going to be
cut if he didn’t, according to the 49ers general manager) and had grown quiet—about football. On
March 20, apparently citing a column in Bleacher Report, Trump bragged “that NFL owners don’t

want to pick him up because they don’t want to get a nasty tweet from Donald Trump. Do you
believe that? I just saw that. I just saw that.”
Believe this: When the Seattle Seahawks general manager reached out to his people on May 12, Colin
had been working out five days a week, sometimes more. The Seahawks flew him out 11 days later,
but did not have him pick up a ball. It seemed like a great fit: a playoff team, a progressive city,
teammates who had followed his anthem lead and spoken out about politics and criminal justice.
But would that cause a rift in the locker room, with politically active players feeling more aligned to
their politically active backup than their notoriously silent starter, Russell Wilson? Was this the type
of “distraction” teams feared?
One person familiar with NFL team dynamics stressed to me the importance of coaches finding
allies and leaders within the offense and defense, but also among the white players and black players.
This person, a white man, says that the issues surrounding Colin’s NFL unemployment aren’t as
complex as the media has made them out to be—that teams feared he would further complicate the
already strained race relations in any locker room in the National Football League. That Race Stuff
was already a thing, apparently.
Steve Wyche, the black NFL Network journalist who broke the anthem story into the open, tells me
he believes the exact opposite to be true: “It seems to me that, the more the conversations that take
place, it’s become less polarizing. I’m not saying Colin Kaepernick would work in every locker room,
but that’s with any player—who knows if Aaron Rodgers would work in every locker room, or
Russell Wilson? But I can only say that, in San Francisco last year, Colin Kaepernick was not a
divisive element in the locker room. His teammates accepted him. It wasn’t a distraction.”
These two football insiders highlight the reality inside white American culture: a crippling fear of the
potential for discomfort, coupled with an insecure relationship alongside the unknown. As much
because of his protest, then, as what his mere presence represents—the truth—Colin became a
liability. And even among those who espouse a desire for equality, most would rather hope for
progress to materialize from a comfortable distance, for us all to just shout “unity” at the same time,
than be inconvenienced with the hard-hitting reality of our past.
Three days after a public vote of confidence in the controversial would-be backup from head coach
Pete Carroll, the Seahawks signed quarterback Austin Davis, who had previously lost his job to
Johnny “Football” Manziel, a quarterback with seven career passing touchdowns and seven career
interceptions.
When 49ers general manager John Lynch spoke out on July 1, he insisted Colin “make a compelling
case as to how bad he wants to be in the league.” It was a convenient campaign to continue, both

couched in concern and dripping with deflection, that would leave Colin Kaepernick
asking—begging—for a job. Through this lens, it’s easy to assume that’s how players typically get
work—by showing repentance, so things can go back to normal.
When you are a minority and refute the notion that you were charitably allowed into a club—that
you were being done a favor, not that you earned it—you will be punished, until it has been
determined that you have learned your lesson. This has long been sport for white America, long
before football. Slavery was for sport. Laws laced in hatred and hypocrisy were for sport. The
invisible ceilings and roadblocks and hurdles—sport. The real tradition of this country is a testing of
the limits of people of color, to see how far we can be pushed until we either give up (and give in) or
fight back (and die).
The remaining option—to persist—is the one that has always been inconvenient for white America.
Colin Kaepernick is inconvenient. To persist is to show strength, but also to be unpredictable, hard
to define, impossible to control. And to grow stronger with every lash is to become dangerous—a
threat not only to power, but to inspire others to follow suit. Leaders of color in this country have
long been mythologized by white America when they teach their own to thrive within the confines
of current rules, not when they demand that every rule be called into question. “In many ways, he is
the quintessential sacrificial lamb,” Loggins says of his friend. “And we’re just trying to not let him
get sacrificed.”
But Colin kept his cool and, thankfully, has still not learned his lesson. Because of that, he still does
not have a job in the National Football League. But when the 2017 preseason began, Michael
Bennett sat with a towel over his shoulders, during the national anthem. And Malcolm Jenkins raised
a fist, during the national anthem. And, yes, the white defensive end Chris Long put an arm on
Jenkins’ shoulder, during the national anthem, a song written by Francis Scott Key—a slave owner
by inheritance—the song containing a third verse that’s as racist as nearly everything else created
before 1865.
Colin Kaepernick was gone, but he was not forgotten.
I might not get there with you.
But it really doesn’t matter with me now.
I don’t mind.
Martin Luther King Jr. knew his fight was nothing, if it started and ended with him. And while
Kaepernick is no King, he may similarly not finish the fight that he began, on the field. But begin it,
did he ever. It’s a business, the NFL, well behind the American professional basketball leagues in
terms of activism. The WNBA in 2016 became center stage for bold statements about race and
policing—on the court, in the locker room, through social media. And not just from the black

players, but from full teams. After threatening fines to teams and individual players for speaking
their minds, WNBA president Lisa Borders said the league was rescinding its punishment “to show
them even more support.” And in the NBA, just this August after the unrest in Charlottesville,
LeBron James acknowledged that he “has a voice of command” and used it to call Trump “the
so-called president.” The most famous athlete in the world said: “It’s about all of us looking in the
mirror and saying: What can we do better to help change?”
NFL players needed Kaepernick to defibrillate the notoriously fossilized league. And they are, with a
new group of leaders ready to carry—carrying—his torch on the sidelines, sparked by the endless
news cycle of racially motivated violence, of ethnic discrimination, of immigrant fearmongering.
Jocelyn Benson, CEO of the Ross Initiative in Sports for Equality, sees the sheer number of players
still employed by the NFL—70 percent of whom are black, as of this time last year—as an activist
advantage. “You’re going to see a diversity of tactics, opinions, priorities,” she tells me, “and it’s
great to see these players expand in the number of ways they’re using their voice to advance
change.”
That was where this story was going, a year after Colin first sat during the anthem. And then, on the
eve of a nerve-wracked new season, video surfaced of Bennett pinned down by a police officer as he
screams, declaring innocence. The same Seahawks player who had sat during the national
anthem—who planned to keep sitting, who was “not going to be standing until I see the equality
and freedom”—was now on the other side—on the sidewalk—as an alleged victim.
“I don’t think this is going to end,” Wyche, who spoke to Bennett before the start of the regular
season, tells me. “As much as the police killings of Philando Castile and Michael Brown inspired
Kaepernick and this first wave of people to protest, Charlottesville was kind of a trip wire for a lot
of other players—and now, with the situation with Michael Bennett in Las Vegas, I just think it’s
going to crank things up even more.”
He was right. Because four days later in Green Bay, I knelt in front of Bennett, both towering and
soft-spoken, following a Seahawks loss to the Packers, before which he sat during the national
anthem. The public support for his ongoing protest, Bennett told me, “has motivated me to keep
going—keep pushing.”
“There’s a lot going on, intelligence-wise, between his ears, that some people just don’t seem to give
him credit for. He was real serious about things, he wanted to be the best—it was probably always
there.”
A longtime friend of the Kaepernick family from Turlock was off to the races, telling me Colin’s life
story. There was a calm in his voice when he stuck to the facts, but the apprehension of small-town

pressure arose when he waded into the waters of opinion, even as he spoke with unshakable pride.
He told me about how, growing up, Colin had been recognized less for football than for baseball.
(He once threw a no-hitter, with pneumonia, and was drafted by the Cubs.) The friend told me how,
growing up, Colin loved Brett Favre. (He had a No. 4 jersey.)
The family friend’s excitement was a reminder of who Colin once was—before he really was on his
own, before he really had fame, before he really had money, before he’d been championed,
misrepresented and villainized, in front of an entire nation—as a boy in Turlock, California; as an
educated young man in Reno, Nevada; and who Colin yet may be, as an activist in New York City.
Colin wasn’t just another star quarterback; he was his school’s first star. John H. Pitman High had
been in existence for just four years when, in 2004, he won the town’s football rivalry game against
Turlock High, the Harvest Bowl. He won it again the next year and, after an assistant football coach
at the University of Nevada watched Colin excel in a Pitman basketball game while running a
102-degree fever, headed to Reno on a football scholarship.
His football success began a trajectory to the NFL. (He also won the Wolf Pack’s “Fireman Award”
for stepping up to replace the injured starting quarterback as a freshman.) But at under 4 percent
black (the city of Turlock, according to the 2010 census, is 1.7 percent black), the University of
Nevada-Reno was Colin’s Black Mecca. Here, he found black people, but also physical spaces, like
the Center for Student and Cultural Diversity, to be comfortably black.
As a junior in 2010, much later than most and rarely for a quarterback at the university, Colin joined
a historically black fraternity, Kappa Alpha Psi. He pledged, alongside his teammate Brandon
Marshall—currently a linebacker on the Denver Broncos—who knelt for the anthem last season,
lost two endorsements and continued to kneel. Joining a black Greek letter organization at a
primarily white college is an act of resistance—it’s fringe, it’s typically exclusionary and, most
dangerously, it’s founded in pride through a lens unconcerned with white America. These are the
decisions that make you confusing, that make you difficult to be controlled, that can prepare you to
exist, comfortably, in both a black and white world, unafraid of both black and white people.
Turlock did not see this, and neither did football fans.
“He still talks to us, he’s still our friend, we’ll go out to his house and hang out with him,” Gregory
Elliott, a sophomore Kappa at the University of Nevada, told the school’s website during the 49ers’
Super Bowl run in 2012. “I do see him as a positive figure to young black men and young men in
general, just to show what hard work can do, and how a person can persevere through life.”
If you become so engulfed in the present, it’s easy to forget just how immense the popularity of
Colin Kaepernick was, once. During that Super Bowl run—after 49ers quarterback Alex Smith went

down with a concussion and Kaepernick stepped in, and showed out—“Kaepernicking” became a
thing, an ancestor of the dab, only with the added flair of a kiss to the bicep. GQ deemed him the
most stylish player in the league. He became a very visible spokesman for Beats and secured an
endorsement with Electronic Arts. He was likable, but he also exuded a confidence many took as
flash without substance, the undertone being that Colin was dumb, that his motives were not to be
trusted. His array of tattoos (they’re mostly religious) led one columnist to write: “NFL quarterback
is the ultimate position of influence and responsibility—he is the CEO of a high-profile
organization, and you don’t want your CEO to look like he just got paroled.” Colin was a target.
The 2014 NFC Championship Game was an important game, culturally, in football—two young
black quarterbacks were vying to make the Super Bowl—but it was also meaningful, in the way their
existence—and assumed values—were pitted against each other as archetypes. There was the
side-by-side comparison of their Instagram photos, with captions outlining the “good” (Russell
Wilson) and the “bad” (Colin Kaepernick). There was the caption pointing to Wilson “Hanging Out
With His Best Fans,” and then a “Hanging Out With His Best Friends” next to an image of
Kaepernick with clothes and shoes, some of which bore his likeness. There was Wilson, hanging out
with a dog, next to Kaepernick, hanging out with J. Cole in what appeared to be the club. A Russell
Wilson charity event, next to Colin Kaepernick with a private jet. And Wilson, in military fatigues,
with the caption “Semper Fi”—next to Colin Kaepernick, Kaepernicking, with the caption “Semper
Sigh.” With today’s thirst for polarity, this went viral, obviously.
In just a matter of years, Russell Wilson had become, on the surface, Turlock Kaepernick, while
Colin floated into territory we’d never seen before—that of the black athlete who could
simultaneously absorb the stereotype of a black “thug” and a white “bro.” During this moment, he
was sandwiched between two Seahawks, Wilson and Richard Sherman, who was being labeled a
thug, with people coming to a defense of Sherman’s character by way of “he went to Stanford.”
Suddenly, the only one who didn’t fit into a convenient slot was Colin Kaepernick.
Unless he was your team’s quarterback, it was easy to not buy into the public brand Colin was
building. I certainly didn’t. But I also ached for him, a tough reminder of the reality of being biracial
in this country: While often seen as a privilege, because it often is, it can often feel like you are
homeless.
Colin was navigating life in the public eye, and most of the judgments surrounding him were based
on what you saw, publicly. But the reserved young man, that curious guy from The Center in Reno,
he never left. And there is yet—or is yet to be—another side of Colin Kaepernick. If self-discovery
and black pride and education are part of one’s past, do not be surprised when they are a part of
one’s future.

“I like smart, intelligent, good-hearted—a woman that’s gonna stand up for something. Is that you?”
This was 45 days before we first elected Obama, and the rapper Common was answering a question,
out in the Bay Area, about why it’s important for “us youngsters” to vote, from the on-air
personality—the life force—Nessa Diab. But she just goes by Nessa. And you don’t fuck with
Nessa.
Nessa, the DJ, prodded the banter. “Does that attract you to a woman, if she goes and votes?” But
the earnestness was true: “I think it’s important that we hear it from you,” she told Common.
“Celebrities always make an impact on the youngsters.” Nessa, the activist, brought up his pledge to
stop using “nigga” and anti-gay lyrics in his songs.
While her future boyfriend, Colin Kaepernick, was still in college, passing and running for
touchdowns and just beginning to scratch the surface of his identity, Nessa was already in the early
stages of an accomplished career in radio, questioning famous people about who they were, really, or
wanted to be. At 20 years old, she had earned political science and mass communications degrees
from Berkeley. She had experience—exposure—in politics and culture by the time she began dating
Colin in 2015, at age 31, while splitting her time between MTV and the legendary New York radio
station, Hot 97.
As their relationship began to blossom, Nessa introduced Colin to a classmate of hers from Berkeley
who held a master’s in African-American Studies and was pursuing his doctorate in African
Diaspora Studies: Ameer Loggins. Left.
“Nessa wanted to have him in contact with people who she could trust not to steer him in the
wrong direction,” he tells me, “but also to not exploit him to use him as a stepping stone for some
capitalistic gain.”
Loggins took on a role as Kaepernick’s educational advisor, influencing less what his opinions
should be, guiding more toward which ideas and beliefs exist. “Me and Colin started talking,” says
Left. “And I gave him The Autobiography of Malcolm X. Black Feminist Thought by Patricia Hill
Collins was a text. Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth was a text. I might have said Ain’t I a
Woman. But what I was really trying to do was give a well-rounded presentation—to develop a
more nuanced framework to build upon.”
These conversations—this exposure—took place before Colin ever took a knee. Before the protests,
while he was still studying the 49ers playbook and doing game-tape sessions and thousands and
thousands of stomach crunches in the summer of 2016, Colin audited one of Loggins’ classes at
Berkeley on black representation in popular culture. “He was on time every day,” Loggins says, “and
then would drive back to San Jose.”

When Colin’s protests began a few weeks later, a common reaction was that something—or
someone—had gotten to Colin Kaepernick, to make him break the rules. That he’d changed, been
brainwashed—that this isn’t the Colin I thought I knew. And this is not just in the increasingly open
borders of the right-wing conspiratorial internet, where the Obama Is Kenyan section, which
became the Black Lives Matter Is A Terrorist Organization section, is now the Kaepernick section.
This is Steve King, who sits on the Subcommittee on the Constitution and Civil Justice of the
United States Congress, saying, “I understand that he has an Islamic girlfriend that is his fiancee and
that this has changed him and has taken on some different political views along the way” as well as
“this is activism that’s sympathetic to ISIS.” This is Ray Lewis, who met with the president-elect at
Trump Tower and who still has a job talking about football on television, saying that the Baltimore
Ravens decided not to give Colin Kaepernick a multimillion-dollar job playing football because “his
girl goes out and put out this racist gesture” on Twitter, which is a mess if a lie, a mess if the truth.
I’d been told theories about the brains behind Team Kaepernick, sometimes as a compliment,
sometimes as an insult: “It’s Colin, but it’s really Nessa”; “What he’s doing, it’s all that dude Left.”
The ideological homonyms echoed the simple sentiment—that a guy like Colin Kaepernick,
intellectually, is easy prey. And when those kinds of assumptions are made in your direction,
deriding your credibility and jumping to the assumption of either ignorance or radicalization, the
natural human urge is to defend yourself.
But as the negative commentary piled up, Colin retreated. He bit his tongue a little, in the way
Obama falsely claimed he himself had not—inviting not just attacks but legitimate questions about
his mission, about a long-term strategy that no one could see, that we all thought we needed to see,
that none of us deserved to see. What is he doing? What is he learning? What is he?
After a spring of being pitched to Team Kaepernick, as “the writer” of “his profile,” I began to
allow the persistent hesitation of his people, their public clumsiness, to allow for an objective
summer. When Nessa hosted a block party in Brooklyn with Reebok, I strolled through—and stuck
around—even after I was told she had left. One morning, hours before her afternoon show at Hot
97, I hovered around the studio on Hudson Street, not far from her and Colin’s TriBeCa apartment
building. As the summer, and Colin’s football unemployment, dragged on, a mutual acquaintance
was asked by Team Kaepernick to decline an interview with me. Again and again, still, I’d float to
people in Colin and Nessa’s inner circle that they still hadn’t talked to me—we’d talk about how
foolish they were, how they didn’t get it, how it was important that we heard it from him.
Behind the skepticism of his public silence, however, Colin was speaking with people, making
friends with figures he thought he needed to know. Colin wasn’t campaigning as an attempt to win

over the court of public opinion. Colin Kaepernick just needed to get much better at thinking and
speaking on behalf of Colin Kaepernick.
Mckesson likens his early role to being a “celebrity switchboard” of sorts. “He asked me to put him
in touch with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Mike Brown’s mom—I put him in touch with Solange, Jesse
Williams; it was random,” Mckesson tells me. “But wait until you talk to him—he’s so malleable and
he’s so kind. That’s why I feel bad for him: He’s like, ‘I just want to do right.’”
In August, for example, the Full Frontal with Samantha Bee writer Travon Free posted a photo of
himself, along with the Daily Show’s Hasan Minhaj, Colin and J. Cole, backstage at the rapper’s
concert in Brooklyn. Looking at these guys—two comics, a jock and an MC, scrolling by on your
feed—you could have mistaken it for a photo opportunity. But look closer—at Ali and Malcolm on
Colin’s shirt, at I KNOW MY RIGHTS on Cole’s, at the shorts that say, in sports-jersey cursive,
“Dreamville”—and it becomes clear that a necessary conversation ensued. Of course it did. The
stakes are too high, and the instances all too infrequent, for four prominent adult men of color not
to talk about how we are to survive, in America.
Even the people standing atop the avalanche of shit—at the forefront of the retweeting,
free-flowing forum of hateration—can agree that Colin has the “right” to kneel, even though he
doesn’t want to kneel forever. By that logic, the same should be true for his silence: that he has every
right to grow in private, before he steps out in public. Being black is hard enough. And public
blackness is not something you just put on comfortably, like a football jersey. Being publicly black is
especially difficult if blackness wasn’t a topic of conversation throughout your upbringing—your
home, your school, your church—which, for Colin and his loving, adoptive, white parents, it wasn’t,
which makes Colin’s activism on behalf of black people and our systemic oppression all the more
intriguing. But here in America, in the year 2017, the kneejerk reaction to becoming, gradually,
publicly black—eventually, a public black leader—is that, in silence, you are hiding, not preparing.
You either stay inside, until you’re a perfectly formed human being, or you step out and stay out
until you slip up and are forced back in. Until you are forced to beg.
And the internet does not know a lamb who’s difficult to kill, so few things are riskier than stepping
out before you’re fully polished. That catch-all “woke”—meaning everything and nothing—is
overused now, not as a sticker for the well-informed and -intentioned, but as a stamp of disapproval
for those who have messed up, and therefore aren’t. To be a work-in-progress is nearly
unacceptable, because the currency that drives our culture is not self-improvement, but instead the
ongoing erosive process of each person, on each side, designating who is wrong and who is right.
“You’ve got to give people space to develop thought, mature, change course,” the political
commentator Angela Rye tells me, about Colin, about all of us. She, like many, was a vocal

supporter of Colin, but had a moment of skepticism after he proudly spoke about not voting. The
days (and weeks, and months, the year) after the election were an easy time to point fingers,
considering the outcome. “But after the anger,” Rye says, comes the process of remembering the
people who truly caused change in this country. “All of our advocates and protesters and agitators
don’t come from perfection.”
“I tweeted about it,” the singer John Legend told me this past July—it being “The Star-Spangled
Banner,” the reason being to question its history, to suggest perhaps a different song for this country
to rally around, to show solidarity with Colin. Reflecting on the responses, Legend noted a frequent
undertone—“this sense that we should be grateful to this country. Like we’re guests here, and
should be more gracious guests, with the tone that we should be grateful that they tolerate us being
here.”
“There have been a lot of great things that have happened for black people here,” Legend went on.
“But it’s always going to be a bit of a conflicted feeling, because America has been really shitty to
black people, for a long time.”
Legend was riled up for Colin—about how “it’s challenging to be this bold, publicly, about
something like this,” and how proud he still was of Colin, whom he’d met when Colin was doing
press at the Super Bowl, with whom he’s emailed over the last year. (Legend has not played the
anthem publicly since, he tells me, and he’s still not sure he will.)
I thought about Colin’s many conversations with this intelligent black celebrity cohort after August’s
unrest in Charlottesville, as a friend of my own—Asian-American—described being called a racist
by his liberal, white, self-proclaimed-as-woke colleague, due to my friend’s online criticism of white
America. “They need to tell you about everything they’re doing to reduce and fight racism,” he says,
“like I should give you a cookie for cleaning up a shit you took in the corner.”
We talked, just hours before I’d had lunch with a new friend, multiracial by definition, black to the
stranger, and treated by his elite white cohort as anything but—due to his success, the way he
speaks, the company he keeps. “I’m the exception,” my new friend said. “I hate it.”
The clear, overt racism is a beast in itself to fight, without the faux-liberalism further complicating
the matter. But the race to unity is, and has always been, a trap. The inconvenience that is Colin
Kaepernick brings this denial to the forefront, a presumption that this country is anywhere near a
hug. We’ve talked about shit, but we haven’t talked through anything. For white Americans to
accept that things are bad—and then just jump ahead to kumbaya and #ImWithKap—is a
profoundly deep-seated defense mechanism for hiding from what white America did, and continues
to do, to the rest of us. The artist Kara Walker recently wrote “You Must Hate Black People As

Much As You Hate Yourself” as a subtitle for a new work, but it could be this country’s permanent
headline.
The truth hurts white people. Colin Kaepernick has hurt white people, and that is why it’s
convenient to banish him, because he holds America’s worst nightmare: the mirror. And while the
genuine apologies from the most Black-Lives-Matter-sign-in-the-front-yard white person are
endless, there is a real difference between guilt and understanding—understanding that nothing will
change unless you and people like you fix the mess that you unfairly inherited, from which you so
unfairly still benefit, right now.
Of white liberals, Baldwin said that “our racism situation would be inconceivably more grim if these
people, in the teeth of the most fantastic odds, did not continue to appear; but they were almost
never, of course, to be found at the bargaining table.”
It rings, when you consider those who scold Colin Kaepernick for dividing us. And it stings, when
Colin Kaepernick is castigated for the distraction of juggling activism and football. But Colin’s
continued silence is a reminder that the bargaining table exists off the field, that the true battle is not
about the potential backup quarterback for the Seattle Seahawks. Being white and progressive and
putting your arm around a black player—that is necessary, proof that there is empathy for the
situation that black Americans are facing right here, during this very moment. But to think that that’s
it is to think unity is next, that the only direction to go is forward, not sideways or backward or any
of the directions in the hard, difficult work that is progress.
It’s the worst thing about that word—progress—that it is some kind of get-out-of-jail-free card on
the past. In the future, there’s hope, while the past represents baggage. For a long time, this was
simply something that represented white America. But there’s also a black person, for whom only
looking blindly forward brings a great deal of relevance, of power—to publicly square things up with
white people is to gain favor that few people ever experience, with anyone. It’s levelheaded, it’s
intelligent, it’s a relief—proof these black people exist.
I spent years not understanding the appeal of a black person’s catering so callously to conservative
whites. I had many of the same questions people have about Colin Kaepernick. Who got to them?
Were they lost? Had they been radicalized, by a country club membership? But then, six months
before seeing Get Out, it all made sense, and it wasn’t hypnosis. In Cleveland, I found myself 10 feet
behind Ben Carson at the Republican National Convention, as he did a lap inside the arena. The
anxiety that I carried with me, as one of the handful of black people in the building, he did not
show. Quite the contrary: Doctor Ben seemed as comfortable as ever as white people walked up to
him to thank him, to remind him they’d given him money or to just touch his shoulder.

Dr. Ben Carson, once a staple in the Black History Month new school greatest hits section, had now
even surpassed his standing in black America. To us, he was someone we could hold up as further
proof that black people could excel at anything. But in that room, Doctor Ben was the Messiah, the
black man who came down to clear the sins of any white person who would listen. He wasn’t black,
that day. He was just Ben.
And it made sense, in an age when the wrong side of history doesn’t last as long as it used to: If
you’re black and you criticize Colin Kaepernick’s tactics, from his kneeling to his silence, you will be
a trending topic—which was better than before, when no one cared about you; which is a safe
gamble, because other news will replace you, should there be a backlash.
On Saturday, May 6 of this year, while President Trump was deciding how to fire the FBI director,
and the white police officer who shot and killed the 15-year-old black football player Jordan
Edwards was returning home on bail, Colin Kaepernick was hosting his third Know Your Rights
Camp. (It was also the last. They got expensive to pay for, out of pocket, for a guy without a
reportedly $400,000-per-week paycheck anymore.) This was Chicago, South Side. Common was
there, and so was Loggins, the academic, the apparent brains behind the operation. The Nation
columnist Dave Zirin chronicled the event, including Colin’s speech to the kids, wherein he spoke
about how to deal with the cops, about how he loves his family back in Turlock, but also saying that
“when I looked in the mirror, I knew I was different.”
Aware of what is assumed—speculation by those who don’t see Kaepernick in moments like these,
or behind the scenes—Loggins is quick to explain what Colin’s role is, as well as where everyone
else’s influences stop. “They were actually Colin’s concept,” Left says of the camps. “Behind the
scenes, people want to discredit Colin by way of affixing him to the stigma of the black athlete as
being dumb. So, I become this straw man of sorts so people can say, ‘Nah, it ain’t Colin, it’s the
smart nigga that goes to Berkeley.’
“He’s not a figurehead. That dude makes these decisions.”
Yes, he has an act in kneeling that has been mimicked, all the way down to youth athletics, a
powerful sign of trickle-down activism. Yes, Colin will have masses of followers, because bravery
inspires those who want, who can’t and who might. And yes, Colin will be iconicized to a degree,
from hashtags to outspoken celebrities such as Chance the Rapper and Dave Chappelle donning
shirts of his defiant act, his afro doubling as a black fist of power. But ultimately, so far, Colin’s most
defiant act of leadership has been educating himself—and offering a mirror into his consciousness.
He may be unemployed, but being Colin Kaepernick, the leader, is very much a job. Full-time.

“More Bob Marley!” A drunk old man is yelling at the one-man act Jamus Unplugged as he sings
“Because I Got High” by Afroman, the Saturday night soundtrack for the dining area here at the
Holiday Inn Express.
From the Detroit airport bar to this godforsaken hotel, I’d flown to a city you’d only ever visit for
football Sundays, an American holy land known as Green Bay. I had come here, having spent
months concerning myself with Colin Kaepernick, to witness the beginning of a season in which he
is not yet a participant, to watch and speak with the man carrying his baton: a 31-year-old named
Michael Bennett.
A place like Green Bay gives you perspective on why football matters. It’s for sport, but it’s also
community—an entire town, excited to spend months together, once a week, in celebration of its
home team. Running up South Oneida toward Lambeau Field shortly after 8 a.m., there are already
Packer fans, preparing. Strolling up that street again at noon, pancakes and eggs and bacon and
sausage and toast and hash browns and coffee and orange juice and water from IHOP deep in my
belly, it’s already a carnival of green and yellow. Talk of activism seeps into my head—a boycott for
Kap!—but that all disappears once I step inside the stadium.
Sitting at the back of the press box, with a Where’s Waldo? view of the Seahawks’ sideline, I can see
the Blues Traveler frontman John Popper launch into “The Star-Spangled Banner” with his trusty
harmonica. This moment—this is the America that could be sold in hell, disguised as fire.
Within a few notes, the majority in the front row of the press box pull out binoculars. You don’t
need them for the flag, which is 40 yards long and 16 people wide. We are paying attention for the
sideline—once a place of ritualistic unity, now the site of individualism. And on this legendary field,
during this time-honored song, on one side, Seattle’s Michael Bennett, sitting on a metal bench; on
the other, Green Bay’s Martellus Bennett—his brother—raising a fist.
It is a moment, but it is also one that will pass. In the first half, Martellus makes a catch for 12 yards
and Michael gets a sack on Aaron Rodgers, punctuated by a pro wrestling-inspired pelvic thrust. It is
a new season, and with it come new expectations. The on-field protests are now a thing that we do,
which means—even with more frequency—that they are easier to block out. It’s what happens after
these newfound leaders retreat to their locker rooms, their quiet spaces, that will dictate our path
forward.
“Everybody wants to think that there’s not something going on,” Michael Bennett says to me while
sitting in his locker, which is punctuated by a statue of Black Santa Claus. “But you’ve got to be able
to show the truth and shed light on the things that are happening outside of sports—pushing that

message that there are so many inequalities out there, and so many things happening to people of
color, whether it’s African-Americans, Muslims, Hispanics.”
It’s one thing for a player to prioritize equality over football, away from the field, wherever Colin
Kaepernick is today. But to sit in a locker room, here in the football holy land, here in the state that
put Donald Trump over the top, just minutes after the conclusion of a game—to think freely and
courageously—that’s absolutely necessary.
“Boycotting is a form of protest,” Bennett tells me. “I think if there is a boycott, it kind of shows
that the consumer has power. But then it’s like: What’s the next step?”
Colin Kaepernick may never again play in the NFL. He also might, and if he does, protesting will be
allowed. (“Players are encouraged but not required to stand during the playing of the national
anthem,” the NFL had to say for itself, for this story.) Either way, he’s opened the door, one that
people—not players, people—like Michael Bennett are willing to walk through. It’s a dangerous
door for America, one we aren’t supposed to walk through—and one we were never supposed to
find.
One of these days
When you made it
And the doors are open wide
Make sure you tell them exactly where it’s at
So they have no place to hide
Langston Hughes told Nina Simone that, before he died. And while Colin is no Langston (and
Bennett no Simone), what’s behind that door has always been the true history of this country.
Through that door, the true history of this country. Through that door, the unpleasant reasons
behind this country’s greatest success and failures. And through that door, flashbacks to all the times
this country’s ways have helped you and the ones you’ve loved, all the ways it’s hurt.
Colin Kaepernick found that door. He’s been showing us where it is, for a year now. And it’s on us
now—all of us: to invite discomfort enough to take that walk, down this dangerous road that so few
travel, and understand that you could experience all this hurt, all this pain, then you could walk back
out into the same America you left behind.
“I’m a combat veteran from the Vietnam war and I could not be more proud of what Colin has
chosen to do,” the Kaepernicks’ family friend tells me, before hanging up the phone from Turlock.
“It’s what I fought for, the opportunity for someone who has a firm conviction in their beliefs to

stand up and speak their mind, or in this case take a knee for what he truly believes. And if anyone
wants to make a negative comment about it, feel free. I frankly don’t give a shit. I admire him. He
stood by his convictions. To be honest with you, I admire him more for what he’s done in this past
year than what he accomplished going to a Super Bowl or football stats. To me, this is more
admirable.”

